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Prologo 
 
 
Source 
 
A: pp. P1–P38 

The manuscript consists of twenty-four-stave vertical paper. On the first recto (un-numbered), 

L wrote “Pagliacci / Dramma in un atto / parole e musica / di / R. Leoncavallo / Prologo / 

Partitura.” This text makes clear that, when he wrote the “Prologue,” the opera was still in one 

act. The pages are numbered, presumably in a later hand, in the upper left corner (on pages 

with even numbers) and the upper right corner (on pages with odd numbers). 

 

The measures are laid out as follows: 

 p. 1 1–8 

 p. 2 9–16 

 p. 3 17–25 

 p. 4 26–34 

 p. 5 35–44 

 p. 6 45–55 

 p. 7 56–64 

 p. 8 65–74 

 p. 9 75–82 

 p. 10 83–89 

 p. 11 90–97 

 p. 12 98–105 

 p. 13 106–112 

 p. 14 113–121 

 p. 15 122–131 

 p. 16 132–141 

 p. 17 142–151 

 p. 18 152–162 

 p. 19 163–169 

 

 p. 20 170–175 

 p. 21 176–182 

 p. 22 183–191 

 p. 23 192–200 

 p. 24 201–208 

 p. 25 209–216 

 p. 26 217–224 

 p. 27 225–232 

 p. 28 233–238 

 p. 29 239–245 

 p. 30 246–251 

 p. 31 252–258 

 p. 32 259–262 

 p. 33 263–266 

 p. 34 267–270 

 p. 35 271–275 

 p. 36 276–282 

 p. 37 283–289 

 p. 38 290–293 
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Instrumentation 
 

Ottavino 

2 Flauti 

2 Oboi (Ob I doubles on Corno inglese)1 

2 Clarinetti in Si 

Clarone in Si 

3 Fagotti 

4 Corni in Mi / Mi 

3 Trombe in Si 

3 Tromboni 

Bass-Tuba 

Timpani in Sol, Do 

Gran Cassa e Piatti 

2 Arpe  

Tonio 

Violini I 

Violini II 

Viole 

Violoncelli 

Contrabassi 

 

Critical Notes 
 

Measure(s)  Source instrumental or vocal part: Note 

 

1 MIO Orch: The metronome marking is derived from pvFU, pvAS, pvSO, 

and SO. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “deciso” 

1–2 A Orch: Here and in parallel passages of the “Prologue” L drew accents only 

in Strings. The only exception is at 286, where he consistently drew them in 

all parts to launch the forceful conclusion. 

6 A Vni, Vle, Vc: L wrote sharp accents; MIO substitutes regular ones, in 

agreement with Cb and the parallel 2, 18, and 22. 

9 A Orch: L marked Trb f and above Vni I wrote ff. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO 

all continue with the f dynamic of the beginning. SO has ff in Vni II and Vc 

and omits the f of Trb. MIO follows L’s marking in Vni I and extends it to 

all instruments. 

9, 124 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “vigoroso” 

 A Trbn = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

                     
1 At 250–258, L wrote for 2 Ob in addition to Cor ingl, the only passage in Pagliacci where he did so (see Note 250–

258). 
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15, 130  A Cb: L wrote •/•, indicating that this measure should be read from the 

preceding one; MIO, however, adds staccato dots, in agreement with the 

articulation L added in other parts. 

17, 132 A Orch: None of the sources provides dynamic markings here. Although a 

continued p is certainly possible, the reprise of the opera’s opening material 

and the subsequent “pesante” in the vocal scores at 26 and 28 suggests that 

the dynamic should be f. MIO (with pMet) assigns f. 

17–18 MIO Strings: The accents are extended from Vni I, the only part in which L 

wrote them. 

26, 141 A Trb: At 26 a later hand added in lead pencil “tutte” above the staff and 

“IIa” below the staff; at 141 the same hand added a similar clarification but 

with “2a e 3a” below the staff; MIO (with pMet) follows the latter 

instruction and extends it to 26. 

26, 28, 141, 143 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “pesante” (in SO only at 141 and 143). 

29 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “incalzando” 

30 A Cl, Trb, Tp, Vni II: L wrote regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp 

accents, in agreement with the predominant articulation. 

32 A Cl, Trb: L wrote regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp accents, in 

agreement with the predominant articulation.  

33–35, 148–150 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: A < on the u. s. of the piano reduction extends over 

the full three measures. 

36 A Orch: L wrote a regular accent in Ott and a sharp accent in Gr C e P, 

leaving all other parts without articulation; MIO extends the sharp accent to 

all parts except B Tuba, Vc, and Cb. 

38 A(SO) B Tuba, Vc, Cb: On the downbeat L added a fermata in red pencil; 

MIO accepts this sign without typographical distinction even though it is 

not observed in Rec1907. 

39–65 A Ott, Fl I, Fg I, II, Vle, Vc, Cb: In Ott (except at 49–50, 59, and on the first 

beat of 60) and Fl I (except at 49–50 and 53–54) L wrote staccato dots; in 

Vle and Vc he wrote “piz.” and staccato dots; and in Fg and Cb he wrote 

“stacc.” and occasional staccato dots (except for the sixteenth notes). MIO 

follows L’s principle of not providing staccato dots on the sixteenth notes 

but extends them otherwise. 

42–44 A(SO) Cb: L added a < in red pencil; MIO accepts this sign without 

typographical distinction and (as 44 is the last measure of the page) extends 

it through 45. 

56, 59 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The vocal scores indicate “calando” at 56 (on the 

second beat) and “dim.” at 59 (in the second half of the measure).  

57–69 A Ott, Ob I, Fg II, III, Vni I, Cb: L wrote “dim.” at 57 in Fg. The dynamic 

marking in Cb at 66 for a passage at that point identical to Fg is marked p; 

MIO respects L’s dynamic markings, letting Fg II, III at 66 conclude on a 

softer dynamic than that of the entering Cb. The sixteenth-note flourishes in 

Ott at 59 and Vni I at 67 are marked p, suggesting that L did not intend for 

these instruments to participate in the “dim.”  

59  pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction (u. s.) = “leggero” 
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69 pvAS, pvSO = “rit.” 

73 MIO Orch: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, 

and SO. 

 pvAS, pvSO = “dolorosamente” 

75, 77 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: Cor I and its equivalent in the piano reduction are 

marked “stentate.” 

80 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

The description in the vocal scores reads “Cantabile sostenuto assai.” 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The performing instruction in the piano reduction 

of the vocal scores and Vni I of SO is “con passione.” 

80, 81 A Arpa 1 (Arpa 2 = Arpa 1): L marked p on the second beat of both 

measures; MIO anticipates it on the first beat at 80 and omits it at 81. 

82 A Arpa 1 (Arpa 2 = Arpa 1): For the right hand on the third beat L wrote 

c′′′ + g′′′ + c′′′′. MIO substitutes a middle pitch of e′′′, thus avoiding an 

anticipation of the melodic g′′ of Vni I and Vni II on the downbeat of 83.  

84 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The vocal scores are marked “poco string. / 

angoscioso,” SO “animando, angoscioso.” 

 A Vc: On the first note, L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

89 A Orch: L wrote pp in Fg and ppp in Trbn. The vocal scores all have p; MIO 

opts for a global pp. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: On the third beat the instruction in the piano 

reduction of the vocal scores and in Vc of SO is “misterioso.” 

92 MIO Orch: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, 

and SO. The tempo indication in the vocal scores is “Vivace come prima.” 

 A Orch: L marked the p only in Brass. In light of the f above Vni I at 94, 

MIO extends the p to all of Orch. 

100 A Trb: The instruction “Tutte,” added in lead pencil and presumably by a 

later hand, fails to specify the distribution of the parts. MIO follows pMet 

in assigning Trb II to the lower part. 

100, 102, 104  A Trbn, B Tuba: L wrote consistent quarter notes; MIO substitutes eighth 

notes, in agreement with in Clne, Cassa, and Cb. 

101, 103 A Trb: L wrote dotted quarter notes, whereas in Cor he wrote only quarter 

notes. In light of Trb’s melodic function (and in agreement with Cor at 

105), MIO respects the distinction. 

104 A Cb: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with Trbn and B Tuba and L’s notation of Cb at 102. 

104–107 A Clne, Fg, Vle, Vc: The slurring is inconsistent. In Clne at 105 (the last 

measure of the page), L drew the slur exuberantly into the margin, as if to 

suggest that 104–107 all be covered by the same slur. In Vle and Vc, slurs 

are missing entirely; in Clne and Fg, they are missing at 106–107. MIO slurs 

the measures in pairs, in agreement with the pattern established in the 

previous measures. 

109 pvAS, pvSO: The u. s. of the piano reduction is marked “con impeto.” 
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116 MIO Fg: The distribution of the three Fg between the two parts is extended 

from L’s marking at 1. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “deciso” 

116–117, 120–121 A Strings: L wrote accents only in Cb at 120–121. As this passage mirrors 

the beginning of the opera, MIO extends the accents to the remaining 

instruments. 

136 A B Tuba: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note, followed by an eighth 

rest; MIO substitutes a quarter note, as at 21 (and in agreement with the 

rhythm in Trbn). 

145, 147, 151  A Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl, Clne, and Cor: In Ott, Fl (at 145 and 147), Ob (at 145 and 

151), Cl (at 145 and 151), Clne (at 151), and Cor (at 151), L wrote a regular 

accent. When he wrote an accent in other instruments, he opted for a sharp 

one; MIO extends a sharp accent to all parts with a corresponding rhythm. 

144 pvSO, SO = “incalzando” 

 A Vle: The second note is g, clearly a lapsus calami; MIO substitutes a 

without typographical distinction. 

160 Sources Ton: The stage direction in MI1892 is “Tonio, in costume da Taddeo 

come nella commedia, passando a traverso al telone,” in SO “(passando la 

testa a traverso la tela),” and in pvSO “(passando la testa a traverso alla 

tela)”; MIO follows the text of MI1892 and the placement of pvSO. 

162 MIO Strings: Despite the f in pMet, MIO extends the p of pvFU. 

163 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: pvAS and pvSO have a sf and staccato 

dot, pvFU only a staccato dot. 

163–164 pvSO, SO Ton: The stage direction is “(avanzandosi).” 

165–166 pvSO, SO Ton: The stage direction is “(alla ribalta salutando)”; in SO only 

“salutando” is in parentheses. 

166 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “Largamente” 

 MI1892 = “(poi salutando)” 

169 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The last three eighth notes of the piano reduction 

(vocal scores) as well as Cl and Cor I, II (SO) are marked “marcato”; the last 

three eighth notes of Ton are marked “con autorità” (in pvSO and SO only). 

169–170 A Cl, Fg, Cor I, II: On the last three eighth notes of 169, L wrote regular 

accents; on the downbeat of 170, he wrote a regular accent in Cl and a sharp 

accent in Fg and Cor I, II; MIO substitutes a sharp accent throughout, in 

agreement with the consistently sharp accents in Strings. 

170 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ton: The note on the downbeat is marked “ten.” 

Some of the vocal scores include one or more fermatas later in the measure: 

pvAS and pvSO on the fourth beat of Ton; pvSOF and pvCH on the fourth 

beat (the eighth rest) of Ton and the solo Vc as well as on the eighth rest of 

the piano reduction; and pvFU on the fourth beat of all parts. 

170–174 Sources Ton, Vc solo: In A a later hand added in blue pencil a part for Vco 

[or 1o] solo virtually identical with Ton (only the value of the final note, on 

the second beat of 174, is different; see Note 174). In Ton, on the last note 

of 170, SO adds the puzzling instruction “recitando.” The solutions 

presented in the vocal scores suggest that “recitando” refers to an alternate, 
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purely spoken performance of the vocal part. pvAS provides the instruction 

“Speaking to the Violoncello” (at 171) with no notes for Ton until “mette 

l’autore” at 173; pvSO provides the options “Recitando, oppure all’unisono 

col Violoncello,” with no notation for Ton until “mette l’autore” at 173 

(pvFU follows pvSO, but with the instruction in German). The slur for Vc 

solo in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO extends from the upbeat to 171 to the 

downbeat of 172 and then from the first eighth note of 172 to the second 

note of 174; SO, following A for the most part, slurs the three eighth notes 

at 171, the two notes on the first beat at 173 (but not the triplet on the 

third beat), and the two notes at 174. 

171 Sources Orch: The metronome marking in MIO is derived from pvAS, 

pvFU, pvSO, and SO. Whereas these sources agree on the metronome 

marking, they do not agree on the verbal description: pvAS, pvSO, and SO 

prescribe “Andantino sostenuto,” pvFU “Andante sostenuto.” MIO follows 

A. 

171–172 A Fl, Arpa I, II, Strings: L wrote “marcato” on the pitches with staccato dots 

(in Fl and Arpa I) and an accent on the downbeat (in Arpa II), respectively; 

he wrote p only on the third beat of the measure. In Strings, however, he 

wrote p at the beginning of the measure. MIO places the p at the beginning 

of the measure in all parts, allowing performers to interpret the “marcato” 

and the accent within the general p dynamic. In light of these adjustments, 

MIO omits the “sempre” of L’s “p sempre” in Vni II, as the placement of the 

p no longer conflicts with that of Fl and Arpa I. 

173 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ton, Vc I: These sources include a grace note, a, on the 

third beat (pvFU only in Vc I). It is present neither in A nor SO, and MIO 

omits it. 

A Fl: The seemingly redundant “stacc.” is presumably meant to indicate that 

the notes should be played only staccato (i.e., no longer “marcato”). 

174 A Vc solo: The second note is a quarter; MIO substitutes an eighth, in 

agreement with Ton and pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

174–175 Sources Orch, Ton: pvAS and pvSO instruct Ton to begin the scale of five 

sixteenth notes at 174 only after the orchestra has concluded (i.e., “dopo 

l’orchestra”); the piano reduction specifies “col canto,” followed at 175 by “a 

tempo.” In A, none of these instructions is present. At 175 L instead wrote 

“Sempre lo stesso movimento,” an instruction that would be at odds with a 

“col canto” at 174. SO mixes the two versions, including “col canto” at 174 

and both “a tempo” and “Lo stesso movimento” at 175. MIO accepts the 

version of pvAS and pvSO as a revision; it is supported by Rec1907. 

177 MIO Ton: The comma is derived from MI1892. 

179 A Ton, Strings: L wrote “rito.” in Ton and “col canto_rito.” above Strings; 

MIO assigns “rit.o” to Ton and places “rit.o col canto” above Cor and Vni I. 

181 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. The 

vocal scores specify “Un po’ meno presto che nell’Introduzione.” SO 

mistakenly has “= 88.” 
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181–186 A Vc: L wrote “pp stacc.” but also provided staccato dots at 182 and 184–

186 (those measures not coinciding with the dotted figure); MIO respects 

L’s instruction but also extends staccato dots to the eighth notes at 181 and 

183 (see Note 39–65). 

188 pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO Ton = “a tempo”; the referent tempo of this 

instruction is not entirely clear. MIO follows A in not specifying any tempo, 

not least because Rec1907 does not change tempo here.  

189 pvAS, pvSO Ton = p 

191 A Vni I (lower part): L forgot to add the eighth rest. 

205–206 Sources Vle, Vc, Cb: In A neither Vc nor Cb have any sign of articulation at 

205, whereas Vle have both an accent and a sf at 206. In SO both Vc and Cb 

have an accent at 205, whereas Vle have both an accent and a sf at 206. 

pvAS and pvSO have a sf at 205 and no articulation at 206. MIO follows A, 

as the sf and accent are surely intended to highlight Ton’s “No!”  

206 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

211–214 Sources: In A L wrote “rito ancora” (in Ton) and “rito ancora col canto” 

(above the staff of Fl), without, however, clarifying the reason for the 

“ancora” (there is no previous ritenuto, only the “Molto più lento” at 203). 

Neither pvAS nor pvSO include the ritenuto but instead indicate “pausa” 

above the eighth rest of 214 (suggesting something equivalent to a fermata). 

pvFU and SO combine the two versions (replacing “rito.” by “rit.,” 

however), in SO with the “rit.” placed at 211 (above the staff of Cl) and the 

“col canto” at 212 (above the staff of Fg). Even though Rec1907 follows pvAS 

and pvSO, MIO follows A (omitting the “ancora,” however) because it 

makes perfectly good sense. 

219 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ton = “ten.” 

221 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “Meno” 

226 MIO Orch: None of the sources provides a dynamic marking here; MIO 

suggests p. 

231 A Ton: The p appears on the downbeat of 232; MIO anticipates it on the 

upbeat. 

232 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

233–234 A, MI1892, pvAS, pvSO, SO Ton = “in fondo a l’anima” / MIO modernizes 

the spelling. 

233–235 pvAS, pvSO, SO Ton: The articulation is markedly different: 

  
 

236 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: On the downbeat SO (in Ob and Vni I) and the 

vocal scores (in the piano reduction, u. s.) have the instruction “cresc.” 

(“cres.” in pvSO). 

237 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ton = “con dolore” 

237–238 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ton: There is a > from fourth beat of 237 through 

the second beat of 238. 
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239 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ton: The main pitch is c′, with e′ marked “opp[ure].” 

242–243 A Strings: The meaning of L’s dynamic markings is not entirely clear. Above 

Vni I L wrote a > from the pitch at 242 to the end of 243, presumably 

intending for this > to apply to all strings; in Cb, however, he wrote a 

< from the first note of 243 to the end of the measure. MIO extends the 

full > to Vni II and Vle; in Vc MIO extends it to the end of the final pitch 

of 243, in Cb through the end of 242. 

244 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: Beginning with the last three notes, Cl and Vni I 

(SO) and the piano reduction (vocal scores), respectively, are marked 

“misterioso.” 

244–245 A Orch: The p appears only in Cor III, IV at 245; MIO extends it to Orch, 

beginning with the three-note upbeat to 245. 

245 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The instruction “animando a poco a poco” appears 

a measure later than in A. 

 MIO Cb: The staccato dot is extended form the parallel 247. 

245–248 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: In Cl and Vni II (at 245–246 but intended to begin 

at 244) and Cor ingl and Vni II (at 246–248) of SO and in the piano 

reduction of the vocal scores, the phrases are shaped with a < at the 

beginning and a > at the end. 

246 MI1892 Ton = “sì come” 

248 A Ton: The second note is a dotted quarter note; MIO substitutes a quarter 

followed by an eighth rest, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 MI1892: The punctuation is a semicolon.  

249 A, MI1892 Ton = “de l’odio”; MIO substitutes “dell’odio,” in agreement with 

L’s spelling elsewhere (e. g., act I, 967–968). 

250–258 MIO Ob: L usually calls for either two Ob or one Ob plus Cor ingl. Here, 

however, he calls for Cor ingl in addition to two Ob, presumably an 

oversight. MIO suppresses Ob I, as the g′ at 255–258 is covered by Vni II, 

and consigns L’s notation to a footnote. pMet assigns Cor ingl to the 

performer of Ob II. 

251–254 A(SO): L added a global < , which MIO accepts without typographical 

distinction. In the secondary sources, it begins earlier and reads “cresc. e 

incalz. affrett. un poco” (SO; spread over 249–251), “cresc. incalzando ed 

affrett. un poco” (pvAS and pvSO; spread over 249–251), and “cresc. 

incalzando e affrett. un poco” (pvFU; spread over 249–250), respectively. 

252 (253,  

254 = 252) A Tp: On the second beat L wrote a dotted eighth rest followed by two 

sixteenth notes; MIO shortens the sixteenths to thirty-seconds. 

255 A Cor I, II: On the first two notes L wrote sharp accents; MIO substitutes 

regular ones, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Trbn = mf; MIO substitutes f, in agreement with the prevailing dynamic. 

255 (256 = 255) A Vni I: The second dyad is missing a dot. 

255–256 A Vni I, Vc: At 256 L wrote •/•, indicating a repeat of 255. Nevertheless, 

from the sixteenth note at 255 into 256, he drew a slur. He may have drawn 
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it in haste, as he did not write it a measure earlier. MIO omits it, in 

agreement with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

255–258 A Ob: See Note 250–258. 

257 A Cl, Fg, Cor I, II: L wrote a flagged eighth note followed by five beamed 

eighth notes; MIO beams all six eighth notes, in agreement with 

corresponding parts. 

257–258 A: L wrote “rit. molto” above Ob and “rito. molto” above Arpa I; MIO opts 

for “rit. molto” in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

258–259 MIO Fl, Vni I, Vni II: The p at 258 is derived from SO and the global 

dynamic in pvAS, pvSO, pvFU at 259 (in pvFU also at 258). 

259 MIO: The “Andante cantabile” and metronome marking are derived from 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

260 A Fg, Cor = pp; MIO omits this redundant instruction. 

263 A Ton: In the second half of the measure, L wrote a dotted quarter note 

followed by an eighth note. This seems to be a mistake, as pvAS, pvFU, 

pvSO, and SO match the quarter-note upbeat of Fl, Vni I and Vni II. Rec1907 

confirms the reading in these sources. 

 A Fg = “sempre pp l’armonia”; MIO omits this redundant instruction. 

 A Arpa I: L slurred the sixteenth notes of the first beat and those of the 

second beat separately; MIO combines them under the same slur, in 

agreement with L’s notation in the subsequent measures. 

263–264 A Cor ingl, Cor I, II: At 263 in Cor ingl L wrote f (an instruction not 

preserved in SO), whereas in Cor I he wrote “cantato il 1.o” and in Cor II 

“chiaro” (instructions preserved in SO). It is clear that L wanted this phrase 

of Cor ingl and Cor I to stand out dynamically, because on the third beat of 

264 he wrote p in Cor ingl and “p di nuovo” above Cor I, II (not realizing 

that the dynamic level in Cor I, II prior to 263 was pp, not p). MIO 

interprets the “chiaro” as a practical equivalent to the f in Cor ingl, assigns 

it to the melodic line of Cor ingl and Cor I, substitutes the dynamic level of 

p (itself derived from the vocal scores and SO; see Note 258–259), 

combines the two verbal instructions (“chiaro” and “cantato”) with the 

conjunction “e,” omits the dynamic instructions at 264, and consigns the f 

to a footnote. 

263–267 A Fl, Cl, Vni I, Vni II, Vc: L’s slurs are inconsistent: in Fl he slurred from 

the fourth beat of 263 to the downbeat of 266 and from the downbeat of 266 

to the downbeat of 267; in Cl he slurred from the third beat of 264 to the 

downbeat of 265; in Vni I and Vni II from the fourth beat of 263 to the 

downbeat of 265 and from the downbeat of 266 to the downbeat of 267; and 

in Vc from the downbeat of 264 to the downbeat of 265 and from the 

downbeat of 266 to the third beat of 266. MIO extends the slurring of Vni I 

and Vni II to Vc (beginning with the downbeat of 264), Cl (beginning with 

the third beat of 264), and Fl. 

264–265 A: At 264, L wrote “cresc.” only in Ob. At 265, he wrote “cresc.” in Cor III, 

IV and < in Fl, Cl, Cor I, II, Vni I, Vni II, Vle, and Vc; MIO opts for < 

in all parts, beginning it on the third beat of 264. 
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264–266 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ton: The vocal scores have a < from the third beat of 

264 to the end of 265 and a f on the downbeat of 266. 

266 MIO Orch: The f is derived from pCH-LObc, pMet, pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, 

and SO. 

 A Vni I, Vni II: On the downbeat, L wrote sharp accents; MIO substitutes 

regular ones, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

267 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ton: The dynamic marking beginning with the 

second note is p. 

 A Cor ingl: Cor ingl holds the pitch on the downbeat an eighth note longer 

than Fl, Cl, and Strings. In light of the distinct melodic material, MIO 

respects this incongruity. 

268 A Cor I, II = pp; MIO suppresses this unique marking. 

269 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The instruction is “rianimando e cresc.” in Orch 

(SO) and the piano reduction (vocal scores), respectively, and “cresc. 

ancora” for Ton. 

 A Cor IV: L wrote g (sounding B); MIO follows SO in substituting g 

(sounding B) in agreement with the harmonic change. 

270 A Fl, Vni II: L drew an exuberant slur to the end of the measures in Vni II 

and into the margin in Fl; MIO follows pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO in ending 

the slur on the penultimate dyad or note. 

271 Sources Cor ingl: In A a later hand corrected a′ (sounding d′) to b′ 

(sounding e′). Both SO and SO1909 have a′ (sounding d′), but MIO opts for 

b′ (sounding e′). 

 A Clne, Cb: On the first note of the third beat L wrote a staccato dot in Clne 

and a sharp accent in Cb; MIO substitutes a sharp accent in Clne. In 

addition, in Clne alone did L beam all four eighth notes of the second half of 

the measure; MIO flags the first note separately, in agreement with the 

prevailing notation. 

 A, SO Arpa II: In A L wrote a seventh chord with a fundamental of b′, a 

harmony SO replicates. As Arpa II is the only instrument including the b′ 

and since a cadential 6/4 chord makes more harmonic sense, MIO follows 

pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO in omitting the b′, consigning the chord of A and 

SO to a footnote. 

 A Vni I, Vni II: L ended the slur on the third note; MIO extends it to the 

fourth, in agreement with the slur in Vle. 

271–272 Sources: pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO pack Ton with performing 

instructions at 271: “con forza” over the first note, “rit.” over the second to 

fourth notes, and “rit. con anima” over the final three notes (in pvAS the 

“rit.,” extended by dots through the antepenultimate note, overlaps with the 

“con anima” on the third beat). These sources include two statements of 

“col canto,” one at 271 (accommodating the ritardandos) and one at 272 

(accommodating the tenuto). 

 pvAS, Rec1907 Ton: At 271 pvAS offers the following oppure: 
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 Francesco Cigada in Rec1907 opts for the following alternative: 
 

  
 

272 A Ton: L wrote “l’ae-re” (as a two-syllable word), with the first syllable 

covered by the first two notes of the measure, a notation replicated in pvAS, 

pvFU, pvSO, and SO. It is clear from the consistent sdrucciolo endings of 

MI1892, however, that L understood “l’aere” to be a three-syllable word, an 

interpretation Francesco Cigada in Rec1907 confirms and MIO accepts. 

 A Ob: On the downbeat, L wrote a unique accent. He also wrote accents on 

the quarter notes of Vc (i.e., in the second half of the measure) but not on 

the downbeat; MIO considers the accent in Ob as mechanically drawn and 

thus suppresses it. 

273 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The tempo designation is “Più lento,” and the 

“quasi recitativo” of A is replaced by “quasi recitato” and assigned to Ton’s 

part. 

 MIO Fg: The dynamic level is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

274 Sources Ton: The punctuation in A after “dissi” resembles a dash, after 

which L continued with a lowercase “or.” MIO1892 has a period followed by 

an uppercase “Or,” whereas pvSO has suspension points followed by an 

uppercase “Or.” As the dash of A could be confused with a hyphen, MIO 

opts for the suspension points of pvSO but continues with a lowercase “or” 

as in A.  

 A Ton: L wrote: 

 
  

 MIO follows pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO in delaying the phrase to allow 

Ton to take the pitch from Fg I. In Rec1907, Francesco Cigada does indeed 

delay the phrase, but he also lengthens the first b. 

275 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ton: Beginning with the last pitch, these sources 

instruct “deciso” and, in the respective language of the score, “(gridando 

verso la scena)”; MIO accepts only the latter instruction, which also appears 

in MI1892. 
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276 A: Ton: The punctuation resembles a dash, after which L continued with an 

uppercase “Incominciate”; MIO follows MI1892 and pvSO by interpreting the 

sign as a period. 

276–277 Sources Orch: In A L wrote regular accents in Tp at 276 and in Ott, Fl, Ob, 

Cl, Vni I, Vle, Vc, and Cb at 277; he did not write a single sharp accent. In 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO these accents are sharp (except in Tp at 275, 

where SO preserves the regular accent). MIO follows A. The f is derived 

from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

277 Rec1907 Ton: Francesco Cigada sings g′ instead of d′, a variant that appears 

neither in pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, nor SO. pvCH, however, includes a 

compromise, with d′ (half note) in the first half of the measure and g′ (half 

note with fermata and a slur to the downbeat of 278) in the second half. 

278 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “1o Tempo. Vivace” (SO), “Tempo I. Vivace” 

(pvAS), and “Io. Tempo Vivace” (pvFU and pvSO). 

278, 280 MIO: The dynamic marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO at 

278.  

278, 282 A Strings: L did not write a single accent in these measures. As they mirror 

1 and 5, MIO extends the accents.  

279 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from pvSO and SO. 

280 pvAS: The stage direction “(the curtain rises)” appears earlier than in the 

other sources but in agreement with MI1892, where “(rientra e la tela si 

leva)” appears at the end of the “Prologue” rather than the beginning of the 

“Coro d’Introduzione.” In the stage direction for the opera proper, however, 

MI1892 indicates “All alzarsi della tela si sentono squilli di tromba stonata 

alternantisi con dei colpi di cassa,” making clear that the curtain should not 

go up until the beginning of the opera proper. 

286 MIO Trbn: On the third beat L drew an accent; MIO suppresses this unique 

marking. 

 A Vni I: On the downbeat L drew a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

287 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “tutta la forza” 

292 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle: L wrote sharp accents; MIO substitutes regular accents, 

in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 
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Atto I 
 
 
Source 
 
A: pp. 1–206 

The manuscript consists of twenty-four-stave vertical paper. On the first recto (unnumbered), 

L wrote “— Coro d’introduzione —” and in the upper right corner signed “R. Leoncavallo.” 

Below “Coro d’introduzione” a possibly stamped “R. Leoncavallo” has been erased. The pages 

are numbered in the upper left corner (on pages with even numbers) and the upper right 

corner (on pages with odd numbers). 

 

The measures are laid out as follows: 

 p. 1 1–9 

 p. 2 10–17 

 p. 3 18–25 

 p. 4 26–33 

 p. 5 34–41 

 p. 6 42–49 

 p. 7 50–56 

 p. 8 57–63 

 p. 9 64–70 

 p. 10 71–77 

 p. 11 78–84 

 p. 12 85–91 

 p. 13 92–98 

 p. 14 99–105, 108–113 

 p. 15 106–107, 114–119 

 p. 16 120–126 

 p. 17 127–133 

 p. 18 134–140 

 p. 19 141–147 

 p. 20 148–153 

 p. 21 154–160 

 p. 22 161–166 

 p. 23 167–173 

 p. 24 174–180 

 p. 25 181–187 

 p. 26 188–194 

 p. 27 195–202 

 p. 28 203–210 

 p. 29 211–218 

 p. 30 219–226 

 p. 31 227–234 

 p. 32 235–242 

 

 

 p. 33 243–250 

 p. 34 251–258 

 p. 35 259–266 

 p. 36 267–274 

 p. 37 275–282 

 p. 38 283–290 

 p. 39 291–298 

 p. 40 299–306 

 p. 41 307–314 

 p. 42 315–322 

 p. 43 323–330 

 p. 44 331–338 

 p. 45 339–346 

 p. 46 347–355 

 p. 47 356–367 

 p. 48 368–379 

 p. 49 380–391 

 p. 50 392–397 

 p. 51 398–404 

 p. 52 405–412 

 p. 53 413–420 

 p. 54 421–428 

 p. 55 429–438 

 p. 56 439–447 

 p. 57 448–455 

 p. 58 456–462 

 p. 59 463–469 

 p. 60 470–477 

 p. 61 478–486 

 p. 62 487–494 

 p. 63 495–503 

 p. 64 504–510 
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 p. 65 511–516 

 p. 66 517–522 

 p. 67 523–528 

 p. 68 529–534 

 p. 69 535–540 

 p. 70 541–546 

 p. 71 547–552 

 p. 72 553–558 

 p. 73 559–564 

 p. 74 565–570 

 p. 75 571–576 

 p. 76 577–582 

 p. 77 583–588 

 p. 78 589–594 

 p. 79 595–602 

 p. 80 603–611 

 p. 81 612–617 

 p. 82 618–622 

 p. 83 623–628 

 p. 84 629–633 

 p. 85 634–638 

 p. 86 639–643 

 p. 87 644–648 

 p. 88 649–655 

 p. 89 656–662 

 p. 90 663–669 

 p. 91 670–676 

 p. 92 677–683 

 p. 93 684–690 

 p. 94 691–697 

 p. 95 698–704 

 p. 96 705–711 

 p. 97 712–718 

 p. 98 719–725 

 p. 99 726–733 

 p. 100 734–740 

 p. 101 741–746 

 p. 102 747–753 

 p. 103 754–759  

 p. 104 760–765 

 p. 105 766–771 

 p. 106 772–777 

 p. 107 778–783 

 p. 108 784–789 

 p. 109 790–795 

 p. 110 796–801 

 p. 111 802–807 

 p. 112 808–811 

 p. 113 812–815 

 p. 114 816–819 

 p. 115 820–823 

 p. 116 824–827 

 p. 117 828–831 

 p. 118 832–835 

 p. 119 836–839 

 p. 120 840–844 

 p. 121 845–850 

 p. 122 851–856 

 p. 123 857–861 

 p. 124 862–867 

 p. 125 868–873 

 p. 126 874–879 

 p. 127 880–885 

 p. 128 886–890 

 p. 129 891–895 

 p. 130 896–900 

 p. 131 901–905 

 p. 132 906–911 

 p. 133 912–917 

 p. 134 918–923 

 p. 135 924–929 

 p. 136 930–936 

 p. 137 937–942 

 p. 138 943–947 

 p. 139 948–953 

 p. 140 954–959 

 p. 141 960–965 

 p. 142 966–971 

 p. 143 972–976 

 p. 144 977–981 

 p. 145 982–986 

 p. 146 987–992 

 p. 147 993–997 

 p. 148 998–1002 

 p. 149 1003–1007 

 p. 150 1008–1012 

 p. 151 1013–1018 

 p. 152 1019–1024 

 p. 153 1025–1030 

 p. 154 1031–1035 
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 p. 155 1036–1040 

 p. 156 1041–1045 

 p. 157 1046–1050 

 p. 158 1051–1055 

 p. 159 1056–1060 

 p. 160 1061–1065 

 p. 161 1066–1071 

 p. 162 1072–1077 

 p. 163 1078–1082 

 p. 164 1083–1087 

 p. 165 1088–1092 

 p. 166 1093–1096 

 p. 167 1097–1100 

 p. 168 1101–1104 

 p. 169 1105–1109 

 p. 170 1110–1114 

 p. 171 1115–1119 

 p. 172 1120–1125 

 p. 173 1126–1132 

 p. 174 1133–1139 

 p. 175 1140–1145 

 p. 176 1146–1150 

 p. 177 1151–1155 

 p. 178 1156–1160 

 p. 179 1161–1165 

 p. 180 1166–1170 

 p. 181 1171–1175 

 p. 182 1176–1180 

 p. 183 1181–1186 

 p. 184 1187–1192 

 p. 185 1193–1197 

 p. 186 1198–1202 

 p. 187 1203–1207 

 p. 188 1208–1212 

 p. 189 1213–1217 

 p. 190 1218–1221 

 p. 191 1222–1226 

 p. 192 1227–1230 

 p. 193 1231–1235 

 p. 194 1236–1240 

 p. 195 1241–1245 

 p. 196 1246–1249 

 p. 197 1250–1254 

 p. 198 1255–1260 

 p. 199 1261–1266 

 p. 200 1267–1272 

 p. 201 1273–1278 

 p. 202 1279–1284 

 p. 203 1285–1290 

 p. 204 1291–1296 

 p. 205 1297–1303 

 p. 206 1304–1306 
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Instrumentation 
 

Ottavino (covered by the performer of Fl III) 

3 Flauti 

2 Oboi 

Corno inglese (covered by the performer of Ob I) 

Oboe sulla scena (a separate Ob is required as it plays backstage at the same time 2 Ob 

play in the pit) 

2 Clarinetti in Si 

Clarone in Si 

3 Fagotti 

2 Corni in Mi / Fa 

2 Corni in Mi / Mi 

3 Trombe in Mi 

Tromba in Mi sulla scena (the performer is required on stage at the same time all 3 Trb 

are required in the pit) 

3 Tromboni 

Bass-Tuba in Do 

3 Timpani in Fa, Si, Do / Sol, Re, Do / Fa, La, Do / Si, Mi, Do  

Gran Cassa sulla scena 

Gran Cassa e Piatti 

Triangolo 

Campanelli 

Campane 

2 Arpe 

Nedda 

Canio 

Peppe 

Silvio 

Tonio 

Coro: 

Ragazzi 

Soprani 

Tenori 

Bassi 

Violini I 

Violini II 

Viole 

Violoncelli 

Contrabassi 
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Critical Notes 
 
Measure(s)  Source instrumental or vocal part: Note 

 

1 MIO: The heading “ATTO PRIMO” is derived from pvSO and SO, “ATTO 

UNICO,” the scene description, and the stage direction from MI1892. 

 Sources: In the dramatis personae of A(MI) Ton is described as “gobbo 

commediante” and in the stage direction to scene I as “Tonio il gobbo.” In 

the dramatis personae of MI1892 Ton is described as “Tonio lo scemo 

commediante” and in the stage direction to scene I as “Tonio lo scemo.” 

Four times in the course of the opera, MI1892 and pvSO use the word 

“scemo” as opposed to the words “gobbo” or “difforme” of A(MI) and A. 

As L specifically made this change for Maurel and intended to return it to 

the original wording, MIO follows A(MI) and A.2 Later printings of the 

libretto, beginning with MI1892a, combine the characteristics of “scemo” and 

“gobbo.” See also Notes 808, 863, 893–898, and 917–920. 

 MI1892: The comma in the second sentence of the scene description falls after 

“perde” but should surely fall after “quinte” (as in GE1892). Furthermore, the 

phrase “è più in giù,” nearly halfway into the description, should read “e più 

in giù” (as in GE1892). 

 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO, 

the dynamic marking from pvFU. 

 A Cl, Clne: L wrote a key signature of two sharps; MIO uses the standard 

four. 

3 MIO: The stage direction “(Si alza la tela)” is derived from pvAS, pvSO, 

and SO, its placement from pvSO (in pvAS it appears a beat later, in SO a 

measure later). 

9–10 A Gr C s sc: The two eighth notes are flagged separately; MIO beams them, 

in agreement with the parallel 11–12. 

10, 12 Sources Coro: In A L wrote the stage direction at 10 across Coro (including 

Rag). In other sources it appears at 12 in T II (SO) and Rag (pvAS, pvFU, 

and pvSO), respectively. Rec1907 omits the shouts. 

12 pvAS, pvSO Rag: These vocal scores include an unpitched “Eh!” on the 

downbeat. 

15–161 A: It is not always clear whether L slurred only the groups of three or four 

scalar thirty-second notes (first presented in Ott and Fl at 15) or whether he 

included under the slur the subsequent eighth note (usually marked with a 

staccato dot or an accent). There are many clear cases of the latter, however, 

suggesting that L indeed intended the target note to be included under the 

slur; MIO thus always follows this interpretation. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO 

almost always slur only the short notes but occasionally include the target 

note as well (e. g., at 136 and 138). 

                     
2 Undated letter from L to a friend (presumably Alessandro Barilati), preserved uncatalogued in Locarno at the 

Biblioteca cantonale ticinese, Fondo Leoncavallo. 
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15, 35 MIO Fl: The “a 2” is derived from SO and pMet. 

21 A Coro S: L wrote “1i e secondi”; MIO substitutes “tutti.” 

22 A Coro B: L wrote “1i e 2i”; MIO substitutes “tutti.” 

A Ob, Cl, Clne, Fg, Tp, Vle, Vc, Cb: The p is anticipated from 25, where L 

wrote it in Vc. 

25, 27 MIO Coro S: The commas, clearly necessary, are added without 

typographical distinction. 

26 A Coro S: The grace notes are written as sixteenths; MIO changes them to 

eighths with a slash, in agreement with L’s notation at 24, 25, and 27. 

30–31 A Coro T: The text is missing; MIO extends it from Coro S, in agreement 

with pvAS and pvSO. 

31 A Coro B: L wrote “1i e 2i”; MIO substitutes “tutti.” 

31–32 A Vc, Cb: On the first note of 32 in Vc and both notes in Cb at 31–32, L 

wrote staccato dots; MIO substitutes accents, in agreement with the 

prevailing articulation and the articulation in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

35 A Ott, Vni I: On the second beat, L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a 

regular one, in agreement with Fl and the articulation of Vni I on the 

downbeat. 

40 A Cl, Vni I: On the downbeat of Cl and Vni I and on the second beat of Vni 

I, L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement with 

the prevailing articulation of this motif. 

42 A Ott, Ob, Cl, Clne, Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Tp, Vni I, Vc, Cb: L wrote a sf in 

Cor I, II, a sharp accent in Ott and Vni I, a regular accent in all other parts; 

MIO extends the regular accent (the prevailing articulation). Neither pvAS, 

pvFU, nor pvSO provide any articulation here. 

 A Fl II: The pitch here is a′′. SO and SO1909 substitute c′′′, presumably for 

reasons of voice leading, but do not interfere in Vni I, where the preceding 

b′′ could also be expected to resolve to c′′′. MIO thus follows A, where Fl II 

completes the chord in Woodwinds. 

42, 47 MIO Coro: The dynamic marking is inferred on the basis of Trbn (mf) and 

the dynamic marking of f in Ott at 57, reached via a crescendo at 55. 

43 MIO Rag: The dynamic marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

pvAS and pvSO instruct “quasi gridato”; SO “quasi gridando.” 

45 Sources Clne, Fg, B Tuba, and Cb (Vc = Cb): In A L wrote accents on the 

eighth notes of Clne and Fg and staccato dots on B Tuba and Cb (Vc = Cb); 

MIO opts for accents in all parts. pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO have staccato 

dots with the performing instruction “marcato.” 

 A Fg I, II, Trbn, B Tuba, Cb (Vc = Cb): On the second beat L wrote a sharp 

accent in Fg I, II and Cb (Vc = Cb) and a regular accent in Trbn and B Tuba; 

MIO opts for the regular one, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and 

SO. 

47 A Fg I, II, Trbn III, B Tuba, Cb (Vc = Cb): On the first two notes of the 

measure, L wrote a sharp accent in Fg I, II and Cb (Vc = Cb) and a regular 

accent in Trbn, and B Tuba; MIO prefers the sharp accents in agreement 

with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 
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47–48 A Coro B: The text is missing; MIO extends the text of Coro T. 

49 A Trbn: L reiterated “3o solo.” MIO omits this redundant instruction. 

49 (50 = 49) A Cb (Vc = Cb): On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes 

a regular one, in agreement with Fg I, II. 

53 Sources Rag: The stage direction in pvSO reads “(I ragazzi fischiano e 

gridano all’interno, ed entrano in scena correndo),” in MI1892 “(un gruppo di 

monelli entra, correndo, in iscena dalla sinistra).”  

 A Coro T: L wrote “1i e 2i”; MIO substitutes “tutti.” 

54 A Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl I: In the second half of the measure of Ott, Ob, and Cl I, L 

wrote •/•, indicating a repeat of the first half. Such a repetition implies a 

staccato dot on the last note; MIO substitutes an accent, in agreement with 

the prevailing articulation. On the last pitch of Fl L wrote a sharp accent; 

MIO substitutes a regular one. 

55 A Ott, Fl, Ob: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a 

regular one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

56 A Coro B: L wrote “1i e 2i”; MIO substitutes “tutti.” 

 MIO Orch: The f, which L wrote only in Ott at 57, is anticipated on the 

downbeat of 56. 

 A Vle, Vc, Cb: On the eighth notes in the second half of the measure, L 

wrote accents; MIO substitutes staccato dots, in agreement with Trbn and B 

Tuba and the notation in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

56, 57  

(58, 59 = 57) A Vni I, Vni II: For the measured tremolo in the first half of the measure, L 

failed to add the augmenting dots. 

56, 92 A Tp: At 56 L indicated a key signature of three flats, which, in light of the 

tuning, he cannot possibly have meant. 

57 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The piano reduction is marked “cresc. sempre” (pvAS 

and pvFU) and “cres. sempre” (pvSO), respectively. Following A, MIO 

withholds the crescendo until 64 in Gr C. 

62 A Coro T I, Coro B: L was perfectly clear about the diphthong at end of 

“diavolerio,” both by the placement of the syllable “io” on the second beat 

and the beamed notes of the first beat. 

62–63 A Vc, Cb: L beamed the notes in pairs; MIO beams them in groups of four, 

as in the parallel parts. 

63 A: The stage direction is very short: “Sbarca il carretto sull[a] scena.” MIO 

opts for the more substantial one provided in MI1892. The capitalization of 

“Pagliaccio” follows MI1892a. 

64 pvAS, pvSO: The piano reduction is marked “fragoroso.” 

64–67 A Orch: L wrote both < (extending through the first half of 66) and 

“cresc. molto” only in Gr C. In agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO 

(where the < stretches from the downbeat of 66 to the downbeat of 67), 

MIO extends it to the downbeat of 67; MIO accepts both the < and the 

“cresc. molto,” as they emphasize distinct aspects of the crescendo. 

71 Sources Coro B I: Even though the pitch at 69 is a, L wrote a clear b. 

Whereas pvSO and SO have a in both cases, MIO (with SO1909) follows A. 
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72, 84 Sources Vni I, Vni II, Vle, Vc: In A on the downbeat of 84 L wrote a sharp 

accent in Vni I, Vni II, and Vle but no articulation on the downbeat of the 

parallel 76. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO place the sharp accent at 76 but have 

no articulation at 72 or 84. SO follows A in placing the sharp accent at 84 

but only in Vni I and Vni II; MIO follows A at 84 and extends the accent to 

Vc and the parallel 72. 

75 MIO Coro: The slur is extended form the parallel 79 and 87. 

 MIO Coro B I, II: MIO respects the voice crossing, clearly marked in A. 

78 A, SO Cl: On the second eighth-note dyad of A L wrote a staccato dot. In 

addition, on the dotted notes of the second half of the measure, he wrote 

(and SO reproduces) staccato dots. As these signs pertain to the unique 

thematic interplay between Ob and Cl, MIO respects L’s notation without 

extending it to other parts. 

79 A Trb s sc: The  on the downbeat, possibly added by a later hand, is surely 

wrong; MIO suppresses it. 

81, 83 Sources Coro Rag: In A L wrote a single pitch, f′; pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and 

SO add the upper octave, f′′. As L never wrote divided Rag, MIO follows A. 

86–87 A Vni I: L wrote a slur from the last pitch of 86 to the first pitch of 87; MIO 

suppresses this unique model. 

87 A Coro Rag: On the second beat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO suppresses 

this unique model. 

90 A Fg III, Trb II, III, Trbn, Tp: L beamed all four eighth notes; MIO splits 

them into two groups of two, as in Fg I, II and at 74, 78, and 86. 

92 MIO Tp: The tuning instruction is anticipated from A at 100. 

 A Vc: On the second beat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO suppresses this 

unique model. 

92, 94 pMet Trb: These measures are scored for only two Trb (I, II); MIO follows 

SO1909. 

93 A Trbn: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

95 SO Cor III, IV: The g′ (sounding b) in the second half of the measure is not 

tied. 

96 A Vni I: In addition to < L wrote “cresc.” MIO omits the latter 

instruction. 

98 A Coro: The punctuation consists of an exclamation point followed by three 

(Coro Rag [Coro S = Coro Rag]) and four (Coro T [Coro B = Coro T]) 

suspension dots, respectively. MIO omits the suspension dots, in agreement 

with L’s punctuation at 91. 

98, 100 MIO: The “poco rit.” at 98 and the “a tempo un poco più sost.o” at 100 are 

derived from SO (where the former instruction is given in two forms, “poco 

riten.o” and “poco rit.o”), pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. In A(SO) L highlighted 

“a tempo un poco più sostenuto” with a box in red pencil (see also Note 

116), presumably confirming the validity of the instruction. The f at 98 is 

derived from the vocal scores at 100. 

99 A Coro T: L wrote a quarter note followed by a quarter rest; with pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO, MIO substitutes a quarter note tied to an eighth followed 
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by an eighth rest, as in Coro B. In the vocal scores, all choral parts hold the 

first pitch for a beat and a half. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: The vocal scores add a one-measure 

< in addition to the < at 96–97. 

101 (109 = 101) A Trb III: The meaning of L’s notation is clear: the augmenting dot must be 

counted only for Trb I, II. 

102 (110 = 102) A Cl, Trb I, II: L wrote an acciaccatura on the second beat: c′′ (sounding b′) 

in Cl and g′ (sounding b′) in Trb I, II; MIO suppresses this unique 

ornamentation, as it is erased in SO and does not appear in any of the vocal 

scores. 

105 (113 = 105) A Fg I, II: L beamed the notes in the first half of the measure; MIO flags 

them separately, in agreement with L’s notation in Trbn I, II. 

107 A Coro B: On the second beat L wrote a quarter note; MIO substitutes an 

eighth followed by an eighth rest, in agreement with Coro T, pvAS, pvSO, 

and SO. 

 A Orch: On the first beat of Fl and Ob L wrote a tenuto sign; MIO 

substitutes accents, the prevailing articulation. On the second beat L wrote 

staccato dots in Fl, Ob, Cl, Vni I, Vni II, and Vle. SO includes them in Ob, 

Cl, Vni I, and Vni II. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO print no staccato dots here; 

MIO extends them to the parallel orchestral parts. 

108–114  

(= 100–106) A: L instructed to repeat this section and then, instead of continuing into 

 the first ending (107; marked “1a Volta”) to continue into the second ending 

(115; marked “2a Volta”). At the bar line between the “1a Volta” and the “2a 

Volta,” he wrote “Da capo al seg..S..” 

115 Sources Coro S: On the downbeat of A L wrote a dyad, d′ + f′, the d′ adding 

the third of the dominant seventh chord. In SO the d′ is erased, possibly to 

avoid voice leading contradictory to that of Orch, where the leading tone 

resolves downward to the fifth of the tonic. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO do not 

include the choral d′; MIO accepts the absence of the d′ as a revision but 

consigns the version of A to a footnote. 

116 A(SO): Above the score L wrote “affrett[are]” in red pencil; MIO accepts 

this instruction without typographical distinction (see also Note 98, 100). 

117 A Clne: On the downbeat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO suppresses this 

unique model, in agreement with the parallel 119 and SO. 

120, 122 A Trb s sc: On the downbeat L wrote a double-dotted quarter note, which, 

together with the subsequent two sixteenth notes amounts to more than 

two beats; MIO substitutes a single-dotted quarter note. 

126 Sources: Beginning with the second beat in the vocal scores the dynamic 

level is ff; MIO continues with f. 

 A Clne, Fg, Trbn, B Tuba: On the downbeat L wrote a quarter note; MIO 

substitutes an eighth, in agreement with Coro B, Vc, and Cb. 

 MIO Vni I: The “divisi” instruction is derived from pMet. 

126–127, 128–129 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Coro Rag, Coro S, Coro T I: The eighth notes of “o-

gnun,” framing the central barline, are accented. 
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126–145 A(SO), Rec1907: In A(SO) these measures are crossed out in lead pencil; in 

Rec1907 they are omitted. 

127, 129 A Trbn I, II: On the downbeat L wrote a dotted eighth rest; MIO substitutes 

an eighth followed by a thirty second. 

131 A Trb: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement 

with Cor I, II and Trb at 132. 

 A Trb, Trbn: Beneath Trb and Trbn, and possibly intended for Brass in 

general, a later hand wrote in blue pencil a faint pp (see also Note 137); 

MIO suppresses this instruction as it is difficult to reconcile it with what 

follows. SO and SO1909 assign the pp to Trb and Trbn but not Cor, an odd 

choice in light of the shared material at 131–132 (Cor and Trb) and 133–135 

(Cor, Trb, and Trbn). 

132–133 A Coro T II, Coro B: On the last three notes of 132 and the downbeat of 133 

L forgot to add the text; MIO extends it (“ai lazzi”) from pvSO. In Coro T 

II, the last two eighth notes of 132 are flagged separately; MIO beams them, 

in agreement with Coro B. 

135 (136 = 135) A Vc, Cb: At 135 L wrote accents on the downbeat and, in Cb, also on the 

second beat. According to L’s notation, these accents should be replicated at 

136. The parallel figurations in Vni II and Vle at 126–130, in Vni I, Vni II, 

and Vle at 131–133, and, for the most part, in Vc and Cb at 133–138 have 

staccato dots. In Vc and Cb, only the notes spanning the leap of a fourth to 

the downbeat at 135 have accents that appear to be intended; the accent on 

the second beat of 135 in Cb seems to be mechanically drawn; MIO replaces 

the accent on the second beat of 135 and the accents at 136 by staccato dots, 

in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

136 A Ob, Cl: L flagged the eight notes on the downbeat; MIO beams them with 

the subsequent thirty-second notes, in agreement with L’s notation in Vc 

and Cb at 133. 

136–138 MIO Ob, Cl, Vni I, Cb: The staccato dots on the downbeats of 136 (Ob, Cl, 

Cb), 137 (Cb), and 138 (Vni I, Cb) are extended from L’s explicit notation 

at 133 and 160 in Vc and Cb. 

137 A Trb = f; MIO omits the unique marking (see also Notes 126 and 131), as 

the dynamic level is already f. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO place the f at 135, 

where the marking lowers the dynamic level (ff) in effect since 126. 

137–138 A Trb: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet in using Trb I, II 

only. 

139–145 A Trbn: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

141 A Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl, Trb, Vni I, Vni II: L drew accents on only the last four 

sixteenth notes in Ott, Fl, Ob, and Cl, but on all five sixteenth notes in Trb, 

Vni I, and Vni II; MIO places them on all five sixteenth notes. In Vni II, the 

first sixteenth note is flagged separately; MIO beams it, in agreement with 

the parallel parts. 

 A Clne, Fg: L flagged the eighth note separately; MIO beams it with the 

preceding sixteenths, in agreement with L’s notation in Trbn, Vc, and Cb. 
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142–146 Sources: Coro Rag: In A L wrote all Rag uniti as printed in MIO. pvAS, 

pvFU, pvSO, and SO add an upper part (at 142–143 = Coro S I, at 144–145 

a step below Coro S I, and at 146 a minor third below Coro S I). As L never 

divided Rag, MIO follows A. 

146 A Ob: On the downbeat, L wrote a staccato dot. As this dot is unique in A 

and absent in SO, MIO suppresses it. 

 A Clne, Fg, Cor, B Tuba, Tp: L wrote a regular accent in Fg, B Tuba, and Tp 

and a sharp accent in Clne, Cor; MIO substitutes sharp accents, in 

agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 A Vni I, Vni II: L wrote an eighth note and eighth-note dyad, respectively; 

MIO substitutes a sixteenth note and sixteenth-note dyad, respectively, 

followed by a sixteenth rest, in agreement with Ott, Fl, Ob, and Cl. 

148–160 A Coro Rag, Coro S: L wrote the parts for the women and children on the 

same staff: at 148–152 in three parts, at 153–158 in unison, and at 159–160 

in a combination of two parts and unison. Following pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO (as well as the lead in A at 147, the last measure of a recto), MIO 

assigns the lowest part to Coro Rag. 

155 Sources Can: The stage direction in MI1892 reads “(picchiando forte e 

ripetutamente sulla cassa per dominar le voci),” in pvSO “(picchia 

ripetutamente sulla G. Cassa).” 

156 MIO Coro: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

162 MIO Ott: The instruction “prende il terzo Flauto” is derived from L’s 

wording in Ob at 240 of the “Prologue.” 

 A Vni I: On the second beat L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

163 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: Instead of the global “a piacere,” found in A, SO, and 

SO1909, the vocal scores have “Quasi Recit.” (pvAS), “Quasi Recitativo” 

(pvFU), and “Quasi Rec.o” (pvSO), respectively. 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version in A, 

pvSO and SO reads “(Salutando comicamente).” 

 A Coro Rag = “taciono pel resto”; as Coro Rag returns later in the act, MIO 

suppresses the instruction. 

 A Cor I, II, Cor III, IV: Between the two staves of Cor L wrote: “Cambiano”; 

then, on the staff of Cor I, II, he added “1a coppia in Fa” and on the staff of 

Cor III, IV “2a coppia in Mi.” 

164 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 MIO Coro: The dynamic marking is anticipated from pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO at 165. 

165 A Coro: On the downbeat, the flag of the final syllable of laughter is 

unusually thick and may originally have consisted of two flags, now merged 

in a blot. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO all have syllables with a duration of a 

sixteenth, accompanied in the piano reduction by a quarter note. 

168 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: On the downbeat, the vocal scores instruct pp. 

170 MIO Orch: The f is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 
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171 Sources: In pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO the tempo marking is “Vivo.” In A 

L wrote “Allegro – (come uno scherzo)” with “in uno –” below “(come uno 

scherzo).” MIO joins “in uno” and “come uno scherzo” in one phrase, as in 

the vocal scores and SO at 254 (see also Note 254). 

 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

175 MIO Orch: The mf is extended from Cor I at 176, the only part in which L 

wrote a dynamic instruction. 

175, 183 A Fl I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

186 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Can: The stage direction is placed a measure earlier 

than in A. 

202 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The dynamic marking is pp. 

 A Fl I, II: The “a 2,” due to a lack of space above the notes placed on the 

third beat, was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

202, 203 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: SO instructs “incalzando” (Ton at 202), the vocal 

scores “incalz.” (Ton at 202) and “incalz. e cres. a poco a poco” (piano 

reduction on the third beat of 203). 

208 A Fg III: L began writing an acciaccatura (c as in Fg I, II), then erased it. 

211 A Fl I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, probably by a later hand. 

212 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: Beginning with the second beat, the 

vocal scores instruct “rit.” (SO has a global “rit.o”). 

 A Cor I, II: L wrote pp and then “cres.”; MIO substitutes p and < , in 

agreement with Fg, where the dynamic point of departure is marked at 206, 

however. 

217 A Vni I, Vni II: On the downbeat, L wrote quarter notes; MIO substitutes 

eighths, in agreement with the parallel 219, 221, and 223. 

219 MIO Can: The comma, missing in A and MI1892, is derived from GE1892. 

220 A: L wrote “cedendo sempre” in Fg and “cedendo” in Can; MIO (with 

pvAS, pvFU [where the instruction is misspelled as “cedando”], and pvSO) 

uses only “cedendo.” 

224 MIO Orch: The dynamic marking is suggested based on the change of 

texture, the “[rall.] con grazia” in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO, and the “cresc. 

molto” at 232 leading to f at 234. 228 appears to be the most logical place to 

lower the dynamic level after the climax at 216. 

229–231 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: These sources instruct “col canto” in Orch and the 

piano reduction, respectively. 

234 A Cor I, II: L wrote the f on the downbeat; MIO anticipates it on the upbeat. 

 A Trbn: L wrote mf; MIO substitutes f, the prevailing dynamic level. 

234–237 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Coro S II, Coro T II: Coro T II reads as follows: 

  
  

The version of the secondary sources is melodically consistent, that of A 

easier to perform. SO originally followed A but now agrees with the vocal 

scores. As there is no reason not to trust L’s notation, MIO follows A. In 
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Coro S II and Coro T II at 235 and 237, the note on the downbeat is an 

eighth followed by an eighth rest; MIO accepts the quarter note of A, in 

agreement with the notation in Vni II and Vle. 

235 A Clne: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note; MIO substitutes a quarter 

note, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

237 A Coro B: On the downbeat L originally wrote a top note of a, then changed 

it to e. 

241 A Ob: On the downbeat L originally wrote g′, then added b′, without, 

however, erasing the g′; MIO accepts the b′ as a correction rather than an 

addition, in agreement with the voice leading in the parallel parts. 

243 SO Orch = “rall.o con grazia”  

245 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Orch = “col canto.” 

250 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

251–264 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 (which incorporates L’s 

stage direction in A: “Dando un ceffone a Tonio”). The version in pvSO 

consists of two distinct instructions: “(Canio scende dal carretto)” at 251–

252 and “(Tonio si avvanza per aiutare Nedda discendere)” at 251–253. 

252 A Fl I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

254 pvAS, pvSO, SO, SO1909: The “Sempre vivace” is followed by “in uno come 

uno scherzo.” It is possible that the instruction, which L wrote in A at 171, 

was misplaced in pvSO and from there transferred to the later scores. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The vocal scores (in the piano reduction) instruct 

“tempo giusto senza affrett.,” SO (above Vc) “senza affrettare.” 

 A Arpe = “all’unissono”; MIO prints both Arpe on the same staves. 

254, 256, 262, 264 A Orch: L was inconsistent in the duration he assigned to the instruments 

punctuating the melody, writing eighth notes in Fl, Ob, Cl, Fg, Cor I, II, Vni 

II and Vle but quarter notes in Arpe; MIO changes the eighth notes to 

quarter notes, in agreement with pvSO and parallel occurrences, such as 

those at 270, 271, 274, 275, 278, and 280. 

254–350, 409–422,  

486–488 A Arpe: When Arpe punctuate the main motive of this section, L never 

wrote an arpeggio sign. The only exception is at 254, possibly as an initial 

gesture. MIO follows A. 

254–355, 409–422 A: It is not always clear whether the slur of the main motive (first presented 

in Vni I at 254–255) covers only the two eighth notes or also the subsequent 

quarter note (which usually has a staccato dot, sometimes an accent). The 

preponderance of cases suggests that the slur is intended to cover only the 

two eighth notes, an interpretation MIO (with the all the secondary 

sources) accepts. 

255 A Fg II: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation and the parallel 257. 

256, 262, 264 A Arpe: L repeated the f from 254; MIO omits these redundant markings. 

256, 262, 264 A Arpe: The arpeggio marking is extended from L’s explicit instruction at 

254. 
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258–261 MIO Ob, Cl, Fg I, II, Fg III, Vni I, Vni II, Vc: The < at 258–259 and the 

> at 260–261 are derived from L’s own markings above the score and in 

blue pencil in A(SO); MIO accepts them without typographical distinction. 

262 A Vni II, Vle: On the downbeat L wrote a staccato dot in Vni II and a sharp 

accent in Vle; MIO substitutes regular accents, in agreement with Arpe. 

262, 264, 267 A Fl I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand; as 

these instructions are redundant, MIO suppresses them. 

263, 265 A Vni I: L wrote a sharp accents; MIO substitutes regular ones, in 

agreement with the parallel 255 and 257. 

265 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and (without the initial “poi”) in SO is “(poi prende Nedda fra le braccia e 

la scende dal carretto).” 

 A Vni I: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

270–271, 274–275 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle, Vc: On the downbeat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO 

substitutes an accent, in agreement with Ob, Clne, and Fg III. 

271 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, where it appears after 

Ton’s “La pagherai!... brigante” and reads “Intanto Peppe conduce l’asino 

col carretto dietro al teatro).” MIO follows the placement, left vague in 

MI1892, of pvSO, where the stage direction lacks the reference to the donkey 

and misspells “Peppe” = “(Beppe porta via il carretto di dietro al teatro)” 

274 MI1892 Coro Rag = “(fischiando)” 

275 Sources: In MI1892 the stage direction reads: “(Tonio mostra il pugno ai 

monelli che scappano, poi si allontana brontolando e scompare sotto la 

tenda a destra del teatro)”; in pvSO it reads: “(Tonio minaccia col pugno i 

ragazzi che fuggono verso il fondo; egli si allontana brontolando dietro il 

teatro).” MIO follows A. 

278–281 A Arpe: On the downbeat of 278 and 280 L wrote chords of eighth notes; 

MIO substitutes accented chords of quarter notes, in agreement with the 

parallel parts in the winds and strings. At 279 L wrote a sharp accent; MIO 

substitutes a regular one, extending it to 281. 

285 MIO Trbn, B Tuba: The p is anticipated from Strings at 286, in agreement 

with the dolce instruction. 

 A Vc, Cb: L wrote sharp accents; MIO substitutes regular ones, in 

agreement with L’s notation in the other string parts. 

286 A Fg I, II: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in 

agreement with Vc and Cb. Following the editorial guidelines, the sf in Vc is 

represented by the accent. 

289 Rec1907 Ton: On the downbeat Francesco Cigada sings d′. 

291 A Ton: L wrote “compare”; MIO substitutes “scompare,” the verb used in 

MI1892. 

294, 296 A Orch: L wrote quarter notes in Fl, Ob, Cl, Fg, and Arpe and eighth notes 

in Cor I, II, Vni II, Vle, and Vc; MIO opts for consistent quarter notes. 

296 MIO: The stage direction is derived from pvSO and SO, the placement from 

pvSO. 
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298 MIO: The dynamic marking is suggested based on L’s notation at 286. 

302 A Vni I, Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note followed by an 

eighth rest in Vni I and a quarter in Vni II; MIO opts for a quarter, in 

agreement with Vle and Vc I at 304. 

302, 313 A Cont B = “Dì” 

304 A Clne, Fg III, Cor I, II, Vc II, Cb: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note 

followed by an eighth rest in Clne, Fg III, Cor I, II and a quarter note in Vc II 

and Cb; MIO opts for a quarter note. 

304 A Arpe, Vle, Vc I: L was inconsistent with regard to note value and 

articulation. In Arpe he wrote eighth notes with a staccato dot followed by 

an eighth rest, in Vle a quarter note with a staccato dot, and in Vc I a 

quarter note with an accent; MIO opts for a quarter note with staccato dot. 

305 A Orch: L wrote a sharp accent in all instruments but Vle, where he wrote a 

regular one; MIO nevertheless follows Vle, in agreement with the 

articulation at 297 and prior. 

306 A Cl I: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with Fg I, II. 

 A: Clne, Fg III: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a 

regular one, in agreement with the notation at 308. 

306, 308 A Clne, Fg III, Cor I, II, Arpa I, Vle, Vc, Cb: L was inconsistent with regard 

to note value. In Clne, Fg III, Cor I, II, and Arpa I he wrote an eighth note 

followed by an eighth rest, in Vle, Vc, and Cb he wrote a quarter note; MIO 

opts for a quarter note. 

307 A Orch: L wrote a sharp accent in Cl, Clne, Fg I, II, Vle, and Cb, a regular 

one in Fg III and Vc; MIO opts for a regular accent, in agreement with the 

articulation at 297 and prior. 

308–309  A Vle, Vc I, II, Cb: On the downbeat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO 

substitutes an accent, in agreement with Clne, Fg III, and Cor I, II at 308. 

309 A Clne, Fg III, Cor I, II, Cor III, Vle, Vc I, II, Cb: On the downbeat L was 

inconsistent with regard to note value. In Cor I, II and Cor III he wrote an 

eighth note followed by an eighth rest, in Clne, Fg III, Vle, Vc I, II, and Cb 

he wrote a quarter note; MIO opts for a quarter note. 

310–311 A Cont B: L spelled “croce via”; MIO (with MI1892) spells “crocevia.” 

311 A Cl: On the downbeat L wrote an accent; MIO substitutes a staccato dot, 

in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Cor I, II, Cor III: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note followed by an 

eighth rest; MIO substitutes a quarter note, in agreement with Cl, Tp, and 

Strings. 

315 A Cl, Fg I, II: On the downbeat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO substitutes an 

accent, in agreement with the notation in pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

316 A Cb: L indicated a repetition of 315 (a quarter-note c followed by a half 

rest). The articulation in the l. s. of Arpa I and in Vc II suggests that the c 

should carry a staccato dot. 

316–317 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: Vni I at 316 of SO and the u. s. of the piano 

reduction at 317 of the vocal scores are marked “con eleganza.” 
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317 MIO Pep: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version in pvSO is 

shorter: “(Beppe riapparendo dal fondo).” 

317, 319 A Arpa I (l. s.): On the downbeat L wrote a half note; MIO substitutes a 

quarter, in agreement with L’s notation in Arpa I at 325 and 327. 

319–322 MIO Orch: The < is derived from A(SO) (where L added it in blue 

pencil), pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO, the p at 322 from A(SO) (added by L in 

blue pencil), pvFU, and pvSO. MIO accepts these markings without 

typographical distinction. 

320 A Fl I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

321 pvSO, SO Can: The stage direction is “(Canio fa qualche passo verso il 

teatro).” 

322 MIO Pep: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

 A Vni I: L wrote “stacc. legg.”; MIO omits the “stacc.” in light the of 

staccato dots. 

324, 326 A Arpa I (u. s.): The arpeggio sign is extended from the parallel 316 and 318. 

324–325 MI1892 Can: The stage direction reads: “(gridando verso il fondo).”  

325 A Can = “Dì” 

327–330 MIO Orch: The < is derived from A(SO) (added by L in blue pencil), 

pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO, the p at 330 from A(SO) (added by L in blue 

pencil), pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. MIO accepts these markings without 

typographical distinction. 

335 A Orch: The slur in the various parts is inconsistently drawn. It clearly 

covers only the eighth notes in Fag I, II and clearly covers the eighth notes 

plus subsequent quarter note in Vc I. In the other parts, the notation is 

ambiguous. MIO opts for the longer slur. 

339 MIO Cont T: The performing instruction is derived from MI1892; pvSO and 

SO1909 have “(scherzando).” 

342 A Fl I, II, Fl III: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note followed by an 

eighth rest; MIO substitutes a quarter note with staccato dot, in agreement 

with Fl at 299 and Ob at 300. 

344 A Trbn III: L wrote sf but no accent; MIO omits the sf but supplies the 

accent, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Arpe: On the downbeat L wrote chords of eighth notes; MIO substitutes 

chords of quarter notes, in agreement with all other parts. 

345 A Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trb I, II: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation, but omits the sf in 

Trb, a unique marking. 

345, 347 A Tp: In addition to the three slashes indicating the speed of the tremolo, L 

wrote “tr,” followed by a short wavy line; MIO omits these redundant signs. 

348 A Cb: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

348–349 A On the third beat of 348 in Cb and throughout 349 in Vc and Cb L wrote 

sharp accents; in Vni I (on the third beat of 348 and the downbeat of 349 

only) and Vni II and Vle on the third beat of 348 and throughout 349 he 

wrote staccato dots; on the first two beats of 349 in Ob and Cl he wrote 
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staccato dots, on the third beat a regular accent. MIO opts for staccato dots 

from the third beat of 348 through the second beat of 349 and for a regular 

accent on the third beat of 349, in agreement with the prevailing 

articulation; only at 349 in Vc and Cb does MIO preserve L’s sharp accents. 

349 MI1892 = “(ghignando, ma con cipiglio)” 

350 A Arpe: L wrote chords of eighth notes; MIO substitutes chords of quarter 

notes, in agreement with all other parts. 

 A Vni II, Vle, Vc: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes 

a regular one, in agreement with Fl, Ob, Cl, Fg I, II, Vni I, and the notation 

in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

351 A Trbn III: L originally wrote the note a third higher. 

 A B Tuba, Tp: It is not clear whether the sf belongs to B Tuba or Tp. MIO 

assigns it to Tp (the only part with a shorter note value), in agreement with 

SO and SO1909. 

353 A Cl, Fg I, II, Fg III: Above Cl, but presumably inteneded for all parts, L 

wrote “p legatissimo”; MIO restricts the “legatissimo” to Fg I (the only part 

that moves). pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO omit the instruction here and instead 

add it at 356. 

356 Sources: pvAS and pvSO include a heading of “CANTABILE,” pvFU of 

“Arioso.” 

 MIO: The metronome marking and the p are derived from pvAS, pvFU, 

pvSO, and SO. 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

358–360 A Vle, Vc: L wrote two slurs: from the downbeat of 358 to the downbeat of 

359 and from the third beat of 359 to the downbeat of 360; MIO combines 

them, in agreement with Vni II. 

360–363 MIO Vni I: L wrote three slurs: from the second eighth note of 360 into the 

margin following 361 (361 is the last measure of the system), over the 

sextuplets at 362, and from the last note of the sextuplets through 363; 

MIO combines them into one slur, in agreement with pvSO. 

361–362 A Vle, Vc I, II: L drew the slur past the last note of 361 all the way to the bar 

line (the last one of the system), as if to indicate that it should continue on 

the subsequent system. MIO continues the slur with a broken line. 

362–363 A Vni II, Vle: The > was added in blue pencil, presumably by a later 

hand. 

363 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction (l. s.) = “cantato e legato il basso” 

364 Sources: In A L wrote “dolce cantato”; MIO adds an “e” between the two 

words. SO changes the instruction to “dolcemente.” 

366–367 A Vle: A < to the downbeat was added in blue pencil, presumably by a 

later hand; MIO ends it at the 366/367 bar line, in agreement with L’s 

notation in Vni I. 

367 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle: The p was added in blue pencil, presumably by a later 

hand. 
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 A Vle: L ended the slur on the downbeat with a staccato dot (as in Vni I, 

Vni II, and Vle at 368). MIO suppresses the staccato dot and extends the 

slur to the second note, in agreement with Vni I. 

371 A Vni I, Vni II, Vc: In the second half of the measure L wrote “rit.o”; MIO 

places this instruction, as a global one, above the respective performing 

groups. 

372 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from pvSO and SO, the placement 

from pvSO. 

373–374 A Vc: L ended the slur on the last note of 373 (the final measure of the 

system); MIO extends it to the downbeat of 374, in agreement with L’s 

explicit notation at 377–378. 

380 A Fl I: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with Vni I and Vni II.  

 MIO Vle: The  before the lower pitch, missing in A, is derived from pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO. 

384 A Ob, Vle: Under the slurred four-note figure of Ob L specified “ligato” 

[sic], presumably to distinguish its performance from the two eighth notes 

in Vle, where he specified “stacc.” It appears, however, that he meant the 

last note in Ob to be staccato (as explicitly marked on the downbeat of Vc at 

385). And as the slur in Ob and the staccato dots in Vle sufficiently clarify 

the mode of performance, MIO omits the redundant verbal instructions. 

385 A Can = “ed [arrendesi]”; MIO follows the “od” of A(MI), MI1892, GE1892, 

TR189?, pvAS, and pvSO. In addition to A and SO, only pvFU has the 

equivalent of “ed”: “zuletzt noch wird geprügelt!” 

388 A(SO): L added “segue” in red pencil. As it is already covered by the “colla 

voce” at 387, MIO ignores this instruction. 

390 A Clne, Vni I, Vni II, Vle: The p was added in blue pencil, presumably by a 

later hand. 

391–392 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The l. s. of the piano reduction has a < from the 

downbeat of 391 to the downbeat of 392. 

392 pvAS, pvSO Can: The performing instruction reads “animando a poco a 

poco e lasciandosi trasportare suo malgrado.” 

 A Cl, Cor III: The slur and the < were added in blue pencil, presumably 

by a later hand. 

394 A: The global instruction “cresc ed incalzando il tempo poco a poco” is in 

conflict with more detailed dynamic markings, especially the p in Vni I at 

396 and in Cor III at 397. Thus, the instruction is replaced in pvAS, pvSO, 

and SO by “incalzando” at 395; MIO retains it but omits the first two words 

(“cresc ed”). 

394–396 A Can: L wrote “minaccioso” (at 394–395) and after a small gap 

“riscaldandosi senza volerlo” (395–396). MIO fills the gap with an “e.” 

396 A Vni I: The p on the third beat was added in blue pencil, presumably by a 

later hand. 

397–399 Sources: In A L wrote the following dynamic markings: in Cor III, IV < 

at 397 and “cresc.” at 398; in Vni I < at 397 (in blue pencil, presumably 
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added by a later hand) and 398–399; in Ob < at 398–399; and in Trbn 

< at 399. pvAS and pvSO instead have “cres. molto” at 398 in the piano 

reduction and “cres.” in Can (both on the second beat). MIO combines the 

two < in Vni I into one and extends it to all instrumental parts. 

400  A Vni I, Vc I: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in 

agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

402, 406, 407 MIO Orch: The p is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO at 402. 

404 A Can: On the last pitch L forgot to add the ; MIO adds it without 

typographical distinction, in agreement with all the secondary sources. 

404–406 A Vni I, Vni II: At 404, the last measure of a recto, L drew the slur from the 

last two eighth notes into the margin (clearly indicating that it should 

extend to the subsequent notes) but failed to continue it at 405. MIO 

extends the slur to the downbeat of 406, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, 

and pvSO. 

408 A Tp: L placed the fermata on the last note; MIO places it on the quarter 

rest (in SO and SO1909 it is on the eighth rest). 

409 pvAS, pvSO: The tempo instruction is “All.o vivo (In Uno) Come prima”; 

SO omits the parentheses, pvFU omits “In Uno” (instead printing in 

parentheses “come prima”). 

 A Fl I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

409, 411 A Orch: L was inconsistent in the assignment of articulation and note 

values. At 409 he wrote a sharp accent in Fl, Cl, Arpe, Vni I, Vni II, and Vle 

and a regular one in Ob; at 411 he wrote a sharp accent in Vni I and Vni II 

and a regular one in Vle; MIO opts for a regular accent, in agreement with 

pvSO. As to the note values, L wrote an eighth note in Fl, Ob, Cl, Fg I, II, 

Cor I, II, Vni II, and Vle and a chord of quarter notes in Arpe; MIO opts for 

quarter notes (see also Note 254, 256, 262, 264). 

410, 412 A Orch: At 410 L wrote a sharp accent in Ob, Fg II, and Fg III and a regular 

one in Tp and Strings. At 412 he wrote a sharp accent in Fg II and Strings 

and a regular one in Tp; MIO opts for regular accents, in agreement with L’s 

articulation at the parallel 255 and 257. 

411 A Vni I: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note followed by an eighth rest; 

MIO substitutes a quarter note, in agreement with the parallel 409. 

413 A Fg I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

 MIO Tp: The tuning instruction anticipates L’s own at 456. 

417 A Cb: L wrote a staccato dot; MIO substitutes an accent, in agreement with 

the prevailing articulation. 

417, 419 A B Tuba: At 417 L marked mf; MIO substitutes f, in agreement with the 

editorial suggestion to resume the dynamic level of 409. In both measures L 

added a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement with the 

articulation in Clne and Fg III at 417. 

421–422 A Fl III, Ob: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note followed by an eighth 

rest; MIO substitutes a quarter note, in agreement with Vni I, Vni II, and 

Cb. 
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423 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: Can is marked “(quasi a piacere)” and the piano 

reduction of the vocal scores “(col canto).” 

427 Sources: The stage direction in pvSO reads: “(Canio va verso Nedda e la 

bacia in fronte); in MI1892 it reads: “(Canio va a baciar Nedda in fronte. Un 

suono di cornamusa si fa sentire all’interno; tutti si precipitano verso la 

sinistra, guardando fra le quinte.)” 

 MIO Orch: The ff is anticipated from A at 429. 

 A Fl I, II: The “a 2” was added in lead pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

 A Fl III, Ob, Cor III, IV, Vc, Cb: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; 

MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement with the prevailing 

articulation. 

427, 429 A Cor III, IV, Trbn II, III, B Tuba: On the downbeat L wrote an eighth note 

followed by an eighth rest; MIO substitutes a quarter note, in agreement 

with Clne, Fg I, II, Fg III, Vle, Vc, and Cb. 

428 A Cl, Clne, Fg I, II, Trb I, II, Vni I: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes 

a regular one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

429 A: L wrote “Con anima,” an instruction similar to “con vigore” at 427 and 

presumably intended for 427 (as was the ff; see Note 427). MIO omits it in 

light of the earlier instruction. SO places the “con anima” at 431. 

 A Ob, Cl, Fg I, II, Fg III, Cor III, IV: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp 

accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement with the prevailing 

articulation.  

430 A Fl I, II, Fl III, Vni II, Vle, Vc: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a 

regular one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

431 A Clne, Fg I, II, Fg III, Cor III, IV, Trbn: L wrote a half note; MIO 

substitutes a quarter note, in agreement with Trb, Vle, Vc, and Cb. 

 A Trbn: L wrote “tutti” but without indicating whether Trbn II should take 

the upper or lower part. 

 A Vc, Cb: Beneath Cb a later hand added in lead pencil “qui / Celli e Bassi,” 

possibly indicating that, in the printed edition, the two parts might be 

combined on one system. 

432 A: Clne, Fg I, II, Fag III, Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trbn: L wrote a half note; MIO 

substitutes a quarter note followed by a quarter rest, in agreement with Trb, 

Vle, Vc, and Cb. 

435 A Ob: On the lower three eighth notes (e′′) L wrote sharp accents; MIO 

substitutes regular ones in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

437 A Vni II: L wrote regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp ones, in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation. 

438 MIO Trb: The tuning instruction anticipates L’s own at 470 but modernizes 

the spelling from “cangiano” to “cambiano.” 

439 MIO: The title “Scena e Coro delle campane” is derived from pvSO (where 

it is given in all capital letters) and SO. MIO capitalizes only nouns, in 

agreement with L’s own practice in “Coro d’introduzione” at 1. 

 MIO Orch: The p is extended from Ob at 451, in agreement with pvAS, 

pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 
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 A Camp: L’s performance instruction is given as a footnote; MIO prints the 

text as a performing instruction in the actual part. The version in MI1892 

reads “(le campane suonano a vespero da lontano).” 

440 MIO: The stage direction is derived from a longer one in MI1892 (see Note 

427). 

441 MIO Cor III, IV: The tuning instruction anticipates L’s own at 470 but 

modernizes the spelling from “cangiano” to “cambiano.” 

445 MIO Coro Rag: The “(gridando)” is derived from MI1892. 

454 A Coro = “cantabile legato con dolcezza”; MIO adds a comma after 

“cantabile” and “e” after “legato.” 

455 pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO Piano reduction = “con eleganza” 

455–469 Sources Camp: In A L wrote half notes followed by quarter rests; pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO have dotted half notes. MIO respects L’s notation, even 

though it changes beginning with 488 (see also Note 486).  

465 A Cor I, Arpa I: L provided a dynamic level of pp, whereas Vni I, with the 

same thematic material as Arpa I, continue at a dynamic level of p; MIO 

therefore substitutes p at 465. 

470–474 MIO Coro: The slur at 470–474 (Coro S) is extended from 466–470 (in 

agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO), that at 472–474 (Coro T) from 

468–470, and that at 471–472 (Coro B) from 467–668. 

471 MIO Fg I: The “I solo” is derived from SO. 

474 A Can: L wrote “poco rit.o come prima.” The referent of “come prima” is not 

clear, and it is unlikely that L meant for “come prima” to indicate that Can, 

with “ricordatevi!...,” should resume the previous tempo, because the “Poco 

rit.o” above the score clearly instructs for the ritenuto to extend through 477. 

MIO thus omits the “come prima,” in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. 

478 A: Fg I, II: L wrote “segue”; MIO substitutes “col canto,” which it 

anticipates from 479 and 480, and assigns it to Orch as a global instruction 

(see Note 479–480). 

479–480 A: L wrote “rallent.o” on the empty staves of Arpa I and “rit. col canto” 

above Vni I (both at 479) and then “rit.o” above Fg I, II and “col canto” 

above Fg III (both at 480). MIO opts for “rallentando” in Can and “col 

canto” in Orch (anticipating the instructions at 478; see Note 478). 

482 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The tempo indication is “Presto come prima.” 

 pvSO, SO Can: The stage direction reads “(fa un cenno ridendo a quelli che 

lo hanno invitato a bere per pregarli di attendere, e scompare dietro il 

teatro)” (with the comma after “attendere” only in SO). 

 pvSO Coro: The stage direction reads: “(Entrano i Zampognari ed altre 

coppie di giovani e vecchi contadini)”; MIO opts for the more detailed 

version of MI1892. 

 MIO Orch: The dynamic marking is derived from pvSO. 

 A Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trb: A later hand added the new tunings in lead 

pencil: “fa” for Cor I, II, “mi for Cor III, IV, and (by mistake) mi for Trb 

(the tuning of Trb is Si). 
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485 pvSO, SO Coro: The stage direction is “(a quelli che son giunti).” 

486 A Fl, Ob, Arpe, Vle, Vc: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO 

substitutes a regular one, in agreement with the parallel 488 (except in Vc, 

where L again wrote a sharp accent) and pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 A Camp: L wrote a half note followed by a quarter rest; MIO substitutes a 

dotted half note, in agreement with L’s notation at 488–506. 

488 A Vc: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation. 

492 A Trbn, B Tuba: On the second beat L wrote a regular accent; MIO 

substitutes a sharp one, in agreement with Tp, Vc, and Cb. 

 A Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with Vle and SO. 

495–503 A Fl, Ob, Cl: L did not slur Fl (499–503), Ob (497–503), or Cl (495–503). 

As the instruments of the respective part take turns executing it, MIO 

extends not the long slur of Vni I (Vni II = Vni I) but adds shorter slurs in 

agreement with the rate of alternation. 

496 pvSO, SO: The stage direction reads: “(Le due comitive si riuniscono e si 

formano a coppie)”; it is superseded by the more accurate one from MI1892 at 

482, which identifies three groups (the zampognari, the contadini, and the 

chorus). 

503 A Vni I: In this last measure of a recto, L drew the slur exuberantly into the 

margin, suggesting that the slur was to continue on the subsequent verso. 

MIO, however, follows SO in ending it on the last eighth note of 503. 

504   

(505, 506 = 504) A Vni I, Vni II, Vle, Cb: L wrote regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp 

ones, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

507 MIO Fl III: The instruction “Il terzo Flauto prende l’Ottavino” anticipates 

L’s instruction “Un Ottavino e 2 Flauti” at 508.  

 A B Tuba: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO suppresses this 

unique marking, in agreement with SO. 

508 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO, 

the stage direction from MI1892. 

 MIO: The dynamic marking of Orch is suggested based on L’s own in Arpe 

at 511, that of Coro T, B from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 pvSO, SO Coro T, Coro B = “(imitando il suono delle campane)” 

 A Vni II: L broke the beam with the change of pitch after the fourth eighth 

note; MIO beams all six notes. 

511, 537 A Campli: L flagged all eighth notes separately; MIO beams the last two. 

511–512 A Vni II, Vle, Vc: L wrote dotted half notes with a slash and six staccato 

dots above each note. MIO expands this abbreviation, in agreement with L’s 

notation at 508 (509, 510 = 508). 

511–582 A Ott, Fl: L notated Ott and Fl on the same staff. 

512, 538 A Ott, Fl I, Cl I, Vni I: At 512 in Ott (Fl I = Ott) L drew the slur from the 

first note of the measure to the last one. In all other instances, he drew it 
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only over the quintuplets. MIO follows the prevailing notation, in 

agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO.  

513 A Clne, Fg II, Vc, Vc: Some of the pitches do not fit the harmony: the G 

(sounding F) on the third beat of Clne, the A on the downbeat of Fg II, and 

the F on the third beat of Vc. In SO1909 the G in Clne is corrected to A 

(sounding G), a correction MIO accepts. MIO also corrects the other 

pitches: Fg II to d (thus proloning the “a 2” with Fg I) and Vc to c (in 

agreement with Camp all’int). 

514 MIO Coro S: The dynamic level is suggested on the basis of L’s notation at 

521 in Vni I. 

 A Ott, Fl: L wrote sf, a marking otherwise reserved for the combination of sf 

and p on longer or repeated notes; MIO thus suppresses the sf. 

534 A Coro S: L drew the slur from the preceding measure to the first sixteenth 

note of 534 but then also slurred the two sixteenth notes; MIO combines 

the two slurs into one and (with pvSO and SO) extends it to the f′ on the 

second beat. 

535, 560, 565 MIO Coro S: The comma after “attenti,” missing in the sources, is clearly 

necessary.  

536–537 A Coro T: L omitted the text; MIO adds “don” in agreement with pvAS, 

pvSO, and SO. 

537 A Campli: The staccato dot on the downbeat is extended from the parallel 

511. 

 A Cb: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with the parallel 511. 

539–540 A: Arpa I, II: L wrote accents on each chord; MIO substitutes staccato dots, 

in agreement with the articulation at the parallel 513–514 and the 

articulation in Fl II (on the downbeat of 539), Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, and 

Campli. 

540 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Coro T: The vocal scores include the performing 

instruction “marcato” but without any dynamic marking; MIO prefers the f 

L specifically added, in red pencil, in A(SO), accepting it without 

typographical distinction. 

 MIO Fg III, Vni II, Vle, Vc: The sf and p are extended from the parallel 514. 

 MIO Cl II, Clne, Fg I: The dynamic level is suggested based on L’s own 

marking in Coro T of SO. 

541 MIO Coro T: The slur on the third beat is extended from the parallel 550. 

541–542 A Cl II, Clne: It is not clear whether L intended the slur on the third beat of 

541 to extend to the downbeat of 542; MIO prefers to extend it, in 

agreement with the slurring in Cor I at the similar 550–551. 

544 MIO Cl II, Clne, Coro S, Coro T: The p is derived from L’s own marking in 

red pencil above Coro S in A(SO). 

545–547 Sources Ob: In A L wrote no slurs; pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO have a slur 

from the first note of 545 to the last note of 546, whereas SO has a slur 

from the first note of 545 to the second note of 547. MIO extends L’s 

version at 518–520. 
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548 A Ott, Fl: L wrote “Due Fl. Soli / Ott. tacet”; MIO suppresses this 

instruction in light of its allocation of Ott and Fl to distinct staves. 

 A Ob: On the third beat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Vni I: On the downbeat L wrote a dyad of eighth notes; MIO substitutes a 

dyad of quarter notes, in agreement with Coro. 

548–549 A Vni I, Cb: In addition to the accents L wrote sf on the third beat of 548 

(in Vni I only) and on the downbeat of 549; MIO suppresses the sf, in 

agreement with the editorial guidelines. 

549 A(SO) Coro T: In red pencil L added f; MIO accepts this marking without 

typographical distinction. 

 MIO Fl, Cor I: The f is suggested based on L’s own marking in SO (Coro T). 

553 A Cor I: L slurred the first four notes; MIO shortens the slur to cover only 

the first three notes, in agreement with the notation in Fl. 

553–554 MIO Coro S, Coro T, Vni I: The p in Coro T at 553 and in Coro S and Vni I 

at 554 is derived from L’s own marking in red pencil above the downbeat of 

Coro S at 554 in A(SO). 

554 MIO Ob: The dynamic marking is extended from the parallel 545. 

554–557 A Vni I: Vni I are divisi here. At 554 L wrote the harmonics as whole notes, 

indicated their prolongation by tied •/• markings at 555–556, and finally 

wrote an eighth-note dyad (g′ + g′′′) that combines the pitches of both divisi 

parts on the downbeat of 557. 

558 A Vle: L wrote out all six dyads; for the last four, MIO substitutes a half 

note, c + g, with a slash, in agreement with the notation in Vc. 

558  

(559, 560 = 558) A Vle, Vc, Cb: On the downbeat of 558 L wrote an accent, which MIO 

replicates only at 560, in agreement with the accentuation in the main 

melody (written in Vni I [lower part] but extended to Fl, Ob, Cl, Vni I 

[upper part], and Vni II). 

558–560 A(SO) Coro S: L wrote in red pencil a regular accent on the downbeat of 

558, a > over the subsequent five dyads, and then a sharp accent on the 

downbeat of 560. MIO accepts the accents, substituting, however, a regular 

accent for the sharp one, in agreement with the accentuation in the 

instrumental parts, but does not accept the > , as the dynamic level of 

Coro S would fall below that of the other choral parts. 

558–567 A Vni I, Vni II: On the downbeat of 558 and 560 L wrote dyads in Vni II but 

distinct parts (indicated by distinct stems) in Vni I. On the last eighth note 

of 557 in Vni II, however, he wrote both an upward and downward stem, 

which MIO takes as an indication to suggest divisi parts even in Vni II. 

560 A Cor I, II: With the abbreviation •/• L indicated a repetition of 559. MIO 

extends the accent from 558, because at 560, unlike at 559, Cor I, II respond 

to an accent in the main melody (written in Vni I [lower part] but extended 

to Fl, Ob, Cl, Vni I [upper part], and Vni II). 
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561 A Fg I, II: L beamed the last four notes of the measure; MIO beams them in 

pairs, in agreement with L’s notation in Fg I, II at 562 (563, 564, 565 = 

562) and Vc at 561 (562, 563, 564, 565 = 561).  

561–562 A Fl, Ob, Cl, Coro S, Coro T, Vni I: It is not clear whether L intended for the 

slur to include the downbeat at 562. MIO includes it (with pvAS, pvFU, 

pvSO, and SO). 

563–570 A L wrote numerous, partially overlapping crescendo instructions. In Fl, Ob, 

and Cl, he wrote < from the second beat of 563 through 564 (the final 

measure of p. 73) into the margin; in Vni I he wrote a < from the second 

beat of 563 to the end of the measure and a new < from the downbeat of 

564 through the end of the measure; in Cb he wrote pp (aligning it with the 

second half of the first beat at 563) followed by “cres. poco a poco”; and 

above Coro S he wrote “cres. poco a poco” (beginning it on the third beat of 

563 and extending it into the right margin). Finally, at 568 in Tp, L wrote 

“cresc.,” suggesting that the culmination of the crescendo be on the 

downbeat of 569. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO include in the piano reduction a 

“cresc. poco a poco” beginning with the third beat of 563, a “cres.” on the 

second beat of 566, and a < from the second beat of 567 through the end 

of 568; these crescendo markings culminate in a ff marked above the third 

beat of 568 of the piano reduction. Furthermore, in the vocal scores but not 

in A, there is at 569 a “poco rit.” in the vocal parts and “rit. col canto” in the 

piano reduction, followed by “[a] tempo” on the downbeat of 570. L tried to 

clarify his intentions in red pencil in A(SO). Above the vocal parts, 

beginning with the second dyad at 563, he wrote “p cresc. molto e rit...... 

Tempo,” with the “rit.” falling on the third beat of 567, the dots extending 

through the end of 569, and the “Tempo” falling on the downbeat of 570; 

the placement of the “rit.” and “Tempo” is confirmed, also in red pencil, 

above the score. MIO follows L’s autograph markings in A(SO) but at 563 

extends the dynamic level of pp (Cb in A) to all parts. 

566 A Ott (= Fl II), Vni I: In Ott L slurred only the sixteenth notes, whereas in 

Vni I he slurred all five notes of the measure; MIO follows the slurring of 

Ott, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

566  

(567, 568 = 566) A Vle: L wrote six beamed eighth notes; MIO substitutes a dotted half note 

with a slash, in agreement with L’s notation in Vc and Cb. 

566–569 A Tp: Above the eighth notes of 566 L wrote “leggiero”; MIO substitutes 

the modern spelling. After the “cresc.” at 568 L specified mf (at 569); MIO 

extends to Tp the mf L wrote in Trbn III at 566 and then has Tp participate 

in the global crescendo. L’s notation is consigned to a footnote. 

569 A Clne, Fg I, II, Fg III, Trbn III, B Tuba, Tp, Arpe (l. s.), Vle, Vc, Cb: L wrote 

quarter notes in Clne, Fg I, II, Fg III, Trbn III, B Tuba, and Tp and eighth 

notes in Arpe, Vle, Vc, and Cb. MIO respects this discrepancy, as the note 

values are consistent within instrumental families. 

 A Cor I, II: L beamed the second and thirds dyads; MIO flags them 

separately, in agreement with L’s notation in Cor III, IV. 
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 A Trb: L wrote mf; MIO substitutes f, in agreement with the stage of the 

global crescendo.  

 A Campli: L beamed the last three eighth notes of the measure; MIO beams 

only the last two, in agreement with the prevailing notation. 

569–570 A Ott (= Fl II, Fl I = 8a Fl II), Cl: In Ott L slurred the eighth notes on the 

third beat of 569, added a staccato dot on the second one of these (albeit too 

far to the right) and on the downbeat of 570, and then slurred the second 

and third notes of 570. This articulation is in conflict with that of Vni I, 

where the two eighth notes on the third beat of 569 have staccato dots and 

that of Cl, where the first two notes of 570 are slurred. MIO extends the 

articulation of Ott (= Fl II, Fl I = 8a Fl II) at 571–572, in agreement with 

pvSO at 569–570 (except for the missing staccato dots on the third beat of 

569) and 571–572. 

570 MIO: It is clear from L’s additions in A(SO) that the culmination of the 

crescendo is here (in A only the accents at 569 point to an imminent 

dynamic climax); MIO thus postpones the ff of pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO at 

565 until 570. 

 A Coro T: The exclamation point after “Ah” is missing; MIO adds it. 

 A Fg III, Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trbn, B Tuba, Tp, Arpa I, Vni II, Cb: On the 

downbeat L wrote quarter notes in Fg III, Tp, Arpa I (u. s.) and eighth notes 

in Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trb, Trbn, B Tuba, Vni II, and Cb; MIO opts for 

eighth notes. 

 A Vni II: On the third beat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO omits this unique 

model. 

570–571 A Clne, Fg I, II: L drew the slur past the second note but not past the bar 

line of this last measure of p. 74; MIO nevertheless extends the slur to the 

downbeat of 571. 

571 MIO Trb: The tuning instruction anticipates the tuning required at 859. 

572 A Coro T: L wrote “luce a-[mor]”; MIO substitutes “luce e a-[mor],” in 

agreement with L’s own wording in Coro S at 574–576. 

573 A Ob: L drew the slur over the entire first beat; MIO shortens it to cover 

only the triplet, in agreement with Ott (= Fl II, Fl I = 8a Fl II), Cl, and Vni I. 

 A Arpa I (u. s.): On the penultimate note L wrote a staccato dot; MIO 

substitutes an accent, in agreement with the prevailing articulation.  

576 A Ott (= Fl II, Fl I = 8a Fl II), Ob, Cl, Arpa I (u. s.), Vni I: It is unclear 

whether the slurs cover only the sixteenth notes or whether they include the 

subsequent eighth note. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO include the eighth note, 

but it seems more likely that L, in haste, drew some of the slurs too far to 

the right. MIO therefore slurs only the sixteenth notes. 

 A Arpa I (l. s.): L beamed the last two eighth notes separately; MIO beams 

all six eighth notes, in agreement with L’s prevailing notation. 

577 A Ott, Fl: Still notating Ott and Fl on the same staff, with Ott and Fl II 

playing the lower note and Fl I the higher note, L wrote on the downbeat a 

quarter-note dyad (f′ + f′′) tied to an eighth-note dyad. MIO replaces the 
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second dyad and subsequent eighth rest with a quarter rest, in agreement 

with Arpa I and Campli. 

 MIO Fl: The slur on the third beat is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

578 MIO Campli: The “cessano” is anticipated from L’s instruction at 589. 

579 MIO Orch: The dynamic marking is suggested based on L’s specific f in the 

vocal parts. In A(SO) L added in red pencil a general dynamic level of ff; 

MIO prefers L’s f in A. 

 A Cor I, II: L wrote “dolce legato assai”; MIO adds a comma after “dolce” 

and extends the instruction to Cor III, IV. 

583 Sources Orch: In A(SO) L indicated in red pencil a global pp, whereas in A 

he indicated p (in Cb); MIO prefers the pp and accepts it without 

typographical distinction. 

 MIO Cor: The tuning instruction is derived from L’s indication at 612. 

586 pvSO Coro: = “(Le coppie si allontanano pel viale in fondo)” 

 A Cl I: On the downbeat L wrote a single-dotted note; MIO adds the second 

dot in agreement with Ob and Coro S. 

586 (587 = 586) A Ob, Cl: On the third beat L wrote a double-dotted rhythm; MIO 

substitutes a single-dotted rhythm, in agreement with Coro S. 

589 MIO Cl: The tuning instruction is derived from L’s indication at 612. 

592 A Fg I, II, Vle, Cb: The f is sustained for two and a half beats in Fg, for three 

beats in Vle, and for one and a half beats in Cb. MIO sustains Vle as written 

(because it is a continuing part) but Fg and Cb for only two and a half beats 

(because they are not continuing). 

 A Arpa I: On the l. s. L wrote the F with a downward stem and the f with an 

upward stem; at the same time, he joined the pitches with an additional 

stem. On the u. s. he wrote a whole rest, suggesting that the pitches on the 

l. s. be played with the left hand. MIO opts for a dyad played by the left 

hand. 

593 MIO Tp: The tuning instruction is provided on the basis of L’s own 

indication at 593. 

597 A Coro T, B: L wrote pp; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

597–599 A Ob: L’s slurs are ambiguous; MIO extends the slurring in Ob from the 

parallel 518–520, where it is clear. 

600 pvSO Coro = “(saranno scomparsi)”; in A and SO the stage direction 

appears at 598. 

606–607 A(SO): At 606 above the staff of Ob all’int L wrote, in red pencil, “rit.o,” 

extending it through 607; MIO accepts this instruction without 

typographical distinction. 

611 A Vc: L repeated the ppp from 610; MIO omits this redundant marking. 

612 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

The dynamic level is extended from Vc at 620. 

 MIO Ned: The “(pensierosa)” is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

616–623 A Can, Orch: Above Can at 616 L wrote “ritardando.....” (with the dots 

extending up to “pen-[sier]); above Vni I he wrote “ritardando col canto.” 

The ritardando should undoubtedly extend through “segreto,” and Orch 
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should undoubtedly play “col canto” through the downbeat of 619, at which 

point L specified “seguendo la voce” in Vc. MIO omits the misleading 

extension dots in Can and the redundant “ritardando” in Orch (especially as 

the latter conflicts with the “vivamente” in Ned at 618). 

617 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: The performing instruction is “con 

amore.” 

617–618 A Vni I: At 617 (the last measure of a recto) L drew the slur into the 

margin, indicating that it should continue on the subsequent verso. At 618, 

however, he failed to continue it. MIO extends it through 618, in agreement 

with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

618 pvFU, pvSO: The piano reduction includes a > from the first note of the 

measure to the last one (in pvAS the > is replaced by a < , surely a 

mistake). 

619 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ned: The dynamic level after the eighth rests is p. 

620, 622 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: On the second beat of 620, the vocal 

scores instruct “poco meno,” on the third beat of 622 “col canto.” 

624 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Orch: Above Arpa I L wrote “tutti dolcissimo armonioso / p appoggiando 

ogni accordo”; MIO omits the “tutti” and turns the “dolcissimo armonioso” 

into a global instruction. 

 A Cor: The division of Cor into I (con sordino) on the u. s. and II, III, IV on 

the l. s. anticipates L’s division at 644. 

626 A Arpa I: On the downbeat L wrote half notes; MIO substitutes dotted half 

notes tied to eighth notes, in agreement with Fl I, II, Fl III, Ob, Cl, Clne, and 

Fg. 

627 MIO Fl III: The instruction “prende l’Ottavino” is added based on L’s 

reassignment of instruments at 634. 

628 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

632–634 A Vni I: L clearly slurred the last note of 632 (b′) and the first of 633 (e′) but 

then seems to have begun the subsequent slur too soon, drawing it from 

right after the e′ to the end of the measure. He most likely intended to draw 

a parallel slur, extending from the b′ of 633 to the e′ of 634. 

633 MIO Orch: The “col canto” is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

634 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: On the third beat the vocal scores resolve the harmony 

to A7 (that is, Vni II would have to move to c′, Vle to g, thus anticipating 

the resolution provided by Vni I beginning with the second half of the third 

beat). Although the vocal scores follow this solution, MIO, with some 

hesitation, follows A and all the full scores. 

636 A(SO): L added “Poco più” in red pencil; MIO accepts this instruction 

without typographical distinction. 

 A Vni I, Vni II: In Vni I and Vni II L wrote sf markings. The coincidence of 

the sf and the p on the downbeat requires, according to the editorial 

guidelines, the substitution of an accent for the sf. Furthermore, between 

the parts of Vni I and Vni II L wrote “legando molto.” He probably intended 

the instruction for Vni I (l. s.) as a substitute for a slur (for which there was 
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no space). MIO extends the slur from Vni II (l. s.) to Vni I (l. s.) and the 

“legando molto” from Vni I (l. s.) to Vni II (l. s.). 

636–640 A Arpa I: L wrote the arpeggio sign only on the downbeat of 636 and third 

beat of 637; MIO extends it to all other chords. 

636-641 A Vni II (lower part): L drew the slur through the end of 638 (the last 

measure of a recto) without continuing it, however, at 639; MIO ends the 

slur on the last note of 638 but then extends a new three-measure slur to 

the parallel 639–641. 

637 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

638 A Ott, Fl: On the downbeat L wrote p; in light of the p in Ott and Fl at 636 

and the p in the upper parts of Vni I and II at 636 (anticipated from Ott and 

Fl at 638), MIO suppresses the p here. 

642 A Ned: L wrote “[annun]-ziava”; MIO follows the “[annun]-ciava” of MI1892. 

 A Ott, Arpa I: In the first half of the measure L slurred the downward and 

upward scales separately (together making up half a measure), indicating in 

the second half of the measure (through the sign •/•) a repetition of the first 

half; MIO places an entire pattern (half a measure) under one slur, in 

agreement with L’s notation in Fl. 

642–643 Sources Ned: In A and A(MI) the text is “comprendeva gli augelli,” the 

version preserved in SO and SO1907. In MI1892 and pvSO, the text was 

changed to “comprendeva il lor canto,” a version preserved in subsequent 

librettos and vocal scores. As the latter version cannot be traced to L, MIO 

follows A. 

643–644 A Fl: It is not clear whether L intended for the slur to cover only the triplet 

(as in SO) or also the subsequent eighth note (as in pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO); MIO follows SO. 

645 A Ned: L wrote “[can]-tava!”; MIO (with MI1892) prefers “[can]-tava:” 

646 pvSO, SO Ned: These sources provide the following footnote, keyed to the 

note on the downbeat: “Se la cantante volesse sopprimere i trilli, l’orchestra 

passa al segno [sign at 647] sopprimendo una battuta.” pvAS and pvFU 

include a similar footnote in English and German, respectively. 

 A Strings: A later hand wrote in lead pencil “quì” between the staves of 2 

Vni II and Vni I, and “Violini I” beneath the staff. This is presumably an 

instruction intended for the preparation of SO.  

647 MIO Ned: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

648 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO; in 

SO the tempo is  = 66, surely a mistake. pvAS and pvSO furthermore 

instruct “come uno scherzo.” The heading “Ballatella” appears, in capital 

letters, in SO at 648 and in pvAS and pvSO at 646. 

 MIO: The stage direction is derived from a longer one L placed in MI1892 at 

the end of the “Ballatella,” where it reads: “(Tonio durante la canzone sarà 

uscito di dietro al teatro e sarà ito ad appoggiarsi all’albero, ascoltando 

beato. – Nedda, finito il canto, fa per rientrare e lo scorge.)” 

 A 2 Vni I, 2 Vni II: The dynamic marking is p; MIO substitutes pp, in 

agreement with the dynamic level in Arpa II, the dynamic level of 2 Vni I 
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and 2 Vni II in SO, and the general dynamic level in pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. 

 A Vle: L wrote “leggiero” and “carezzevole”; MIO modernizes the spelling 

of the former instruction to “leggero” and extends it to Fl; it does not 

extend the latter instruction, however. 

648–704 A Arpa II: L was inconsistent in his application of the staccato dot and 

arpeggio sign. He drew a staccato dot on nearly every chord through 662 (the 

last measure of a recto), then abandoned it, but drew an arpeggio sign only 

on the downbeat of 648 (u. s.), 666 (667, 668 = 666), 669 (u. s.), 682 (u. 

s.), 685–686, 690, 694, 696, 698, and 703. MIO extends both articulations 

throughout, even though “sfiorando le corde” at 648 may apply only to the 

downbeat and the “sempre sfiorando le corde” at 669 only to that specific 

measure. The main argument for a continuous “sfiorando le corde” is the 

continuous “bisbigliando” in Arpa I. 

649–662 A 2 Vni I, 2 Vni II: L drew a long slur of fourteen measures, then abandoned 

it even though the four violins continue to play sustained chords. The slur 

suggests that L simply intended for these violins to play legato, an 

instruction already given at 648 (“legatissimo sempre”). MIO thus omits 

the slur. 

650–655 Sources  Arpa I, Arpa II, 2 Vni I, 2 Vni II: In A L wrote < between the 

staves of 2 Vni I and 2 Vni II beginning on the downbeat of 651 through the 

downbeat of 652 and “poco rinforzando” in Arpa I and Arpa II beginning on 

the third beat of 651. He then wrote a > between the staves of 2 Vni I 

and 2 Vni II beginning on the second beat of 653 through the end of 654 

and “dim.” in Arpa I on the downbeat of 654 and in Arpa II on the third beat 

of 653. In A(SO) he added in red pencil above 2 Vni I an exuberant < 

beginning on the third beat of 650 through 653 and a > from the 

downbeat of 654 through the first beat of 655. MIO not only accepts these 

markings without typographical distinction but also uses them in 

replacement of the markings in Arpe, beginning the < on the downbeat 

of 651 and ending the > at the end of 655, however. 

655 A Fl: On the downbeat L wrote a quarter note with a tenuto sign; MIO 

substitutes an eighth note with a staccato dot followed by an eighth rest, in 

agreement with the duration and articulation in Arpa II and Vle. 

658 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ned = “a tempo giusto senza mai affrettare” 

659–660 A Ned: L wrote “laggiù”; in SO “laggiù” is corrected to “lassù.” MIO 

follows MI1892, pvAS, and pvSO, all of which have “lassù.” 

660–663 A Cor I: The “p dolcis.” at 660 and the slur were added in blue pencil, 

presumably by a later hand. 

666  

(667, 668 = 666) A Arpa II: On the downbeat L drew the upward stem only to the top note 

and the downward stem only from the bottom note of the four-note chord, 

leaving it unclear which hand should pluck the middle notes; MIO opts for 

an even distribution of a dyad in each hand. 
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669 A Fl: L beamed all three dyads; MIO flags them separately, in agreement 

with Arpa II. 

672–679 A Ob I, Cl I, Ned: L drew the slur (which in Ob I and Cl I begins at 673, in 

Ned at 672) into the margin following 676, the last measure of a recto, 

clearly indicating that it is to continue on the verso. As he failed to continue 

it, MIO extends it to the downbeat of 678 in Ob I and Cl I and to the 

downbeat of 679 in Ned, in the latter part omitting the now redundant slur 

over the eighth notes on the first beat of 677. 

676–681 Sources Ned, Orch: In A(SO) above Ned, L added a < from the 

downbeat of 676 into the margin following 679 (the last measure of a 

recto), suggesting that it continue on the subsequent page, and a f at 681, 

all in red pencil. In A the < (added in blue pencil, presumably by a later 

hand, in Arpa I) does not begin until the second beat of 680 and extends 

through the end of 682. In light of the > L wrote at 686–687, a 

preparatory < is clearly necessary, but MIO prefers the unquestionably 

autograph signs in A(SO), extending them to Orch and omitting the < in 

A. 

680–681 pvAS, pvSO, SO Ned: The instruction “con slancio” appears in SO on the 

upbeat to 681, in the vocal scores at 681. 

681 A Ob II: L omitted the augmenting dot; MIO adds it without typographical 

distinction. 

682–683 MIO Ned: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

685–686 A(SO) Ned: Above Ned, but possibly intended as a global instruction, L 

added a > from the third beat of 685 through the end of 686 followed by 

p, both in red pencil; MIO accepts these instructions without typographical 

distinction but limits them to Ned. MIO does, however, extend the > to 

the downbeat of 687 (in agreement with A, where L marked it above Fl and 

beneath Cl). 

687–689 MIO Orch: The dynamic levels are suggested on the basis of those in effect 

prior to the < at 676–680 and (in Vle) the thematic function. 

689, 690 pvAS, pvSO, SO Ned = “dolce, un poco allargando la frase” (at 689 in SO, 

at 690 in pvAS and pvSO). 

690 A(SO): L added in red pencil “poco meno”; MIO accepts this addition 

without typographical distinction. 

697 MIO Ned: The comma after “atmosfera,” clearly necessary, is added without 

typographical distinction. 

698 A Fl = ppp; MIO substitutes pp, in agreement with L’s dynamic instruction 

at 648 and 669. 

 A 2 Vni I = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 2.” 

698–701 A Vla sola, Vc solo: L wrote three slurs in Vla sola (from the downbeat of 

698 to the downbeat of 699, from the downbeat of 699 to the downbeat of 

700, and from the downbeat of 700 to the downbeat of 701) and two in Vc 

solo (from the downbeat of 699 to the downbeat of 700 and from the 
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downbeat of 700 to the downbeat of 701); MIO merges these slurs into one 

and begins them both at 698. 

699 A 2 Vni I: L flagged the notes separately; MIO beams them. 

702–703 Sources Ned: L’s text underlay in A and SO is clear, with “[az]-zur-[ro]” on 

the downbeat of 702, “[azzur]-ro” on the third beat and “e” on the 

downbeat of 703, even though L flagged the first two eighth notes of 702 

separately (MIO beams them). pvAS and pvSO add a syllable to 

accommodate the separately flagged notes in these two measures: “[az]-zur-

ro e di splen-[dor].” 

706 A Vle: L wrote ppp; MIO substitutes pp, in agreement with the dynamic 

level for the accompaniment in Strings. 

709 A Arpa II: With the last note of the measure, G, L broke the pattern of the 

arpeggio. pMet corrects the pitch to A. With some hesitation, MIO corrects 

the pitch to E, thus maintaining the pattern. 

710 A Cor II, III, IV: L wrote p; MIO substitutes pp, in agreement with the 

parallel Vle (see Note 706). 

710–713, 716 A(SO) Ned, Orch: Above Ned L added a < from the downbeat of 710 

through the middle of 713 and f at 716, all in red pencil. In light of the > 

L wrote at 720–721, a preparatory < is clearly necessary in Orch as well. 

MIO thus not only accepts L’s additions in A(SO) without typographical 

distinction but also extends them to Orch (see Note 676–681), prolonging 

the < through 715. 

715–716, 719–720 A Arpa I: L wrote neither staccato dots not arpeggio signs; MIO adds the 

staccato dots in agreement with Arpa II at 648–662 (see Note 648–704) and 

the arpeggio sign in agreement with Arpa II at 682 and 685–686. 

716–718 MIO Ned: The oppure at 716–717 is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and 

SO. As part of the oppure, pvFU includes a portamento from f′′ at 717 to the 

a′ at 718. 

718 A Fg: L repeated 717 at 718, even though the harmony is supposed to 

change at 718; MIO corrects the pitches of Fg I, II.  

719 A Arpa I (u. s.): On the downbeat L wrote a separate upward stem for the 

top note (a′′); MIO provides a single stem for all four notes. 

719, 744 MIO Clne: The expected key signature would have to include eight sharps; 

as eight sharps is impractical, MIO includes only six. 

719–721 MIO Ned: The > and p are suggested on the basis of L’s notation at the 

parallel 685–686. 

720–721 A Fl, Cl, Cor I, II: L wrote the > from the middle of 720 to the middle of 

721; MIO begins it on the third beat of 719 in Fl and Cl (in agreement with 

L’s notation in Fl at 685) and omits it in Cor I, II (in light of the p at 719). 

722 Sources: In A(SO) L added, in red pencil, a global “p animando,” whereas 

in A he wrote above Strings “pp tutti cresc. a poco a poco.” MIO accepts the 

“animando” as a global instruction but prefers the more nuanced dynamics 

of A. 

 A Clne: L wrote f, a dynamic level seemingly at odds with the p or pp in the 

other parts; MIO nevertheless respects the f in Clne, as a special effect.  
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 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle: On the downbeat L wrote sf; MIO substitutes a sharp 

accent, in agreement with the editorial guidelines. 

723–726 A Vni II, Vle: L used the sign •/• to mark these measures as repetitions of 

722; MIO repeats only the pitches, not the accent, in agreement with the 

notation in Vni I, where L notated the part in full. 

724 A(SO) Ott: L added a sharp accent in red pencil; MIO prefers the staccato 

dot in A, in agreement with Fl. 

 A Fl: L wrote pp; MIO substitutes p, in agreement with Ott and the state of 

the crescendo in Strings. 

727 (728 = 727), 

729 (730, 731,  

732 = 729),  

733 (734 = 733) A Vc I, II: In Vc I L wrote sf but not the arpeggio sign. MIO adds the sf only 

at 727, 729, and 733 and the arpeggio sign in all measures. In Vc II, where L 

added no articulation, MIO extends the regular accent from Fg at 729. 

729 A Strings: Above Strings L wrote “cresc. sempre,” presumably intending it 

as a global instruction. Since the remaining instruments do not have a prior 

“cresc.,” MIO opts for a global “cresc.” 

735, 738 A(SO) Cor I, II, Cor IV: L added an accent in red pencil at 735 (Cor I, II) 

and 738 (Cor IV); MIO accepts these signs without typographical 

distinction. 

738 A Fg I, II: L unnecessarily rewrote “1o e 2o.” 

739–740 A Cl: At 740 L wrote •/•, indicating a repetition of the dyad at 740, but 

forgot to add the ties. 

741 A(SO): L added a global f in red pencil; MIO accepts this dynamic level 

without typographical distinction, limiting the ff of A to Vc II and Cb 

(where it appears below the latter). 

741–744 A Arpa I, Arpa II: L wrote thirty-second notes and at 743 repeated 

“sdrucciolando.” 

746–748 A(SO): Above the score L added in red pencil “rit.,” extending it with dots 

through 748. MIO accepts the “rit.” without typographical distinction. 

748 MIO Vni II: The  of the third eighth is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. 

749 pvAS, pvSO Ned = “con anima e passione / allarg. la frase e ben cantato”; 

in pvAS the two instructions are on the same plane. 

 MIO Orch: The p is derived from pvFU and L’s instruction in Cl at 753. 

Neither A nor SO has a dynamic marking at 749. 

 A Cb: L wrote “leggiero”; MIO modernizes the spelling to “leggero.” 

757–764 A Ned: L drew a slur from 757 into the margin after 759 (the last measure 

of a recto), clearly indicating that the slur is to continue on the subsequent 

verso; MIO extends it to the downbeat of 764, in agreement with pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO. 

760 A Ned: On the downbeat L wrote the syllable “e,” not realizing that he had 

not yet completed the word [for]-se.” 

 A Arpa II: L mistakenly labeled the system “Ia Arpa.” 
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761 A Cl: L wrote pp; MIO omits this marking, as there is no reason to alter the 

dynamic level of p L indicated at 753. 

765 A Cb: L wrote “1i e 2i”; MIO substitutes “tutti.” 

765–768 A Ned: L drew the slur from the downbeat of 766 (the beginning of a recto) 

to the downbeat of 768; MIO begins the slur at 765, in agreement with 

pvAS, pvSO, and SO. 

766 A Arpa I (l. s.), Arpa II (l. s.): L wrote •/•, indicating a repetition of the 

accented dyad at 765; MIO omits the accent, in agreement with L’s notation 

of the subsequent dyads. 

770 Sources: Whereas there are no tempo-related instructions in A, L added in 

A(SO), in red pencil, a global fermata on the downbeat above the score and 

above Ned. pvAS and pvSO include instead “poco rit.” in Ned, “col canto” 

in the piano reduction, and “a tempo” (“tempo” in pvAS) in the middle of 

771 in Ned and the piano reduction (in pvAS the “tempo” in Ned does not 

appear until the downbeat of 772). MIO prefers the global fermata and 

accepts it without typographical distinction. 

773 MIO Cl: The “a 2” instruction is derived from the missing rest, still present 

at 772, for Cl II. 

773, 775 A Arpa I (l. s.), Arpa II (l. s.): In these measures, the first on a new verso 

with any music, L began to write eighth-note dyads, whereas previously he 

had written dotted-quarter-note dyads; MIO continues with dotted-quarter-

note dyads. 

773–774 A Cb: L wrote quarter notes; MIO substitutes dotted quarter notes, in 

agreement with the note values immediately before and after. 

776 A Cb: L wrote an eighth note; MIO substitutes a quarter, in agreement with 

all parallel instrumental parts. 

781 (782 = 781) A Vle: On the downbeat L wrote a dyad of eighth notes followed by two 

eighth rests; MIO substitutes a dyad of dotted quarter notes, in agreement 

with Vc and Cb. 

783 MIO Orch: A dynamic instruction is necessary here. Since none of the 

sources provides one, MIO derives it from Ned. 

783–789 A: L wrote two global < , one on the staff of Cor I, II and one between 

Arpa II and Ned, both beginning at 784. As 784 is the first measure of a 

verso, MIO begins the < at the more obvious 783, in agreement with 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. In the vocal scores the < is restricted to the 

chromatic scale on the l. s. of the piano reduction, in pvAS even ending on 

the downbeat of 786. 

783–789 MIO Ned: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

786–787 A Ob: L drew the slur to the last note of 786; MIO extends it to the 

downbeat of 787, in agreement with his notation in Cl. 

789 A Orch: L sometimes placed the fermata over both eighth rests, sometimes 

only over the second one; MIO places it over both. 

 MIO Ott: The instruction “prende il terzo Flauto” is derived from L’s 

wording in Ob at 240 of the “Prologue.” 
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 MIO Ob I: The instruction “il primo Oboè prende il Corno inglese” is 

derived from L’s wording at 240 of the “Prologue.” 

 MIO Cl: The tuning instruction is derived from L’s identification of the staff 

(“Clar. in Si”) at 790. 

790 Sources: The heading is “SCENA and DUET” in pvAS, “SCENA e 

DUETTO” in pvSO, and “Scene und Duett” in pvFU. MIO omits this 

heading, in agreement with A and SO. 

790 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from a longer one L placed in 

MI1892 at the end of the “Ballatella” (see also Note 648). 

 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle: On the third beat L wrote a regular accent; MIO 

substitutes a sharp one, in agreement with Vc. 

791 MIO Ned: The stage direction, “(bruscamente contrariata),” is derived from 

MI1892 and (albeit without the comma separating the two words) from 

pvSO. 

  A Vc, Cb: On the third beat L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with Vni I and Vni II. 

791–793 Sources Ned: The text in A(MI) is “credevo che te n’eri andato.” This is 

also the text in A (punctuated by “!...”) and SO (punctuated by “!”). The 

text in MI1892, GE1892, and TR189? is “credea che te ne fossi andato.” This is 

also the text of pvAS and pvSO (punctuated by “!” in pvAS and “!...” in 

pvSO). The change was surely made for grammatical reasons, but it cannot 

with certainty be traced to L (who may have preferred the more realistic 

version of the earliest sources). MIO therefore follows A. 

793 A: Above Vni I L wrote “rit.o,” whereas in Ned he wrote “poco rit.o”; MIO 

extends the “poco” to the former instruction and places it above the 

respective performing groups. 

793–794 Sources Ton: In A, pvAS, pvSO, and SO the instruction reads “con 

dolcezza” (placed at 793 in pvAS and pvSO and at 794 in A and SO), in 

MI1892 “(ridiscendendo con dolcezza).” 

794 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

800 A Ton: L originally wrote the second pitch a third higher (e). 

 MIO Orch: The “col canto” is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO, where 

it appears on the second beat of 799. 

801 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 MIO Ned: The stage direction, “(ridendo con scherno),” is derived from 

MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Cb: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation. 

803 A Vni I: On the downbeat L drew a staccato dot; MIO substitutes an accent, 

in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

804 A Fg: L drew sharp accents; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO and L’s notation in Vc and Cb. 

805 A Clne: The second pitch is f (sounding E), surely a mistake; MIO omits 

the  and, via the key signature, adds the . 

808 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 
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 MI1892, pvSO Ton = “[So ben che] lo scemo”; MIO follows A, A(MI), and 

GE1892. 

808–809 A Cl, Fg, Vle, Vc: L wrote distinct performing instructions in parts with 

identical function: at 808 he wrote “dolce armonioso” in Fg and “legato 

sonoro” between Vle and Vc; at 809 he wrote “dolce” in Cl. Of the vocal 

scores only pvFU includes an instruction (“sonoro”). MIO opts for “dolce, 

legato sonoro.” 

810 Sources Cl, Fg: In A L wrote pp only in Cl, but SO extends it to Fg. MIO 

not only accepts the reading of SO but extends it to all parallel parts. 

812 A Cl: L repeated “dolce.” 

812–814 A Fg: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

813 A Ton: L wrote “desìo”; MIO modernizes the spelling to “desio.” 

 A Cor II: L wrote sf; MIO substitutes an accent, in agreement with Vc and 

Cb. 

 A Vni I: The last note of the measure has a tenuto sign; MIO suppresses it, 

in agreement with Ton and pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

814 A Vni I, Vni II: At the end of the measure L omitted an eighth rest. 

814–816 A Cor ingl, Clne: L drew a slur from the upbeat to 815 into the margin 

following 815 (the last measure of a recto) but failed to continue it on the 

subsequent verso; MIO completes the slur in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, 

and pvSO. 

815–816 A Ton: L drew a slur over the first five notes of 816 only; MIO begins it on 

the preceding upbeat, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 A Vni I: At 815 L drew a slur past the second note, all the way to the bar 

line of this final measure of a recto, suggesting that the slur continue on the 

subsequent verso; MIO completes the slur in agreement with Cor ingl and 

Clne. 

817 A Ton: L wrote “rit.”; MIO substitutes rit.°,” in agreement with Orch. 

A Fg: L drew an exuberant slur over the first three eighth notes, possibly 

including the fourth; MIO restricts the slur to the first three eighth notes, in 

agreement with L’s clear slur in Vc. 

818 A Cor ingl, Clne: L inadvertently omitted the eighth rest at the end of the 

measure. 

819–820 A Ob: On the last note of 819 (the last measure of a verso) L began a slur, 

drawing it into the margin but failing to continue it on the subsequent 

recto; MIO completes the slur, ending it with the penultimate note of 820. 

821 A Fg, Vc: L wrote “rit.” covering the fourth through sixth eighth notes; in 

Vc he wrote “rito” on the third eighth note; MIO opts for “rit.” because the 

subsequent extension dots precisely indicate the span. Furthermore, in Fg, L 

drew a slur covering all notes of the measure; MIO suppresses this unique 

model. 

822 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

824 A Ned: On the seventh beat L omitted the necessary . 

 Sources Ned: The stage direction on “che m’ami!” is “interrompendolo” in 

A and SO, “(interrompendolo)” in pvSO, and “(interrompendolo e 
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beffeggiandolo)” in MI1892. On the laughing syllables pvSO indicates 

“(scroscio di risa).” In A L clarified the rhythm of the unpitched laughter by 

underlaying two eighth rests; MIO accepts this notation. 

825 MIO The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

Even though L added the “con eleganza” in the same size and on the same 

level as the “Sostenuto assai,” MIO places it as a global instruction beneath 

the tempo marking. 

 A Vni I: L placed the p on downbeat; MIO anticipates it on the upbeat at 

824. 

826, 828 A Ton, Ned: L wrote “stassera”; MIO (with MI1892) prefers “stasera.” 

828 A Fg, Vle, Vc: On the second half of the first beat L wrote pp; MIO 

suppresses this marking in Vle and substitutes p in Fg and Vc, in agreement 

with L’s instructions at the parallel 201 of the “Commedia.” 

828, 836 A Fg: L wrote “stacc.” in addition to the staccato dots; MIO suppresses the 

former. 

829 A Vni I: L placed the p on the downbeat; MIO anticipates it on the upbeat at 

828. 

831 A Vni I: The first note on the third beat is an eighth but should be a 

sixteenth. 

833 (834 = 833) A Vle: On the first eighth note L drew a staccato dot; MIO suppresses this 

unique model. 

837 A Ton: L forgot to provide the triplet marking on the second beat; MIO 

provides it under a slur, in agreement with the parallel 833. 

 A Vc: At the beginning of the measure L wrote “cantato,” whereas as at 833 

he wrote “ben cantato”; MIO supplies the “ben” without typographical 

distinction. On the third beat L wrote a; MIO substitutes f, in agreement 

with Ton and the parallel 833. On the fourth beat L wrote an eighth note 

followed by an eighth rest; MIO substitutes a quarter note, in agreement 

with Ton and the parallel 833.  

839 A Cl: L wrote p on the first dyad (the continuing dynamic level) and pp on 

the second one. It is clear that L added the pp for the sole purpose of 

ensuring that Cl not be too loud (he did not write it in the parallel Vle). 

MIO suppresses these markings. 

839, 840 A Vni I, Cl, Clne: On the third beat of 389 in Vni I and on the second beat 

of 840 in Cl and Clne L wrote “colla parte”; MIO substitutes a global “colla 

parte” at 839. 

841 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 A B Tuba: L wrote a staccato dot and “stacc.”; MIO suppresses the latter. 

843 A Ob, Cl, Clne, Cor: L wrote “sim[ile]”; MIO adds the fp through 844. 

844–846 A Orch: L first wrote “cresc.” and immediately afterwards < ; MIO opts 

for < beginning on the downbeat of 844 and ending on the downbeat of 

846. 

845 A Fl: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows SO and pMet. 

847 A: L wrote a global “poco rit.” above Ned and a global “poco rit.o” above Vni 

I; MIO opts for “poco rit.” 
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847–848 A(SO): From the beginning of 847 into 848 L added, in red pencil, a global 

> followed by p; MIO accepts these markings without typographical 

distinction. The > confirms a > in A, added in blue pencil and 

presumably at the same time the “allarg.” was added at 846 (both 

presumably by a later hand). 

848 A Trbn, B Tuba, Vc: On the downbeat L wrote a quarter note tied to an 

eighth; MIO substitutes a dotted quarter. 

849 A Cor IV: After the eighth rest on the downbeat L wrote quarter note – 

eighth rest; MIO substitutes a dotted quarter note, in agreement with the 

parallel 853. 

850 MIO Ton: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

851 A(SO) Vni I: L added f in red pencil; MIO accepts this instruction without 

typographical distinction and extends it to all the instruments that do not 

have a a < . 
851, 855 A Fg: L wrote “unissono”; MIO interprets this instruction as “a 3.” 

851–852, 855–856 A Cor: Between the two staves of Cor at 851 and 855 L wrote both “cres. 

molto” and < . But whereas the crescendo at 851 leads to a ff on the 

downbeat of 852, it leads only to a f on the downbeat of 856. MIO prefers 

the target dynamic of f and suppresses the “cres. molto.” 

852 A(SO): On the second beat of Vni I L added p in red pencil; MIO accepts 

this addition without typographical distinction. 

 A Vle: On the second eighth note L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a 

regular one in agreement with Vc and Cb. 

 A Vc, Cb: On the second beat L wrote an accent; in light of the sudden 

return to the p dynamic L added in A(SO), MIO suppresses it, in agreement 

with the respective parallel parts. 

852–856 A Vni I: L drew the slur from the second beat of 852 to the downbeat of 

856; MIO ends the slur on the downbeat of 855, with a separate slur from 

there to the downbeat of 856, in agreement with L’s notation at 848–852. 

853 (854 = 853) A Cb: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp 

one, in agreement with the parallel 849 (850 = 849). 

855 A Vle: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement 

with Vni I (Vni II = Vni I). 

856 A Fl I, II: L flagged the first sixteenth note separately; MIO beams it with 

the others, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

 A Cb: On the first two eighth notes L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes 

a regular one, in agreement with Vle and Vc. 

857–858 A Clne, Fg, Vc, Cb: In Clne and Fg L beamed the last note of 857 with the 

first note of 858 and then followed with a separately flagged eighth note; in 

Vc and Cb he flagged all eighth notes separately; MIO flags the last note of 

857 separately and beams the first two notes of 858, in agreement with L’s 

notation in Trbn and B Tuba. 

857–860 A Fl: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows SO and pMet. 

858–859 A Vc, Cb: On the second beat of 858 and the downbeat of 859 L wrote a 

sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one in all instances except for the 
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downbeat of 859 in Vc, where it suppresses the articulation altogether, in 

agreement with the notation of the parallel parts. 

859 A Clne: L beamed the two eighth notes; MIO flags them separately, in 

agreement with the parallel parts. 

859–860 A Fl: On the last dyad of 859 and the first of 860 L wrote a sharp accent; 

MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement with all the other parts. 

 A Trbn: On the last note of 859 and the first note of 860 L wrote sf in 

addition to an accent; MIO suppresses the sfs, in agreement with the 

prevailing articulation. 

860 A: L wrote a global “a tempo / senza affrettare.” There is no referent for the 

“a tempo,” as the tempo has been consistent since the previous “a tempo” at 

848; MIO thus restricts the instruction to “senza affrettare.” 

 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

861 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction = f 

863 MI1892 = “schiena” / MIO prefers the “gobba” of A (see Note 1). 

865 A Cor I, II = f; MIO anticipates the marking on the upbeat at 864. 

869 A Orch: The articulation on the downbeat is inconsistent. L wrote a regular 

accent in Fl, Ob, Cor ingl, Cl, and Cor I, II; a staccato dot in Fg, B Tuba, and 

Tp; a sharp accent in Vc and Cb; a regular accent and sf in Cor III, VI; and a 

staccato dot and sf in Trbn. MIO extends the model of Vc and Cb (sharp 

accent with a f dynamic) to all instruments.  

 A Tp: L wrote a quarter note; MIO substitutes an eighth, in agreement with 

all parallel parts. 

869, 871 A B Tuba: On the second beat L wrote pp; MIO substitutes p, in agreement 

with the prevailing dynamic level. 

869–870 A Orch: L wrote both “cresc. molto” and a < . As both the initial dynamic 

level (p) and the target dynamic level (f) are given, MIO suppresses the 

“cresc. molto.” 

870–872 MIO Ton: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

871 A Cl, Clne, Fg, Vni I, Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; 

MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement with B Tuba, Vle, Vc. 

871, 873, 883, 929 A Trbn: L wrote “stacc.” in addition to actual staccato dots; MIO suppresses 

the redundant “stacc.” 

871, 873  

(874 = 873) A Tp: L wrote quarter notes; MIO substitutes eighths, in agreement with 

Trbn. 

873 A Cl: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Vc: On the downbeat L wrote a sixteenth-note dyad followed by a 

sixteenth rest; MIO substitutes an eighth-note dyad, in agreement with the 

note value in Vni I (Vni II = Vni I) and Vle and L’s notation at 871. 

873–876 A Cl, Clne, Fg, B Tuba, Strings: L wrote several types of crescendo: a global 

“cresc. molto” and a global “sempre cres.” at 874; “cres. sempre” in Vc at 

875; < in Cl, Fg, Vni I (Vni II = Vni I), and Vle in each measure from 874 

to 876; < in Vni I (Vni II = Vni I) beginning on the first sixteenth note of 
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873; and a global < from the downbeat of 874 to the end of 876. MIO 

substitutes a single < in all these parts. 

876–877 MIO Ned: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. The first two 

notes of 877 in these vocal scores, in both the original part and the oppure, 

are sixteenths followed by an eighth rest. MIO follows the rhythm of A. 

877 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

 A Orch: The f is derived from pvAS.  

877–879 A(SO): On the second beat of 877 L added in red pencil “rit.,” and on the 

downbeat of 879 “tempo”; MIO accepts these additions without 

typographical distinction. 

878 A Clne, Fg III: L wrote a regular accent on both eighth notes of Fg III and on 

the downbeat of Clne (on the second beat of Clne he wrote •/•, indicating a 

repeat of the first beat); MIO substitutes sharp accents, in agreement with 

Cor IV, Tp, Vc, and Cb. 

878–879 MIO Ton: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 A Fg: At 878 L marked the lower one of the alternating parts “III,” 

indicating that only Fg I, III are playing here. In light of the overall texture, 

however, MIO follows pMet in assigning Fg II to the upper part as well. 

879 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Cl, Vle, Cb: The p was added in blue pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

 A Cl: L wrote “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 2.” 

 A Fg: Above the three sixteenth notes L wrote “tutti”; MIO substitutes 

“a 3.” 

 A Trbn, B Tuba, Vni I, Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO 

substitutes an accent, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

879–883 MIO Orch: The < is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO, where, 

however, it extends only through 882; as L did not add the f until 884, MIO 

extends the < through 883. 

883 A Ton = “(si slancia per ghermirla)”; MIO opts for the more detailed stage 

direction printed in MI1892. 

884 MIO: L wrote the instruction “con anima” only in Trb I, II; MIO interprets 

it as a global instruction and places it above the respective performing 

groups. 

 A Ned = “(dandogli un colpo di frusta sulla faccia[)]”; MIO opts for the 

more detailed stage direction printed in MI1892. 

884–885 A Vle, Vc, Cb: On both notes of 884 and the second note of 885 L wrote a 

sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement with Fg, Trbn, 

and B Tuba. 

885 A Vle, Vc, Cb: In the first half of the measure L wrote two separately flagged 

eighth notes; MIO beams them in agreement with the notation in the 

parallel parts. 

886 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO at 

889, in agreement with Rec1907. 

 A Ton: Above the unpitched eighth note L wrote “(urlo)”; MIO prefers the 

more detailed instruction in MI1892. 
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886–887 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: Ton at 886 is marked “declamato a piacere,” the piano 

reduction on the third beat of 886 “a piacere” and on the downbeat of 887 

“col canto.” 

889–890 MIO Ton: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. The rhythm 

in the first half of 890 in the vocal scores is triple-dotted, in both the 

original part and the oppure. MIO follows the rhythm of A. 

889–893 A Orch: In Trbn L wrote f on the downbeat of 889 and a > from the 

downbeat of 892 to the downbeat of 893, where he added p. In the 

remainder of Orch, the fff (marked at 886 below Vni II) continues through 

890 and is followed by > at 890 (added in blue pencil, presumably by a 

later hand), “dim.” at 891, the addition “molto” at 892, and a target 

dynamic of p on the downbeat of 893 (as in Trbn). Presumably a later hand 

then added in blue pencil a p beneath the last two notes of Trbn at 889, 

without, however, erasing the > at 892–893 or the subsequent p. In the 

remainder of Orch this hand anticipated at 890 the “dim.” L indicated at 

891. In A(SO) L confirmed, in blue pencil, the f on the downbeat of 889 

and the p beneath the two thirty-second notes at the end of the measure, 

both presumably intended for Trbn only, but did not interfere with any of 

the now obsolete signs. MIO follows L’s revisions but in Trbn omits the 

> at 892–893 and the p at 893, and in the remainder of Orch opts for a 

simple > (without the “molto”) from the downbeat of 890 through 892. 

890 Sources Ton: The stage direction in A is “Tonio esce minacciando,” in 

pvSO “(esce dalla sinistra minacciando),” and in MI1892 “(esce minacciando 

dalla sinistra)”; MIO prefers the latter. 

892 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 (where the comma 

after “immobile” is missing) and pvSO. 

893–898 Sources Ned: The earliest version of the text appears in A(MI): “Paura non 

mi fai. [L added the period by hand] / Io t’ho compreso — hai l’animo / 

siccome il corpo tuo, difforme, lurido!”; except for the punctuation, this is 

the text of A and SO. MI1892 has a different text, which omits the reference 

to physical deformity: “Ti sei svelato ormai / Tonio lo scemo! — Sotto 

quella maschera / un alma celi tu perversa... lurida!...” (this, with minor 

variants in punctuation, is the text of pvSO, provided here with the music, 

as the text does not fit the rhythm of A): 
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GE1892 mixes the two versions: “Ti sei svelato ormai, Tonio lo scemo! — Hai 

l’animo / Siccome il corpo tuo difforme... lurido!” (this is, with minor 

variants in punctuation, the text of TR189?). It is likely that L forgot to return 

the first half of the passage to the original wording; MIO thus follows A. 

895 MIO: The tempo instruction and metronome marking are derived from 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Orch: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent in Clne, Fg II, III, B 

Tuba, and Vni I and a sharp one in the remainder of Strings. In addition he 

wrote a sf in Fg II, III, B Tuba, Vni I, and Vni II. MIO opts for a sharp accent 

in all parts. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction (l. s.) = “ben marcato il basso” 

896 A B Tuba: The last note is an eighth; MIO substitutes the required 

sixteenth. 

897 pvSO Sil = “(apparendo sul muretto)”; MIO prefers the more detailed stage 

direction of MI1892 (“sporgendo la metà del corpo arrampicandosi dal 

muretto a destra, e chiama a bassa voce:)” but omits the comma and (as in 

GE1892) the word “e.” 

898 pvAS, pvSO Ned = “quasi parlato” 

899 MIO: The heading “Duetto” is derived from pvSO and SO, the metronome 

marking from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO 

omit the “Andante” of the tempo indication. 

 A Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

900 MIO Sil: The stage direction in pvSO is “(salta il muro),” in MI1892 

“(saltando allegramente e venendo verso di lei).” MIO normally prefers 

MI1892, but the word “allegramente” appears in A in the subsequent 

measure as a performing instruction. MIO thus combines the two versions 

of the stage direction: “(saltando il muro e venendo verso di lei).” 

901 pvSO Sil: The stage direction is “(sorridendo).” 

902 MIO: The metronome marking and the “p dolce” are derived from pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO. The instruction  = 16 in SO is surely wrong. 

904 A Vle, Vc: L drew the slur from the preceding measure past the note on the 

third beat; MIO ends it on the downbeat, in agreement with the notation 

Vni II. 

905–906 A Vle, Vc: L drew the slur from the preceding measure to the quarter note 

on the third beat of 905; MIO extends it to the downbeat of 906, in 

agreement with the notation in Vni II. 

906–910 Sources Sil: The text in MI1892 reads “da lunge a la taverna / ho scorto con 

gli amici!...” In A L omitted “con gli amici!...” and instead repeated “a la 

taverna.” MIO modernizes the spelling of “a la.”  

908–910 A Strings: The < and > markings were added in blue pencil, 

presumably by a later hand. 

910 A Vle: The slur above the two notes could be interpreted as a tie (the two 

pitches are identical), but MIO prefers to interpret it as a continuation of 

the slur from the preceding measure, in agreement with the notation in Vni 

I and the lack of a tie in Vc. 
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911 Sources: All sources have either “tempo” (A and SO) or “a tempo” (pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO). The vocal scores include, above the “a tempo” but 

beginning either on the third beat of 910 (pvAS and pvSO) or on the 

downbeat of 911 (pvFU), the instruction “Un poco più mosso.” As the two 

instruction are conflicting, MIO follows A and SO. 

911–912 A Fg III, Vc: L was inconsistent with regard to the length of the < . In Fg 

III he began it before the barline of 911/912 and drew it to the dotted 

quarter note of 912; in Vc he began it on the downbeat of 912 and drew it 

through the end the measure. MIO follows the notation in Fg III. 

913–914 A Vc: The > is clearly out of place (covering only the tied half note of 

914; MIO adjusts the > in agreement with Fg III and pvSO. 

916 A Vc, Cb: Beneath the score a later hand added in lead pencil “Celli e Bassi,” 

presumably an instruction intended for the preparation of SO. 

917 MIO Sil: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

917–920 Sources Sil, Ned: The text in A(MI) is “Tonio, il gobbo...” (Sil) followed by 

“Il gobbo è da temersi.” (Ned), the text also of A and SO (except for the 

punctuation). In MI1892 the text is “Oh! lo scemo!...” (Sil) and “Lo scemo è 

da temersi.” (Ned), the version also of pvSO (except for the punctuation): 
 

 
 

In GE1892 L returned to the original text, albeit with a variant (“Il gobbo è da 

temere”). MIO thus follows A. 

918–919 MIO Orch: The (f) in Strings at 918 is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. At 919, where the vocal scores also have f, MIO prefers to extend the 

ff L wrote in Vni I and Vni II. 

919 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 Sources: The tempo indication in A is “Mosso come prima.” The most 

likely referent for this instruction is the “Mosso” at 841. But whereas there 

the secondary sources provide a metronome marking of  = 100 (see Note 

841), here they provide one of  = 120. The desire for a faster tempo may 

have led to the revision of the tempo indication in the secondary sources 

(“All.o Moderato come prima”). MIO accepts both the tempo indication and 

metronome marking, in agreement with Rec1907, but omits the superseded 

“come prima.” 

919–920 A: L wrote the instruction “in queste due prime battute il tempo un po’ più 

ritenuto per riuscire nettamente il passo” beneath the score; MIO places it 

as a global instruction above the respective performing groups. 

921 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The piano reduction has a f on the downbeat and a p 

on the second half of the first beat; MIO prefers to withhold the p until 925, 

where, in A, it is added in blue pencil, presumably by a later hand. 
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 SO Tp: The part is missing. 

925 A Fg: L wrote “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

925–929 A Orch: L wrote a global “come prima cresc. poco a poco” and, beginning 

with the second beat of 926, added a global < extending through 929. 

The “come prima” presumably refers to 879, where, however, L did not 

indicate any crescendo (see Note 879–883). MIO omits the verbal 

instruction and begins the < after the downbeat at 925. 

 A Clne: L wrote the following slurs: from the downbeat of 925 to the 

downbeat of 926, from the second beat of 926 to the downbeat of 927, from 

the second beat of 927 to the downbeat of 928, and from the second beat of 

928 to the second note of 929; MIO substitutes a single slur, in agreement 

with Cl and Vle. 

930 MIO Orch: The (f) is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO on the second 

beat. 

 A B Tuba: L wrote a regular accent on the first note; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

931 A Vni I, Vni II: L wrote regular accents on the sixteenth notes; MIO 

substitutes sharp ones, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

932 A Trbn, B Tuba, Vni I, Vni II: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

933 MIO Cor ingl: The instruction “prende il primo Oboè” is derived from L’s 

wording in Ob at 240 of the “Prologue.” 

933–935 A Clne, Fg, Vc, Cb: The ff at 933 and the > at 934–935 were added in 

blue pencil, presumably by a later hand. 

936 pvAS, pvSO, SO Ned: The performing instruction is “(declamato)” in pvAS 

and pvSO and “(declamando)” in SO. 

938 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

939 pvSO, SO Sil = “(appressandosi mestamente e con amore a Nedda)” 

943 A Cb: L wrote “riuniti”; MIO omits this instruction but signals “uniti” at 

945. 

943–946 A Strings: L wrote “cresc. molto” above Vni I and < (extending from the 

downbeat of 943 to the first note of 946) beneath the score. As the degree of 

the crescendo is clear, MIO prefers the < . 
947 pvSO, SO Sil = “(egli le prende la mano e la conduce sul davanti)”; in SO, 

“egli” is omitted. 

948 A Vle, Vc: On the last note of the second triplet L omitted the ; MIO adds 

it without typographical distinction, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. 

 A Vc: L wrote separate slurs for each triplet; MIO substitutes a single slur, 

in agreement with Vni I, Vni II, and Vle. 

950 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvSO, pvFU, and pvSO (SO 

indicates  = 50). 

951–952 A Vni II: At 951 and on the downbeat of 952 L wrote separate stems; MIO 

uses single stems but uses divisi and uniti, respectively. 
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953 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: On the downbeat the vocal scores have a sharp accent 

and “poco rit.” for Sil and “col canto” for the piano reduction, with an “a 

tempo” in the second half of the measure. 

 A Vni I: L wrote a slur from the first note of the measure to the second one; 

in light of the overarching slur, MIO suppresses this one as redundant. 

956–958 A Cl I: L wrote the slur in two strokes, from the middle of 956 to the 

downbeat of 957 and from the downbeat of 957 to the second note of 958; 

MIO substitutes a single slur. 

957 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The vocal scores have “poco rit.” in Sil and “col canto” 

in the piano reduction but no immediate “a tempo” (an “a tempo” appears 

only at 965, where, however, it seems to cancel the “incalz.”). 

957–958 A Vni I: L wrote the slur in two strokes: from the downbeat of 957 to the 

last note of the measure and from the last note of the measure to the last 

note of 958; MIO substitutes a single slur. 

958 A Sil: L omitted the necessary eighth rest at the end of the measure. 

959–960, 961–962 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The piano reduction (u. s.) at the beginning of 959 is 

marked pp, and each pair of measures has a < in the first measure and a 

> in the second one. Sil at the beginning of 960 is marked p and 

“susurrato,” and both 960 and 962 have a > from the first note to the 

second one. 

963 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Sil = “con fuoco” 

963–964 A: L provided two global instructions: “incalzando e cresc.” and, extending 

over the full two measures, < ; MIO prefers the < , placing a sole 

“incalzando” above the respective performing groups. 

964–965 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle: L wrote a slur from the first note of 964 to the last note 

and from the last note of 964 to the second note of 965; MIO substitutes a 

single slur. 

966 pvAS, pvSO: There is a fermata on the last note of each staff. 

966–967 MIO: The > is derived from Rec1907. None of the sources provides any 

diminuendo between the dynamically climactic downbeat of 965 and the pp 

in the second half of 968 (marked in only in Cb at 968). Although Rec1907 is 

hardly a reliable source when it comes to dynamics, it is the only one 

providing a clue to the placement of the necessary diminuendo.  

966–971 Sources: In A L wrote a series of conflicting tempo instructions. At 966, on 

the third beat above Sil, he wrote “rit.do ancora,” extending the instruction 

with dots through 968; on the third beat of Vni I he wrote “rito ancora”; and 

after the downbeat of Fg he wrote “colla parte.” Then, at 967, on the fourth 

beat, he added above Vni I “colla voce” and, beginning with 968, above the 

score, “Poco più lento,” extending it with dots through 971. Finally, at 969 

above Cor I, II, he added “poco rit.o,” extending it with dots through 971. In 

pvSO the instructions are entirely different: at 966 on the second beat “poco 

rit.” in Sil, “col canto” in the piano reduction, and a femata on the last beat 

of each system; at 967, on the last beat, “affrett.” in Sil and “col canto” in 

the piano reduction; at 968, in the second half of the measure, “poco ten.” 

in Sil and “ten.” in the piano reduction; at 969 on the second beat “rit.” in 
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the piano reduction. MIO follows A but omits the “Poco più lento” (in 

agreement with SO), replaces the “rit.do” by “rit.o” and the “colla parte” and 

“colla voce” by “col canto” and places the latter instruction on the third beat 

of 966. 

968 A Sil: L flagged the first two notes separately, suggesting that they carry 

distinct syllables ([del]-la mi-[a vita]); however, he also slurred them (just 

as he slurred the second half of 967). pvAS and pvSO follow A in flagging 

the notes separately, but MIO follows SO1909 and beams them, placing 

“mia” on the third beat. 

969 A Vle: L wrote an eighth note followed by an eighth rest; MIO substitutes a 

quarter note, in agreement with the accompanimental parts. 

970 MI1892 Ned = “(commossa)” 

974 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction = “dolce” 

975 A Vc: L inadvertently omitted the necessary eighth rest at the end of the 

measure. 

975–978 MIO Orch: The p is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO at 976. 

976–977 A Cl, Vni II, Vle: L drew the slur at 976 (the last measure of a recto) clearly 

past the final note, suggesting that it should continue on the verso. As L 

failed to continue it, MIO extends it to the second note of 977. 

977–978 A Ob I, Cl: On the last three eighth notes of 977 and the first three of 978 L 

wrote tenuto signs; MIO substitues accents, in agreement with Vni I, Vni II, 

and Vle. 

978 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The instructions in Sil are “rit.” (above the first note), 

“con espressione” (above the second), and “rit.” (above the fourth). The 

piano reduction is marked “col canto” beginning with the downbeat. 

979 A Ob II: The cut-off is on the fifth beat; MIO normalizes the duration. 

983 Sources: In A(SO) L added, in red pencil, a fermata on the fifth beat but 

surely intended it for the fourth (the space above the fourth beat is taken by 

one of the vertical lines indicating the conductor’s beat). pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO have similar instructions: a “rit.” on the downbeat and “affrett.” on 

the fifth beat. MIO prefers L’s fermata and accepts it without typographical 

distinction. 

 A Fg: L did not to specify the scoring. MIO follows SO1909 and pMet in 

using Fg I, II only. 

987 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Orch = “affrettando”; the instruction is observed in 

Rec1907. 

990 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvFU, pvSO, and SO. pvAS 

has  = 69. 

 pvAS, pvSO Piano reduction (u. s.) = “come un fremito” (the instruction 

begins with the second beat).  

990, 1036 A Arpa: On the downbeat of 990 L wrote sfp, on the fourth beat sf; on the 

downbeat of 1036 he wrote sfp, in the second half of the measure •/•. In 

subsequent measures, he wrote either sf, a regular accent, or no 

articulation, with no apparent consistency. Whereas it is possible that he 

intended for the bottom note of the chord to be played sf and the remainder 
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of the chord p, he most likely intended for the chord to be immediately 

muffled. MIO consistently uses sfp. 

990–997,  

1036–1043 A Vni: L wrote tremolos between two pitches and indicated the speed by 

three slashes; at the same time he specified “divisi.” He clearly wanted 

“divisi,” as he repeated the instruction at 1036 (“divisi come prima”). SO 

and SO1907 simply omit the “divisi” marking; MIO respects it, rewriting the 

pairs of tremulating pitches as dyads. 

994 Sources: In A L wrote on the downbeat a regular accent in Arpa, Ned, and 

Vni I, a sharp accent in Vni II and Vle, and a combination of a regular 

accent, sf, and (a third into the measure) p in Vc. In A(SO) wrote three 

large sharp accents in blue pencil: one each above Ob, Arpa, and Ned. MIO 

accepts the sharp accent for the melodic parts (Ob I, Ned, and Vni II), 

extends it to Vc, but in Arpa and Vni I continues with sfp. 

997 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The vocal scores have a > in the piano reduction. 

998, 1044 A Vni I: L repeated the “divisi” instruction; MIO suppresses it. 

999 MIO Sil: The comma, not present in any of the sources but clearly 

necessary, is added editorially. 

1001 MIO Sil: As A, MI1892, and SO offer no punctuation after “cor,” MIO 

extends it from pvAS and pvSO. 

1002 A Vni II, Vle: Between Vni II and Vle L wrote “dim.” in the second half of 

the measure; MIO substitutes > from the downbeat to the end of the 

measure, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

1002, 1004 A Arpa I, Vc: On the downbeat at 1002 (Arpa I and Vc) and 1004 (Arpa I 

only) L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation. 

1002–1003,  

1004–1005,  

1048–1049, 

1050–1051 pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO Piano reduction: The dynamic markings alternate at 

the rate of a measure between f and p (1002–1005) and sf and p (1048–

1051). 

1003, 1051 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction (u. s.) = “affannoso” 

1005 A Ob: On the fourth beat L wrote a tied eighth note followed by an eighth 

(originally a sixteenth) rest; MIO substitutes a tied quarter note, in 

agreement with all parallel parts. 

1006 A Fl I: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation in the parallel parts. 

1006–1051 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO: The optional cut was authorized by L and is 

observed in Rec1907. 

1007 A Orch: L wrote a < beneath Fl, presumably intended for all instruments 

other than Brass; MIO suppresses this sign in light of the “cresc. molto” at 

1006. 

1008–1009 A Fg: L did not to specify the scoring; MIO follows SO1909 and pMet. 
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1009  pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ned: The phrase beginning in the second half of the 

measure is marked “con fuoco.” 

 A Vc: On the fourth beat L wrote a quarter note followed by an eighth rest; 

MIO substitutes a dotted quarter, in agreement with Fg.  

1010 A Orch: In the second half of the measure a later hand added a fermata, a 

sign MIO accepts in lieu of the “rit.” (in Ned) and “col canto” (in the piano 

reduction) of pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO and extends to Ned. In light of the 

fermata, MIO postpones the “a tempo” in Ned (which in A falls on the third 

beat) to the subsequent downbeat and extends it to Orch, in agreement L’s 

explicit notation in Arpa I. 

1011 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: There is a < to the middle of the 

measure, followed by a > to the end of the measure. 

1013 MIO Orch: The “dim.,” clearly necessary but not present in A, is derived 

from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO.  

1014 A Fl: L wrote pp; MIO substitutes p, in agreement with Cor I, II. 

1016 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The global heading is “Tristamente.” 

 MIO Ned: The exclamation point after “tentar” is extended from 1010 and 

1012. 

1017 A Ned = “Eppoi” 

1020 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction = “ravvivando” 

1024–1025 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The piano reduction is marked “molto affrett.” on the 

second sixteenth of 1024, “a tempo” on the fourth beat of 1025, and “con 

vigore” on the sixth beat of 1025. 

1030 A, MI1892 Ned = “de l’a[mor]”; MIO substitutes “dell’amor.” 

1030–1033 A Fg: At 1030 L wrote “coi Violoncelli,” without specifying how many Fg 

should play. pMet has Fg III rest, whereas SO1909 has Fg III double Fg I, II; 

MIO follows SO1909. 

1032 MIO: The “(a tempo)” is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1034, 1035 A Ob, Cl, Vni I, Vni II, Vle: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; MIO 

substitutes a sharp one, in agreement with Arpa and the parallel 987, 988. 

1040 A Vni I = “marcato”; as L did not write this instruction at the parallel 994, 

and as it appears to be either redundant if meant to pertain only to the 

downbeat (L already wrote an accent) or contradictory if meant to pertain 

also to the fourth beat (L explicitly did not want an emphasis there, 

specifying p), MIO suppresses this instruction. 

 A Vni II, Vle, Vc: L wrote sharp accents in Vni II and Vle and both a sharp 

accent, sf, and (half way into the measure) p in Vc; MIO opts for a sharp 

accent in the melodic parts (Ob I, Ned, and Vni II) but in Arpa and Vni I 

continues with sfp (see also Note 994), and anticipates the p in Vc on the 

downbeat. 

1041 A Vni II: On the downbeat of the upper part L wrote sf; as he wrote it 

neither in Ob I nor at the parallel 995, MIO suppresses it.  

1042, 1043 A Orch: L wrote “rall.” in Fl, Cl I, Cor I, Arpa I (on the downbeat of 1043) 

and in Vni I (at the end of 1042) but “rall. colla voce” in Vc (on the 

downbeat of 1043); MIO opts for a global “rall. colla voce.” 
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1044 MIO: The “a” of “a tempo” is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 A Ob: L wrote a slur, which MIO reserves for Ob II. 

1045 A Ned: After “te” L wrote an exclamation point, whereas at the parallel 999 

he wrote no punctuation; MIO substitutes a comma, in agreement with 

MI1892. 

1047 A Ned: L wrote ellipsis points, whereas at the parallel 1001 he wrote no 

punctuation; MIO substitues an exclamation point, in agreement with 

MI1892. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Sil: The dotted quarter note has a sharp accent. 

1049 A Ned: L wrote four ellipsis points; MIO substitutes two, in agreement with 

the parallel 1003. 

1051 A Ob: On the fourth beat L wrote a tied eighth note; MIO substitutes a tied 

quarter note, in agreement with all parallel parts. 

 A Fg I, II, Arpa I: L wrote p, whereas at the parallel 1005 he wrote pp; MIO 

prefers the earlier dynamic level. 

1052–1053 Sources: In A at 1052 (below Fl but surely meant as a global instruction for 

Orch), L wrote “cres. poco a poco” and, two thirds into 1053, added 

“sempre più”; these instructions were transferred to SO. In Trb and Trbn, 

however, he wrote p at 1052 and 1053 and in Trb also mf at 1054. As all 

instruments have a target dynamic of (f) at 1055, MIO extends the “cres. 

poco a poco” to all instruments, suppressing the distinct markings in Trb 

and Trbn. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO omit these instructions and instead have 

at 1052 “incalz. sempre” above Ned and “incalzando sempre col canto” in 

the piano reduction. MIO suppresses the “sempre più,” as the (f) at 1055 

clarifies the intensity of the crescendo. 

1053 A Fg: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with L’s notation in Cb. 

1053–1054 A Fg: L did not to specify the scoring; MIO follows SO1909. pMet drops Fg 

III at 1054. 

1054 Sources: In A L wrote both “rit.o” (above Fl and Ned, in Arpa I, and beneath 

Fg), “poco rit.o” (beneath Cor I, II), and “rito col canto.” above Vni I, placing 

all but the one in Arpa I at the beginning of the measure (the “rit.o” in Arpa 

I appears above the two eighth rests at the end of the measure); MIO opts 

for a consistent “rit.o” in the respective position. Instead of the ritenuto 

instruction, pvAS, pvFU, pvSO have “ten.” on the downbeat of Ned and 

the u. s. of the piano reduction and “col canto” on the seventh beat between 

the two staves of the piano reduction. 

 A Cb: On the downbeat L wrote a quarter note; MIO substitues an eighth, 

in agreement with the parallel Trbn and B Tuba. 

1054, 1055–1056 A Fl: On the upbeat to 1055, in the second half of 1055, and on the 

downbeat of 1056, L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows SO1909 and 

pMet. 

1055 MIO Ned: The comma after “[Pietà di] me” (a phrase not present in MI1892) 

is added editorially. 
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 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction (u. s.): The melody beginning on the 

fourth beat is marked “deciso.” 

 A Ob: On the third beat L omitted the eighth rest. 

1056 A Sil: In the second half of the measure L inadvertently omitted the 

augmenting dot. 

 A: In Ned and Sil L wrote a fermata on the fourth beat, in Orch he wrote it 

on the last beat, leaving the final eighth note of Ned unsynchronized with 

the last eighth note of Orch. pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO all follow A, but 

the vocal scores also include a “molto rit.” in the second half of the measure. 

MIO (with Rec1907) respects the lack of synchronization and follows A. 

1057 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. pvSO and SO have 

only “(Tonio appare dal fondo).” 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: There is a < from the second half of 

the first beat through the end of the measure. 

 A Vni I, Vni II: The fourth and fifth sixteenth notes are d′ – d′; MIO prefers 

c′ – d′, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

 A Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote g′, surely a mistake; MIO substitutes b′. 

1059 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, the p from pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO. 

 A, SO, pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Orch / Piano reduction: L did not provide any 

dynamic marking, even though it is clear that by 1061 the dynamic level 

should be p (marked in Cor). In addition, at 1167, a thematically and 

texturally similar section continues in p. MIO borrows the solution from 

889 and 1173 and marks the first two notes of the theme f and the following 

ones p. This solution not only fits Sil’s “No, più non m’ami,” which, as its 

tessitura suggests, should be sung forcefully, but also Ton’s p, derived from 

the vocal scores, on the final note of 1059. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction = “marcato il basso” 

 A Fg: L wrote “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

 A Vle: The lower pitch of the dyad on the downbeat is missing the . 

1062 Sources: The global instruction in pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO is “Agitato,” 

with “affannoso” as a subsidiary one; MIO prefers the global “Affannoso” of 

A but extends the metronome marking from the vocal scores. 

 MI1892 Ton = “(fugge dal sentiero minacciando)” 

1064 A Cb: L marked the measure •/•, indicating a repeat of the accented note at 

1063. It is clear, however, that the note should be repeated without the 

accent. 

1065 A Fg: To the dyad on the downbeat L added “1 2 e 3o,” without indicating 

whether Fg II should take the upper or lower pitch; MIO, with SO1909 and 

pMet opts for keeping Fg I, II on the upper pitch. 

1067–1068 A Vc: L wrote accents; MIO substitutes staccato dots, in agreement with the 

prevailing articulation. 

1069–1071 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: pvAS and pvSO instruct “precipitato” 

at 1069; pvFU combines the “precipitato” at 1069 with a “rit.” at 1071. 
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1072–1073 pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO Piano reduction: There is a > from 1072 to the 

downbeat of 1073 (marked p). 

1074 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO; SO 

has a mistaken  = 54. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction (u. s.) = “mormorando” 

1075 pvAS, pvSO Sil = “sempre a mezza voce, voluttuosamente”; MIO extends 

only the stage direction in MI1892 (also present in pvSO at 1774, albeit 

without the comma). 

1076 A Vni II: L drew the slur over the entire measure; MIO substitutes three 

slurs in agreement with the notation Vle. 

1078 A Cor I, II: L placed the pp between the two dyads; MIO moves it to the 

second dyad, making it the goal of the > . 
1080 A Ob I: L drew the slur exuberantly past the barline; MIO ends it on the last 

note. 

1081 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The instruction on the downbeat in Sil is “affrett.,” on 

the seventh beat “rall.”; the instruction in the piano reduction is “col canto.” 

MIO prefers the version of A, in agreement with Rec1907, but, beginning 

with the fourth beat, extends the “col canto” from the vocal scores. 

 A Ob I, Vni I (lower part), Vni II, Vle: The dynamic marking following the 

< must be understood as a sudden return to a lower level. 

1083–1088 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The vocal scores include instructions that suggest 

increasing passion: in Sil “comincinado ad animare” at 1083, “cres.” and 

< on the dotted half note at 1086 (the < extending through the 

remainder of the measure), and “con entusiasmo” on the downbeat of 1087; 

in the piano reduction “col canto” immediately after the downbeat at 1083 

and “con fuoco” one third into 1088. 

1088 A Sil: L slurred the antepenultimate and penultimate notes (both separately 

flagged) to indicate that they are sung on the same syllable; MIO suppresses 

the slur and instead beams the notes. 

1088–1089 Sources: In A L wrote “rito col canto” on the downbeat of 1088 above Vni I; 

“rit.” on the second and sixth beats of 1088 in Sil; “rit.” on the downbeat of 

1089 in Ob; “rit.o” on the downbeat of 1089 in Cl, Clne, Cor I, II; “col 

canto” on the sixth beat of 1089 in Ob, Cor I, II; and “rito col canto” on the 

sixth beat of 1089 in Cl, and Arpa I. pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO have yet 

different instructions: “rit.” on the sixth beat of 1088; “molto” on the 

downbeat of 1089 (except for pvFU, where the word is missing); “riten.” on 

the seventh beat of 1089 (all in Sil); and “col canto” on the seventh beat of 

1089 in the piano reduction. MIO follows A, except that in Sil it uses “rit.o” 

instead of “rit.,” prolongs the extension dots to the fermata at 1089, and in 

Orch uniformly uses “rit.o col canto” from the downbeat of 1088 to the 

fermata at 1089. 

1088–1090  pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Sil, Piano reduction: The vocal scores include a < on 

the second two thirds of 1088 in the piano reduction (in pvSO also in Sil) 

and a f on the downbeats of 1089 and 1090 of the piano reduction. 
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1089 A Vni I: On the fourth beat L wrote an eighth note; MIO substitutes a 

quarter, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

 A Vc: On the last three dyads L wrote sharp accents; MIO substitutes 

regular ones in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

1090 A Cor I, II: On the seventh beat L wrote an eighth note; MIO substitutes a 

quarter, in agreement with Ob. 

1090–1091 MIO Orch: The f is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO on the downbeat 

of 1090. 

1091 MIO: The “Più mosso,” clearly necessary, is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. 

 MIO Ned: The m-dash of MI1892 is replaced by a semicolon. 

 pvAS, pvSO Ned = “perdutamente con passione” 

 A Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote three pitches, and it is not clear which 

one of the lower two (e′′ or f′′) he wanted. Both are chord tones, but it is 

unlikely that L wanted them to be adjacent. MIO follows SO and SO1909 in 

preferring e′′. 

1091–1092 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: The vocal scores include a < to the 

top note at 1091 and a > from the second beat through the fifth at 1092. 

1092 MIO Orch: The p (which L wrote only in Vni II on the downbeat of 1093 

and in Arpa I on the downbeat of 1094) is anticipated on the tenth beat of 

1092, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1093 Sources Ned: In A L spelled “ne’l’,” in MI1892 “ne ’l”; MIO modernizes the 

spelling to “nel”. 

1094–1095 A Arpa I: In the second half of 1094 L wrote “cresc.,” on the downbeat of 

1095 f; MIO substitutes < at 1094 and places the f at 1095 on the fourth 

beat, in agreement with the dynamic climax in other parts and the f L added, 

in blue pencil, in A(SO). 

1095–1096 A(SO): In blue pencil L added “ritto” [sic] on the downbeat of 1095 and 

“tempo” on the downbeat of 1096; MIO accepts these markings without 

typographical distinction. 

1096 MIO Ned: The (p) is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO (see Note 1097).  

 A Ob: On the fourth beat L wrote two stems (instructing Ob to play “a 2”); 

on the seventh beat, however, he wrote only one stem, suggesting that Ob II 

drop out. MIO respects this notation. 

1096–1097 A Fg: L did not specify the scoring. MIO follows SO1909 and pMet. 

1097 A(SO): L added a global p in blue pencil; MIO accepts this marking without 

typographical distinction for Orch but anticipates it at the beginning of the 

respective phrases in the preceding measure, in agreement with the vocal 

scores (see also Ned, Note 1096). 

1098 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ned: In the second half of the measure, the melody is 

marked f. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: The instruction in the second half of 

the measure is “(col canto)”; MIO prefers to extend the “incalzando 

sempre,” which L notated above Ned, to the entire score. 
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 A Vni II: L inadvertently omitted the augmenting dot on the first note of the 

second half of the measure. 

1098–1100 A Ob, Cl, Fg, Cor III, IV: L’s dynamic instructions are inconsistent with the 

musical material to which they are assigned. The sustained notes in Ob and 

Fg at 1098 are marked pp, those in Cor III, IV p; the arpeggiating figure in 

Cl at 1098 is marked p, but the parallel figures in Fg at 1099 and in Cl at 

1100 are presumably still pp. MIO normalizes the dynamic level to p. 

Finally, the “legato assai,” written after the p in Cl, presumably pertains to 

Ob, in agreement with the parallel instruction in Cor I, II. 

1098–1101  A Cor III, IV: L wrote < , > , and “cresc.” markings only in Cor III, IV; 

MIO respects L’s notation and does not extend it to other parts, which are 

never parallel for long. 

1099 A Vle: The top note on the seventh beat is not clear: the placement suggests 

f′ [], a unique and dissonant pitch in the harmony; it is more likely that L 

wrote the pitch a bit high, as an e′ makes perfect harmonic sense; MIO opts 

for the e′. 

1100 A Ned: L individually flagged the first two notes of the quadruplet but 

slurred them despite the existence of an overarching slur; MIO beams them 

but omits the subordinate slur. 

1100–1102 A Fl: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows SO, SO1909, and pMet. 

1101 MIO Ned: The tenuto markings in the second half of the measure are 

extended from the parallel 1100. 

1102 A: L wrote “poco rit.o” above Fl, B Tuba, Ned, and Vni I; in Fg he wrote “rito 

molto”; and between Cor I, II and Cor III, IV he wrote “rit.o” MIO opts for 

the prevailing “poco rit.o,” extending it to the entire score. 

 A Ob I: L appears to have been confused about the pitch of the second note, 

writing a′ and then turning the  into a ; MIO substitutes g′, in agreement 

with the parallel parts. 

 A Cor I, II: L wrote “dim.”; MIO substitutes > , in agreement with Cor 

III, IV. 

1103 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “Cantabile appassionatissimo” 

1103, 1106 A Trbn, B Tuba: L wrote pp, whereas at 1106 he wrote “p come prima” 

between Trbn and B Tuba; MIO substitutes p at 1103 and omits the “come 

prima” at 1106. 

1103–1108 A Fg: L did not specify the scoring. The notation of SO and SO1909 is 

ambiguous, whereas pMet suggests the presence of only two Fg. MIO opts 

for three Fg, with Fg I, II doubling on the upper pitch. 

 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle, Vc: In Vni I and Vni II, above each dyad of the first half 

of 1103 (the second half is marked •/•), L wrote “6,” indicating sextuplets. 

Neither in Vle nor Vc (which at 1103 have a dotted whole note with two 

slashes) nor at 1104 (where Vle follow the rhythm of Vni I and Vni II) did 

he draw the appropriate numbers. MIO provides them as necessary. 

1106–1108 A Vni I: L drew the < from the third dyad of 1106 to the end of the 

measure, realized that he had placed it a measure earlier than at the parallel 
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1104–1105, and extended the upper line of the < to the third dyad of 

1107; MIO takes L’s adjustment a step further and replicates the < of 

1104–1105, beginning it on the downbeat of 1107 and ending it with the 

downbeat of 1108. 

1108 A Sil: L wrote four suspension dots; MIO suppresses the last one, in 

agreement with the punctuation in Ned at 1107. 

1109–1114 A Fl: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows SO and pMet. 

1112 A Vni II, Vle: L wrote tied dotted half notes; MIO substitutes a dotted 

whole note, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

1113 A Trbn: L wrote “(pp dolce)”; MIO substitutes “p dolce,” in agreement with 

Trb I, and extends it to the remainder of Brass.  

1113–1114 A Vle: From the last note of 1113 through 1114 L wrote d′– c′ – c′, possibly 

thinking in bass clef; MIO thus corrects the pitches, which make no 

harmonic sense, to e′ – d′ – d′. 

1114–1115 A Orch: Beginning with the second half of 1114 L wrote a variety of 

synonymous instructions: “colla parte,” “seguendo,” and “col canto”; MIO 

opts for “col canto.” 

1115 MIO Fl: The instruction “2 Flauti e Ottavino” is anticipated from 1123 in 

the normalized version “il terzo Flauto prende l’Ottavino.” 

 A Cl, Clne, Fg, Cor I, II: L wrote p; in light of the extended p at 1113, MIO 

suppresses this marking. 

1116 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1118 MIO Sil: The pp is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1119–1121 A Vc I: L wrote the < and subsequent > between Vc II and Cb. pvSO 

and SO assign these dynamic markings to Vc I, an interpretation MIO 

accepts. 

1122 A: Above Fl L wrote “a piacere”; MIO substitutes “col canto,” in agreement 

with L’s instruction between Vni I and Vni II. 

1123 A Cb: L wrote “tutti pp e legato”; MIO omits the “tutti” and adds “[legato] 

molto,” in agreement with the instruction above Vni I. 

1123–1126 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ned: There is a > from the first note at 1123 to the 

downbeat at 1126. 

1127 Sources: The heading is “SCENE & FINALE I” in pvAS and “SCENA e 

FINALE I” in pvFU (as “Scena e Finale I”) and pvSO. 

 pvSO: The stage direction reads “(Tonio e Canio compariscono dalla 

scorciatoia)”; MIO prefers the more detailed direction of MI1892. 

 A(SO) Cb: L added p in red pencil; MIO opts for the pp of A. 

1130 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. A has “(a 

Canio).” 

1132 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

1133–1134 MIO Vno solo, Vni I, Vni II: The p is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO 

at 1134. 

1134 MIO Sil: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

1139–1141 A Vno I solo: At 1139, the last measure of a verso, L drew the slur 

exuberantly into the margin, making clear that it is to continue on the 
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subsequent recto. At 1140, however, he drew individual slurs over each 

triplet. MIO extends the slur all the way to the second beat of 1141, one 

beat beyond the slur in SO. 

1140 A: L wrote “rit.o” only in Vno I solo; to accommodate Vno I solo, MIO adds 

a global rit.o, in agreement with the piano reduction of pvFU and pvSO; 

neither pvAS nor SO includes the instruction. 

 MIO Sil: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; in pvSO it reads 

“(scompare al di là del muro).” 

1141 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

1143 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

1144 A: L wrote “rit.o” only in Vc solo; to accommodate Vc solo, MIO adds a 

global rit.o, in agreement with SO and (in the second half of the measure) 

pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1145 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. pvSO has “(Nedda si 

volge al grido e visto Canio dice rivolta al muro).” 

 A Vno I solo, Vni I, Vni II, Vle: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp accent, in agreement with Cb and the notation in pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. 

1146 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The performing instruction is “Concitato.” 

A Fg: L wrote “Unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

1146–1160 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version in pvSO is 

divided in two: at 1146 “(Canio si slancia verso il muro Nedda gli si para 

dinnanzi. Breve lotta. Egli la respinge e scavalca il muro.)” and at 1160 

“(ascoltando ansiosa se ode rumore di lotta).” 

1150 A Fl: In the last measure of a verso L drew an exuberant slur from the 

downbeat into the margin, without, however, continuing it on the 

subsequent recto. As the passage repeats twice in several parts and L does 

not replicate the slur anywhere, MIO suppresses it, in agreement with the 

vocal scores. 

 A Tp: L wrote both < and “cresc.”; MIO suppresses the latter. 

1152 A Trb I, II: On the downbeat L wrote p, on the second beat “cresc.”; MIO 

consigns the p (which is not in line with the stage of the overarching 

crescendo beginning at 1146) to a footnote and replaces the “cresc.” by a 

< beginning on the downbeat, in agreement with the < in other parts. 

1153 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The “cresc sempre” (pvAS), “cresc. sempre” (pvFU), 

and “cres sempre” (pvSO) suggest an overarching crescendo that began at 

1146 and peaks on the downbeat of 1156; MIO accepts it as a global 

instruction. 

1154 A Clne, Trbn II, III, B Tuba, Vni I: On the first note of each triplet L wrote a 

regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement with the 

prevailing articulation and the notation in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1155 A Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl: L wrote sharp accents on all notes; MIO substitutes 

regular ones, in agreement with the prevailing articulation.  

1156 A Tp: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 
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1156–1160  A Ott: On the first and third beats of each measure L wrote a sharp accent; 

except for the third beat of 1160 (see Note 1160), MIO substitutes a regular 

accent, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

1160 A Ott, Fl, Ob, Clne, Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trb I, Trbn, B Tuba, Tp, Vni I, Vni 

II, Vle, Vc, Cb: On the third beat of half of these parts L wrote a sharp 

accent (Ott, Fl, Tp, Vni I, Vni II, Vle, and Vc), in the other half a regular 

accent (Ob, Clne, Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trb I, Trbn, B Tuba, and Cb). MIO 

opts for a sharp accent, in agreement with the articulation in pvAS, pvFU, 

and pvSO. 

1162 MIO Ott: The instruction to switch to Fl III is anticipated from 1173. 

1162–1163 A Tp: From the middle of 1162 through 1163 L wrote > ; in light of the 

“dim.” at 1161, MIO omits the > . In addition L marked both measures 

with the abbreviation •/•, suggesting that the sfp at 1161 be repeated. In 

light of the “dim.,” MIO suppresses the sfp.  

1166 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version in pvSO 

is “(volgendosi a Tonio)” and appears at 1167. 

 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

 pvSO Ton = “(con riso cinico)” 

1167 A Fg: L wrote “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

1168 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction (l. s.) = “marcato” (see also Note 895). 

1170 A Ned = “È quello che pensava!” 

 pvSO Ton = “(interrompendola)” 

1171 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “col canto” 

 A(SO) Orch: In red pencil L added pp above the staff of Trb; MIO accepts 

this marking as a revision of the p L wrote in A. 

1173 A(SO) Trbn, B Tuba, Vc, Cb: In red pencil L added f on the downbeat 

between Fg and Cor and p on the last two sixteenth notes of Trbn I and Vc; 

MIO accepts these instructions without typographical distinction. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The piano reduction includes two instructions found in 

neither A nor SO: “largamente” (on the u. s.) and “marcato” (on the l. s.), 

both on the third beat. 

1174–1175 A Trbn, B Tuba: On the last note of 1174 L wrote “dim.,” on the third beat 

of 1175 p; in light of his dynamic additions in A(SO) (see Trbn, B Tuba, Vc, 

Cb, Note 1173), MIO suppresses these instructions. 

1176 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, where it includes, 

however, an additional word, “intanto,” not necessary in the score: “(Canio 

intanto scavalca di nuovo il muro e ritorna in iscena pallido, asciugando il 

sudore con un fazzoletto di colore oscuro).” The version in pvSO is “(Canio 

rientra in iscena scavalcando il muro ansante asciugandosi la fronte col 

fazzoletto).” 

1177, 1179 A Ob, Cl, Fg, Trbn: L wrote “stacc” and added staccato dots in Cl, Fg, and 

Trbn at 1177 and Ob at 1179; MIO suppresses the redundant verbal 

instruction. 
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1178–1180 A Trbn: L repeated the pp from 1177; MIO suppresses the redundant 

markings. 

1179 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

1180 A Fl: L wrote “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” In addition L assigned a 

dynamic level of f; MIO substitutes p (in agreement with the continuing 

dynamic level in Trb I), withholding the f until 1181.  

 A Trb: L did not specify the scoring. pMet uses only Trb I; MIO opts for Trb 

I, II (the continuation of the previous scoring, albeit in unison). 

1181 A Trbn: On the upbeat to 1182 L corrected Io e 2o to “1o e 3o.” 

1182 A Strings: On the upbeat to 1183 L forgot to add the triplet marking; MIO 

adds it without typographical distinction. 

1183 A Cor I, II: Whereas L wrote two stems at 1182 (indicating “a 2”), he wrote 

only one stem at 1183; MIO respects this scoring. 

1183, 1184, 1186 A Cl, Cor I, II, Trbn: In Cl at 1183, Trbn at 1184, and Cor I, II at 1186 L 

wrote “stacc.” in addition to staccato dots; MIO suppresses the redundant 

verbal instruction. 

1184 pvSO Can = “(sordamente)” 

1185 A Trbn = pp; MIO suppresses this redundant dynamic marking. 

1186 A Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO is 

“(volgendosi).” 

 A Trb: L did not specify the scoring. Even though pMet includes a part for 

Trb I only, MIO continues with Trb I, II (as specified in A for the dyad at 

1182). 

1187 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvAS 

and pvSO reads “(scattando),” that in pvFU “(heftig).” 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Can: The vocal scores include a dynamic marking, f. 

 A Fl: On the second beat L wrote “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

 A Vc, Cb: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with the parallel Clne and Fg. 

1189 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1192 Sources Can: The parenthetical portion of the stage direction is derived 

from pvSO; the version in MI1892 is “(cavando dalla cinta lo stiletto).” 

 A Vc, Cb: L wrote three slashes; MIO substitutes four, in agreement with 

L’s notation at 1189–1191 and (including Vle) 1193–1196. 

1195 MIO: The “incalzando,” necessary in light of the “a tempo” at 1197, is 

derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO (see also Note 1197). 

1196 A Clne: The second note is a quarter; MIO substitutes an eighth. 

1197 A(SO): L added “a tempo” in blue pencil; MIO accepts this addition 

without typographical distinction (see also Note 1195).  

 A Can: After “svergognata” L wrote both an exclamation point and a 

comma; MIO omits the comma. 

 A Clne: The note on the downbeat is missing the necessary ; MIO includes 

it via the standardized key signature. 

1198 pvAS, pvSO Piano reduction = “seguendo la declamazione” 
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1200 A Cl, Vle: L wrote “sonoro” only in Cl, f only in Vle. In the latter case, he 

placed the f on the third note of the triplet; MIO prefers placing it at the 

beginning of the phrase.  

 A Gr C: L wrote an accented quarter note; MIO substitues an unaccented 

eighth but extends the ff. 

1201 A Ob: L wrote tied half notes; MIO substitues a whole note. 

1202 MIO Can: The performing instruction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

1202–1203 MIO Fg: The number and distribution of Fg follows SO, SO1909, and pMet. 

1205–1207 Sources Can, Pep: The stage directions in pvSO are “(Peppe compare dalla 

sinistra)” (Pep at 1205) and “(si slancia su Nedda ma Peppe lo ritiene e gli 

strappa il pugnale che getta)” (Can at 1207); MI1892 combines the two: 

“(Peppe che sarà entrato dalla sinistra, sulla risposta di Nedda corre a Canio 

e gli strappa il pugnale che gitta via tra gli alberi).” MIO follows MI1892. 

1206 A(SO): L added “rit.” in blue pencil above the score; MIO accepts this 

addition without typographical distinction, combining it with the “col 

canto” of A. 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

1207 A Fg: L did not specify the scoring. SO1909 specifies three Fg, with Fg I, II on 

the upper pitch, pMet specifies two; MIO follows SO1909. 

 A Trb: On the second beat L indicated with •/• to repeat the pattern of the 

first beat. L surely intended for the •/• to pertain only to Trb I and III, even 

though in Trb II he wrote a rest on neither the second half of the first beat 

nor the second beat. 

1208 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 A Cor III, IV = “p e stacc”; in light of the staccato dots, MIO suppresses the 

redundant “e stacc.” 

 A Trb: On the downbeat L wrote a dyad of quarter notes; MIO substitutes 

eighth notes followed by an eighth rest, in agreement with Fl and Cl. 

 A Trbn II, III, B Tuba = pp; MIO substitues p, in agreement with all parallel 

parts. 

1209 A Pep: L beamed the first two notes; MIO flags them separately, in 

agreement with the versification. 

 A Clne: The third note has an accent; MIO substitutes a staccato dot, in 

agreement with all parallel parts. 

1210–1212 MIO Pep: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1213 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

 A Cor I: The last two pitches are e′′ (sounding g′); as they are unique and 

dissonant in the f-minor harmony, MIO substitutes d′′ (sounding f′). 

1215 MIO Pep: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1216 MIO Ton, Pep: The stage direction for Ton is derived from MI1892, where it 

is somewhat longer: “(Tonio prende Canio per la mano mentre Peppe si 

volge a Nedda).” The phrase pertaining to Pep is covered by L’s “a Nedda” 

in A at 1218. In pvSO the stage direction reads: “(Tonio va a prenderlo pel 

braccio menandolo sul davanti a sinistra).” 
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 A Trb I: On the last two sixteenth notes L wrote staccato dots; MIO 

substitutes a slur to the subsequent downbeat, in agreement with the 

established pattern. 

1216–1217 A Fl, Cl: Beginning with the upbeat to 1217 L wrote staccato dots on the 

sixteenth notes; MIO substitutes a slur from the first sixteenth note to the 

subsequent eighth note, in agreement with Vni I (Vni II = Vni I). 

1217 A Pep = “publico” 

1217–1221 A: L wrote a global “dim” at 1217, the last measure of a recto,” and a > 

of four measures beginning on the subsequent verso; MIO begins the > 

at 1217, omitting the “dim.” 

1218 pvSO Pep = “(a Nedda, andando verso di lei)” 

1219 A Cor I: The second two sixteenth notes are d′′ (sounding f′) but surely 

should be c′′ (sounding e′). MIO substitutes c′′ (sounding e′). 

1220 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: Beginning with the second half of the measure, the 

instruction is “calando e calmando poco a poco.” 

1220, 1221 MIO Pep: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1220–1222 A(SO): In blue pencil L added “rit” above the score, extending it with dots 

through the first half of 1222; MIO accepts this addition without 

typographical distinction. 

1222 MIO Pep: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. In pvSO it is split in 

two: “(spingendola verso il teatro)” at 1220 and “(Peppe entra con Nedda 

nel teatro)” (at 1222). 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. 

1223 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and pvSO. The vocal 

scores prescribe a dynamic level of p.  

1224, 1225 MIO Cor, Trb, Tp: The tuning instructions of Cor at 1224 and Trb and Tp at 

1225 are anticipated from L’s instruction at 1228. 

1225 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The vocal scores anticipate on the last eighth note of 

Ton the rallentando of A at 1227. The corresponding “col canto” in the piano 

reduction begins with the last three eighth notes of Ton. 

1227 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ton: After the downbeat, the dynamic level is pp. 

1228 MIO The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

 MIO Ob I: The instruction “Il primo Oboè prende il Corno inglese” is 

derived from L’s wording at 240 of the “Prologue.” 

1230 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Ton: The third beat has an accent. 

 pvAS, pvSO: Beginning with the second half of the measure, the piano 

reduction is marked “calando.” 

1234 pvAS, pvSO Ton: The part is marked p on the downbeat. 

 pvSO: The second half of the measure includes the stage direction “(Peppe 

esce di dietro alla cortina).” 

1235 pvSO Ton: There is a stage direction beginning on the last beat: “(Tonio va 

verso il fondo).” 

1235–1240 A Vc: L drew a slur under 1235 (the last measure of a recto), then, on the 

second beat of 1236 wrote “legato sempre,” and finally, with the last beat of 
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1238, resumed the slur and drew it to the downbeat of 1240; MIO 

substitutes a slur from the first note of 1235 to the first note of 1240, 

anticipating the “legato sempre” at 1235. 

1236 MIO Pep: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

1236–1240 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle: In Vni I and Vni II L wrote a slur from the fourth beat of 

1236 to the downbeat of 1239 and from the downbeat of 1239 to the end of 

the phrase at 1240; in Vle he wrote a slur from the fourth beat of 1237 to 

the downbeat of 1239; MIO joins the two slurs in Vni I and Vni II into one 

and extends the one in Vle through the end of the phrase at 1240. 

1238–1240 Sources Orch: In A(SO) at 1238 L added in red pencil a < across the 

entire measure and doubled up with “cresc. molt[o]”; MIO accepts these 

additions without typographical distinction, combines the < in A(SO) 

and the < in A (which in Fg begins on the fourth beat of 1238) into one 

extended < , and adds “cresc. molto” on the downbeat of 1238. In pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO the dynamic markings are yet different and appear beneath 

the l. s. of the piano reduction: < from the beginning of the third beat of 

1238 through the end of the measure, > from the beginning of 1239 

through the end of the first beat, < from the beginning of the second beat 

through the end of the third, and > from the fourth beat to the third beat 

of 1240. 

1242 Sources Vle: In A(SO) L added in red pencil f, whereas pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO have p; MIO accepts L’s addition in A(SO) without typographical 

distinction. 

1242–1243 Sources Pep, Ton: The stage direction in A is “escono” (at 1243) in pvSO 

“(escono entrambi girando dietro al teatro)” (at 1242); MIO prefers the 

more detailed stage direction in MI1892, placing it at 1242 but omitting the 

surely mistaken exclamation point at the end. 

1243 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Piano reduction, Orch: There is a < spanning 

the entire measure. 

 A Tp = pp; MIO substitues p, in agreement with Cb. 

1244 MIO: The p is conjectured from L’s dynamic markings leading up to 1244. 

In A(SO) L added a f in Vle at 1242 and in A a p (in Cb) and pp (Tp) at 

1243, suggesting an overall dynamic decrease in conflict with the secondary 

sources (see Note 1243). In addition, he removed a horn part at 1244. L 

thus seems to have had in mind a continuation of a low dynamic level, with 

the accents and the “marcato” instruction conveying the necessary agitation. 

He seems to have saved the f until 1249, where he wrote it in six parts a 

total of ten times. 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Piano reduction, Orch: There is an accent on the 

third beat; MIO omits it. 

 A Cor III, VI: L originally intended to write a part, then erased it. 

1245 A Can: L wrote a comma after “preso”; MIO omits it in agreement with 

MI1892. 
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1246 A Cl, Clne: L wrote the p between the first and second notes; MIO 

anticipates it on the downbeat, in agreement with the p in Strings.  

1246–1248 A Vni II: In the second half of 1247 the notes of the dyad have separate 

stems, as do the two g′s at 1248, suggesting that L intended for the entire 

passage to played divisi; MIO thus adds a divisi at 1246, in agreement with 

L’s explicit notation in Vc at 1244. 

1249 A Fg: L wrote “unissono”; MIO continues with the division of parts L 

specified at 1248. 

1252–1253 Sources: In A at the end of 1252 L wrote “rit.o” in Can but no instruction 

for Orch; at the beginning of 1253 he added no tempo marking in any part. 

None of the secondary sources includes any tempo marking at 1253 even 

though one is clearly necessary. MIO thus takes its cue from Rec1907 and 

suggests an a tempo. 

1253 pvSO Can = “(stringe disperatamente il capo fra le mani)” 

1255 MIO: The heading “Arioso” is derived from pvAS, pvSO, and SO, the 

metronome marking from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. In A(MI) L 

instructed the typesetter to create some space before the verse “Vesti la 

giubba e la faccia infarina.” 

1255 pvAS, pvSO, SO Can = “declamando con dolore” 

 MIO Orch: The p is anticipated from L’s explicit indication in Cl at 1257 

and Cb at 1260. 

1262 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Can: There is a portamento, marked both in 

musical notation (a slur from the half note to a small g′ [eighth note] at the 

end of the measure) and a verbal one (“portando”).  

1264 A Fg: The eighth rest at the end of the measure is missing. 

1269 MIO Can: The oppure is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1271 SO Can = “violento”; in pvFU the instruction reads “heftig”; in pvAS and 

pvSO it appears at 1269, on “applaudirà.” 

1272–1274 A Fg: On the dyad at 1272 L wrote “1o e 2o,” indicating that only Fg I, II are 

to play. With the second half of the first beat at 1274, however, the notation 

makes clear that Fg II is to play the middle part, not the bottom one and 

that the bottom part was intended for Fg III from the start. MIO makes the 

appropriate substitution at 1272. 

1273 MIO Orch: The > is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

1273–1274 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: Can at 1273 is marked “poco rit.,” the piano 

reduction of the vocal scores “col canto,” and Orch in SO “poco rit.”; at 

1274 all sources instruct “a tempo.” 

1275 A Clne: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Trbn III = pp; MIO substitues p, in agreement with the dynamic level of 

the parallel parts. 

1278 A Orch: Above Vni I L wrote a global “rit.”; MIO substitutes “rit.o,” in 

agreement with Can. 

 A Trbn, B Tuba = p; MIO substitues mf, in agreement with the dynamic 

stage in the crescendo, consigning L’s notation to a footnote. 
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 A Vc: On the three last eighth notes L wrote sharp accents; MIO substitutes 

regular ones, in agreement with Clne, Fg, and the subsequent eighth notes 

in Vc. 

1278–1279 A Can: In the second half of 1278, the last measure on a recto, L wrote 

“cresc. molto,” at 1279 < from the downbeat to the end of the measure; 

as the target dynamic of the crescendo is clear, MIO substitues < from 

the second beat of 1278 through the end of 1279.  

1280 Sources: In A L wrote “ritenuto con espressione” (but only in Can), 

whereas pvAS and pvSO have “molto rit.” (but only in the piano 

reduction). In addition pvAS, pvSO, and SO instruct Can to sing 

“straziante.” MIO follows A and extends the “ritenuto con espressione” to 

Orch. 

 A Fg: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 MIO Vni II: MIO suggests “divisi” based on L’s notation of split stems at 

1285–1286. 

1282 Sources Can: Although the text underlay in A is fairly clear, with [a]-mo-

[re] falling on the second beat, all secondary sources place a-[more] on the 

second beat. MIO follows A. 

1282, 1283 A Fg: On the downbeat L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows SO1909 

and pMet. 

1284 pvAS, pvSO, SO Can = “con grande espressione” 

1285 A Can: L wrote “rit.”; MIO substitutes “rit.o,” in agreement with the 

instruction in Orch. 

1287 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Can: There is a > over the tied notes (b). 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction = mf / “cantabile con molta 

espressione”; SO adopted both the dynamic level (in Cor ingl, Cor III, IV, 

Vni I, and Vc I) and the performing instruction. 

1287–1302 pvSO Can = “muove lentamente verso il teatrino piangendo; però giunto 

presso alla cortina, che mena all’interno delle scene, la respinge 

violentemente come se non volesse entrare; poi, preso da un nuovo accesso 

di pianto, riprende il capo fra le mani celandosi il volto, rifa tre o quattro 

passi verso la cortina, dalla quale si era allontanato con rabbia, e su questi 

accordi, entra e scompare.” SO follows pvSO, omitting, however, the phrase 

“dalla quale si era allontanato con rabbia”; even with the shortcut, the 

phrase “e su questi accordi” falls after the intended chords.  

1289–1290 A Cor IV: The last pitch of 1289 and the first of 1290 is d′ (sounding g); 

MIO substitutes d′ (sounding f).  

1291, 1293 A Cor ingl, Cl: L wrote slurs over the triplets; MIO omits them in favor of 

an overarching slur, in agreement with Vni I, Vni II, and Vc I. 

1295 A Orch: L’s dynamic markings are not consistent. On the downbeat he 

wrote p in B Tuba and on the second half of the first beat pp in Cor I, II and 

p in Cor IV. It is clear that he wanted a generally lower dynamic level here, 

as he indicated a global “cresc. con vigore” two measures later. It is not 

clear, however, where exactly he wanted the dynamic change to take place. 
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It is likely that he wrote the markings in Cor after the beat for reasons of 

space and that pvSO (with pvAS) copied the placement mechanically. MIO 

thus places the p on the downbeat, in coordination with the change of 

orchestral color and in agreement with pMet. 

 pvSO = “la tela comincia a cadere lentamente”; in SO the stage direction 

begins at 1296 (see also Note 1301). 

 MIO: The comma between “trattenuto molto” and “con dolore” is editorial. 

1295–1296 A Arpa I: Beginning with the third beat L failed to indicate clearly which 

notes of the chord should be played by which hand; MIO assigns two notes 

to the left and right hand, respectively. 

1297 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “rianimando” 

1300 A Orch: Beginning with the last eighth note L wrote partially synonymous 

instructions: a global “ritenuto assai” and “marcando ogni accordo” and, 

above Vni I, “marcato assai e rit.o”; MIO prefers the global instructions. 

1301 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892a, the placement from a 

longer stage direction in pvSO (see Note 1287–1302). The stage direction in 

MI1892, intended for the original version, is: “(entra commosso sotto la 

tenda, mentre Tonio compare dall’altro lato del teatro colla gran cassa e va a 

piazzarsi sull’angolo sinistro del proscenio del teatrino. Intanto la gente 

arriva da tutte le parti per lo spettacolo e Peppe viene a mettere dei banchi 

per le donne).” Despite L’s suggestion that Can’s exit on the one hand and 

the entrance of Ton and Coro on the other overlap, MIO suggests to 

postpone the entrance of Ton and Coro until the beginning of the 

subsequent scene, in agreement with the character of the music. 

Nevertheless, the curtain in the original version should not come down. 

1303 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “marcato il canto”; the instruction also appears in the 

Clne part of SO, presumably copied from pvSO. 
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Intermezzo 
 
 
Source 
 

A: pp. [1]–[10] 

The manuscript consists of twenty-four-stave vertical paper. The pages are unnumbered. On 

the first recto, L wrote “Pagliacci” / ~ Intermezzo ~ / R. Leoncavallo / ~ Partitura ~.” The 

pages were inserted into the score after the completion of what was originally a one-act opera. 

 

The measures are laid out as follows: 

 p. [1] Title page 

 p. [2] 1–6 

 p. [3] 7–12 

 p. [4] 13–18 

 p. [5] 19–23 

 p. [6] 24–27 

 p. [7] 28–31 

 p. [8] 32–35 

 p. [9] 36–39 

 p. [10] empty 

 

 

Instrumentation 
 

Ottavino 

2 Flauti 

Oboe 

Corno inglese 

2 Clarinetti in La 

Clarone in Si 

3 Fagotti 

4 Corni in Mi 

2 Trombe in Mi3 

3 Tromboni 

Bass-Tuba 

Timpani in Si, Mi 

Arpa I 

Arpa II 

Violini I 

Violini II 

Viole 

Violoncelli 

Bassi 

  

                     
3 L added “3a tace.” 
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Critical Notes 
 

Measure(s)  Source instrumental or vocal part: Note 

 

1 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvFU, pvAS, pvSO, and SO. 

 A: Above Vni L wrote “Assai Sost.o”; pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO 

substitute “Sostenuto assai.” 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Orch: In lieu of “tragicamente,” these sources have 

“drammaticamente.” 

 A Cor I, II, Cor III, IV: On the downbeat L wrote a regular accent; MIO 

substitutes a sharp one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation and 

the parallel 3. 

4 A Ott = “come prima”; as Ott has not previously played, MIO substitutes 

mf and “lamentoso,” in agreement with Fl at 2. 

7 A Cor ingl: L wrote f′ (sounding b), a pitch clearly wrong and flagged in 

blue pencil; MIO omits the . 

8 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: Instead of the “rit.o” and “a tempo” of A, there is a 

fermata on the fourth note of the piano reduction (vocal scores) and of Vni I 

(SO), respectively. 

9 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “pp con tristezza” 

12–19 A Fl, Vni I: The phrasing of the two parts is incompatible: the first slur in 

Vni I extends from the upbeat to 13 to the second note of 14, the second 

slur from the third note of 14 to the first note of 15, and the third slur from 

the second note of 15 all the way to the fourth note of 19; in Fl, however, 

the first slur extends from the first to the second note of 14 (slurring the 

two notes that belong to distinct phrases in Vni I), the second slur from the 

third note of 14 to the second note of 15. The only way to normalize the 

slurring in both parts consists in drawing a single slur from the beginning of 

the passage to the fourth note at 19. 

13–20 A Orch: L twice wrote the following global instruction across this entire 

passage: “p cresc molto..... sino al ff. affrett... nervoso... poi... rit....” It is 

clear how the components of the instruction need to be aligned, despite the 

slight spatial discrepancies between the two instructions. 

18 A Fg = “tutti”; MIO substitutes “a 3.”  

19, 21 Sources: Beginning with the fourth beat of 19 in pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, pMet, 

SO, and SO1909 the dynamic level is p; the ending of the preceding phrase is 

marked “sospeso.” In A L did not indicate any change of dynamic level at 19 

but withheld it until 21 (marking it in Fg, B Tuba, and Tp). With some 

hesitation MIO includes the parenthetical p at 19 and 20.  

21 MIO Orch: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, 

and SO. 

 A Fg = “p queste armonie”; MIO suppresses the redundant “queste 

armonie.” 

 A Cor II, IV = “p le armonie”; MIO suppresses the redundant “le armonie.” 
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21–22 A Arpa I, Arpa II: In the first half of the measure L slurred the sixteen notes 

of each beat separately; MIO follows L’s solution at 29–30, where he slurred 

the sixteenth notes of two beats. 

26 A Vni II: L repeated “con anima”; MIO suppresses this redundant 

instruction. 

29–30 Sources Cor ingl, Clne, Fg, Cor I, II, Cor III, IV: Neither A nor any of the 

secondary sources (not even pMet) includes ties. With some hesitation 

MIO omits them as well. 

30 A Cb: L wrote •/•, indicating a repetition of 29; due to the distinct context, 

MIO suppresses the staccato dot L wrote on the downbeat of 29. 

32 A Trbn = p; MIO anticipates this dynamic marking at 31. 

33 A Orch: On the fourth beat L wrote “molto rit.o” above Fl and Vni I and 

“rit.” above B Tuba and Arpa I; MIO prefers “molto rit.o,” in agreement with 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO (in all four of which the instruction is “rit. 

molto,” however). 

 A Cor I, III, Cor II, IV, Trb, B Tuba, Vni II, Vc: L wrote a sharp accent; MIO 

substitutes a regular one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Orch: Even though L wrote the “cresc.” only in Trbn, MIO extends it to 

Orch as a global instruction. 

 A Fl, Cb: On first beat of Cb L wrote a sharp accent; on the second and third 

beats he wrote •/•, indicating a repeat of the first beat; and on the fourth 

beat of both Fl and Cb he wrote a sharp accent on each note of the triplet. 

MIO substitutes regular accents on all notes, in agreement with the 

articulation in the parallel parts. 

38–39 A Cb: L wrote both a > and “dim.”; MIO omits the redundant “dim.” 
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Atto II, [Parte I] 
 

 

Source 
 

A: pp. 206–237 

The manuscript consists of twenty-four-stave vertical paper. As the opera was originally 

conceived in one act, there is no title page. Act I concludes in the middle of p. 206 and is 

separated from the beginning of act II only by a double bar and a key change. The pages are 

numbered in the upper left corner (on pages with even numbers) and the upper right corner 

(on pages with odd numbers). 

 

The measures are laid out as follows: 

 p. 206 1–5 

 p. 207 6–14 

 p. 208 15–20 

 p. 209 21–26 

 p. 210 27–32 

 p. 211 33–38 

 p. 212 39–44 

 p. 213 45–50 

 p. 214 51–56 

 p. 215 57–62 

 p. 216 63–68 

 p. 217 69–74 

 p. 218 75–80 

 p. 219 81–86 

 p. 220 87–93 

 p. 221 94–100 

 

 p. 222 101–107 

 p. 223 108–114 

 p. 224 115–121 

 p. 225 122–128 

 p. 226 129–135 

 p. 227 136–142 

 p. 228 143–149 

 p. 229 150–156 

 p. 230 157–164 

 p. 231 165–172 

 p. 232 173–179, 185–187 

 p. 233 180–184, 188–192 

 p. 234 193–199 

 p. 235 200–206 

 p. 236 207–212 

 p. 237 213–218 

 

 

Instrumentation 
 

Ottavino 

2 Flauti 

2 Oboi (Ob I doubles on Corno inglese) 

Corno inglese 

2 Clarinetti in La 

3 Fagotti 

Clarone in Si 

4 Corni in Mi 

3 Trombe 

Tromba in Mi sulla scena4 (the part may be covered by any of the regular 3 Trb.) 

                     
4 L wrote “sul teatro.” 
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3 Tromboni 

Bass-Tuba 

Timpani in Si, Mi, Do 

Gran Cassa sulla scena5 

Gran Cassa e Piatti 

Campanello all’interno 

Nedda 

Canio 

Peppe 

Silvio 

Tonio 

Coro: 

Soprani 

Tenori 

Bassi 

Violini I 

Violini II 

Viole 

Violoncelli 

Contrabassi 

 
 
Critical Notes 
 
Measure(s)  Source instrumental or vocal part: Note 

 

1 MIO: The heading “ATTO SECONDO” is derived from pvSO, the tempo 

indication and metronome marking from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. The 

stage description is derived from MI1892a.  

 MIO: The numbering of the scenes distinguishes between the two- and one-

act version, respectively. 

 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892a, the second part of a stage 

direction that in MI1892 begins after “Vesti la giubba” (see act I at 1288) and 

precedes the heading of “Scena V.” The full stage direction reads: “(Tonio 

compare dall’altro lato del teatro colla gran cassa e va a piazzarsi sull’angolo 

sinistro del proscenio del teatrino. Intanto la gente arriva da tutte le parti 

per lo spettacolo e Peppe viene a mettere dei banchi per le donne.)” As the 

part pertaining to act II is now spatially separated from the part pertaining 

to act I, MIO changes the phrase “dall’altro lato” to “dal lato sinistro,” 

based on the preceding stage direction and the description of the scene at 

the beginning of act I (which states that the entrance to the teatrino is on the 

right). And as none of the sources includes any instruction pertaining to the 

curtain (which in the two-act version falls at the end of act I), MIO adds “La 

                     
5 L wrote “sul teatro.” 
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tela si alza.” The version of pvSO, placed between the headings of “ATTO 

SECONDO” and “SCENA Ia,” reads as follows: “Beppe [sic] esce di dietro al 

teatro suonando la tromba; Tonio lo segue suonando la gran cassa e va a 

prender posto sull’angolo sinistro del proscenio del teatrino. Intanto la 

gente arriva da tutte le parti per lo spettacolo e Beppe va a mettere dei 

banchi per le donne.” SO shortens the version of pvSO as follows: “(Beppe 

esce di dietro al teatro suonando la tromba; Tonio lo segue suonando la gran 

cassa. Beppe poi va a mettere dei banchi per lo spettacolo).” 

 A Trb s sc, Gr C s sc: L annotated these parts as “Una Tromba in Mi sul 

teatro” and “Gran Cassa sul teatro,” respectively; MIO substitutes “sulla 

scena” for “sul teatro,” in agreement with L’s own annotation at the 

beginning of act I and in act II at 15. 

1, 8 MIO Trb s sc, Gr C s sc: The dynamic marking of Trb s sc at 1 and of Gr C s 

sc at 8 is derived from the parallel passage in pvFU at the beginning of act I. 

The instruction “suonata da Tonio” in Gr C s sc at 1 is anticipated from 6. L 

did not specify a performer for the Trb s sc, presumably because he wanted 

it to be played “all’interno” (as at the beginning of act I). pvSO specifies Pep 

(see Note 1, above), but L’s stage direction in all versions of the libretto has 

only Ton on stage at this point. MIO thus adds an “all’interno” to the part of 

Trb s sc. 

1–6 Rec1907 Gr C has a part as follows: 
  

  
 

15–20 A Orch: Above the staff of Vni I L wrote what may be a global mf at 15 and 

both a < and “cresc. molto” from 16 to 20. MIO interprets the < and 

“cresc. molto” as applying only to the chromatically rising parts. 

16–17 A Fg: L wrote •/•, indicating a repeat of 15. At the same time, however, he 

wrote ties (as in B Tuba and Cb), suggesting that the grace note and accent 

at 15 should not be repeated at 16–17. 

23 A Fg, Vle: In Fg L beamed all four eighth notes; in Vle he beamed them in 

pairs; MIO flags the first eighth separately and beams the following three, in 

agreement with Cb. 

25 A Fg: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

27 MIO Vni I: The comma after “spigliatamente” is editorial. 

30, 38 MIO Coro: The stage direction, necessary in light of the “(arrivando)” at 45, 

is derived from SO and (without the comma at 38) pvSO. 

32 A Strings: A later hand separated the measure in lead pencil, placed an “x” 

in the right margin next to Vle, and wrote “Viole” beneath the score. The 

purpose of these markings is not clear. 

39 A Vni I: L beamed the eighth notes in pairs; MIO beams all four, in 

agreement with L’s own notation at 44. 

40, 45 Sources Coro: Whereas A has no stage direction at 40, the secondary 

sources have confusing ones, leaving parts of the chorus off stage or 

presuming that they are already on stage. The version in pvSO is “(I primi 
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Bassi entrano dalla sinistra e vanno verso le donne Sop. I. seguiti dai II. 

Ten., II. Sop. e II. Bassi).” The version of SO is equally incomplete and, in 

addition, makes no sense at all: “(I primi Bassi entrano dalla sinistra e vanno 

verso le donne. Soprani 1mi seguiti dal resto del Coro).” Furthermore, these 

instructions are in conflict with the earlier stage direction in MI1892 and 

pvSO that the chorus is to enter “da tutte le parti.” In light of these 

problems, MIO omits any stage direction at 40 and instead provides at 45 

the “(arrivando)” derived from MI1892. 

44 A Ob: L beamed the eighth notes in pairs; MIO beams all four, in agreement 

with Vni I. 

46 A Ob: L flagged the first eighth note separately; MIO beams it with the 

remaining three, in agreement with Vni I. 

48 A Cl I: L flagged the first eighth note separately; MIO beams it with the 

remaining three, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

51 MIO: The “a tempo” is derived from pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

51–70 A Vc: L specified the articulation (staccato under a slur) only at 51. MIO 

extends it to all measures, even those with a distinct melodic pattern. 

52 MIO Coro S: The comma between “affrettiam[o]ci” and “svelto” is editorial. 

54–56 A Coro B II: L did not provide any text, but it is clear that he intended for 

Coro B II to follow Coro T II. 

62 A Coro B: L wrote “1i e 2i”; MIO substitutes “tutti.” 

63 A Coro B I: The last pitch of the measure is b; MIO substitutes a, befitting 

the voice leading and the harmony. 

A Vni I: L beamed the eighth notes in pairs; MIO beams all four, in 

agreement with Ob. 

64 A Cor I, II = p; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

67–70 A Coro T II: L did not provide any text, but it is clear that he intended for it 

to follow Coro T I and Coro B. 

68 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

 A Trbn III: L originally wrote pp, then covered the second p with the “d” of 

“dolce.” 

71 A Ob = “a due”; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

72 A Fg: On the upbeat to 73 L wrote “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Coro B = “senza rall.” 

73, 75, 78 A Vni I, Vni II: L wrote two half notes with two beams; MIO expands the 

abbreviation, in agreement with L’s notation at 71. 

76 A Vni I, Vni II: L beamed the first four sixteenth notes and then the fifth 

and sixth; MIO joins all six under one beam. 

 A Fg: On the dyad L did not specify the scoring; MIO, with pMet, assigns it 

to the lower one. 

77 A Coro T II: On the downbeat, the secondary sources have g; MIO prefers 

to follow A. 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The vocal scores have “marcato” in the piano 

reduction, SO has it between Cl and Fg and between Vni II and Vle; MIO 
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reserves it for Cl at 78 (where L actually wrote it, following the “a due” 

instruction) and the parallel parts. 

77–78 A Vni I: L wrote a slur from the second beat of 77 to the downbeat of 78; 

MIO suppresses this unique model. 

80 MIO Coro T I: The comma after “Accomodatevi” is editorial. 

82 MIO Orch: The dynamic level is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Fl, Ob: L repeated “a due”; MIO suppresses the redundant instruction. 

85 MIO Sil: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

86 MIO Coro T: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro B. 

88 MIO Coro B: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro T. 

89–96 MIO Coro T: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro B. 

91 A Vni I: L wrote a slur on each half of the measure; MIO suppresses these 

unique models. 

97 A B Tuba: On the downbeat L wrote an accent; MIO suppresses this unique 

model, in agreement with the parallel 99. 

98 MI1892 Coro = “(a Peppe)”; MIO omits this direction here, as it is Ton who 

is currently interacting with Coro, and Coro does not address Pep 

specifically until 122–123. 

 A Coro B = “tutti”; MIO suppresses this unnecessary instruction and 

extends the text, missing in A, from Coro T. 

101–110 MIO Coro T: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro B at 101–108 

and Coro S at 109–110. 

102 MIO Coro: The comma after “spicciatevi” is editorial. 

105 A B Tuba: On the downbeat L wrote an accent; MIO suppresses this unique 

model. 

107 A Clne: L wrote two quarter notes; MIO substitutes two eighth notes, each 

followed by an eighth rest, in agreement with B Tuba, Vle, Vc, and Cb. 

111 A Ton: The second note is b; MIO omits the , as it is clearly a mistake. 

111, 113–114 A Ton: Above the eighth rest at 111 L added “(1),” a number he repeated in 

the right margin, immediately following the stage direction “(va via 

portando la G. Cassa)” at 113–114. The function of these numbers is not 

clear, but it is likely that L, after having written the stage direction, intended 

to key it to the beginning of the musical phrase. MIO accepts this 

interpretation.  

113 Sources Ned, Ton, Coro S: The stage directions vary from source to source. 

SO has “(Tonio va di dietro al teatro portando via la gran cassa. Beppe va a 

piazzare le donne)”; MI1892 “(Nedda esce vestita da Colombina col piatto per 

incassare i posti. — Peppe cerca di mettere a posto le donne. — Tonio 

rientra nel teatro portando via la gran cassa)”; and pvSO “(Tonio va di 

dietro al teatro portando via la gran cassa; Peppe va a piazzare le donne che 

si disputano pei posti).” In light of L’s stage direction in A (see Note 111, 

113–114), MIO uses in Ton the version of MI1892 but without the phrase 

“portando via la gran cassa” and in Coro S a separate stage direction, also 

derived from MI1892. 
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113, 115–117 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO: On the second half of the second beat of 113 

the vocal scores have in the piano reduction the instruction “cres. molto,” 

anticipated in SO on the second beat beneath Fg and Vc. From the second 

half of 115 to the second half of the second beat of 117 the vocal scores have 

in the piano reduction < , which in SO appears above Ott and both above 

and beneath Strings, in each case prolonged to the end of 117. 

113–172 A(SO): The beginning and end of this section are marked with a thick 

vertical line in an unknown hand, and the intermediary pages are folded in 

half toward the gutter, suggesting that the section was at some point cut.  

117–118 A Fl: On the second beat of each measure L wrote an accent; on the last 

dyad of each beat at 118 he wrote a staccato dot. MIO substitutes staccato 

dots for the accents and omits the staccato dots L actually wrote, in 

agreement with L’s notation in Vni I and Vni II. 

121 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “con anima e vivacità” 

 MIO Orch: The f is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Fl, Ob, Cl I, Vni I: After previously having double-dotted the head of this 

theme, L here wrote only single dots; MIO continues to double-dot. 

121–122 MIO Coro T II: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro T I. 

122 pvAS, pvSO, SO Coro S I = “gridando” 

 A Cor = p; in light of the overall f derived from the vocal scores, L assigned 

Cor a distinct dynamic level, p; MIO respects this distinction. Furthermore, 

L wrote •/•, indicating a repetition of 121, where the note is accented; MIO 

omits the accent. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Coro S I = f; as Coro is already marked f, MIO 

omits this singular instruction. 

124 A Coro B = “tutti”; MIO suppresses this unnecessary instruction. L wrote 

“sedete via,” a variant of the text actually printed in MI1892; MIO substitutes 

“Sedete or via,” the text L used at the parallel 132–133. 

126 A Cl: L repeated “1o solo”; MIO suppresses this instruction. 

127 pvSO Sil = “(Silvio passa a destra vedendo Nedda che gira col piatto per 

incassare, e le va incontro.)” The version in SO is slightly shorter, omitting 

“col piatto.” 

129 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The piano reduction of the vocal scores is marked 

p, a dynamic level transferred to SO beneath Fl and Vni I. As A suggests a 

return to p only at 137, MIO suppresses the p of the secondary sources. 

 A Ob, Cl II, Vni I (Fl = Vni I): After previously having double-dotted the 

head of this theme (see Note 121), L here wrote only single dots; MIO 

continues to double-dot. 

131 A Ob: On the downbeat L wrote an accent; MIO substitutes a staccato dot, 

in agreement with Vni I (Fl = Vni I). 

135–136 A Fl: Above Ott L wrote “dim.” on the third sixteenth note of 135 and > 

at 136. MIO combines the two instructions into a > and extends it to 

Orch (except for Cor, which are already p). 
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139 MIO: The “Poco meno,” necessary in light of the “Io Tempo” at 155 (added 

in lead pencil and presumably by a later hand), is derived from pvAS, pvFU, 

pvSO, and SO. 

140–141 MIO Ned, Sil: The stage direction of Sil is derived from MI1892 and (with a 

comma added after “Nedda”) SO and pvSO. In A L wrote “(a parte)” in 

both Sil (at 140) and Ned (at 141), instructions traditionally indicating an 

“aside.” MIO suppresses the latter in favor of the stage direction in MI1892. 

146 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Piano reduction / Orch: There is a < from the 

downbeat to the middle of the measure in the vocal scores and to the end of 

the measure in SO. 

150 A Ob: L repeated “a due” and, as the last pitch, wrote c′′′, surely a mistake; 

MIO suppresses the “a due” and corrects the last pitch to a′′, in agreement 

with Fl and Vni I. 

150–168 MIO Ned, Pep: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. pvSO and SO 

split it in two with some modifications: “(Nedda si allontana raccogliendo il 

prezzo dei posti)” (Ned at 150) and “(entra nel teatrino seguito da Nedda)” 

(Pep at 167).  

154 A Fl = e′′′; MIO corrects the pitch to c′′′, in agreement with Vni I. 

155 MIO Trb I: The p is anticipated from 157. 

156 A Coro B: The second note is a quarter; MIO substitutes an eighth followed 

by an eighth rest, in agreement with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO and L’s 

own notation at the parallel 158. 

156 (158 = 156) A Vc: L wrote •/•, indicating a repetition of 155, where he wrote a staccato 

dot on the downbeat. MIO suppresses the staccato dot, in agreement with 

the pattern of articulation in Cb. 

158–161 MIO Coro T: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro S. 

159 A Trbn = p; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

163 A Trb, Trbn = “unissono”; MIO substitues “a 3.” 

166 MIO Coro T, Coro B: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

171 A Cl II: L beamed the pitches in pairs; MIO beams all four. 

171–172 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The offbeat notes of b′′ + b′′′ on the u. s. of the 

piano reduction of pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO and in Ott, Fl, Ob, Vni I, and 

Vni II of SO have accents. 

173 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “ff cres”; in light of the ff in A at 171 (marked in 

Gr C e P), MIO omits this instruction. 

173–175 A Ob, Cl, Fg: L wrote a regular accent in all three parts at 173, •/• (in Ob 

and Cl) and a regular accent (in Fg) at 174, and •/• (in Fg) at 175; MIO 

substitutes a sharp accent in all cases, in agreement with the parallel parts. 

174 pvFU = “(Nedda nachdem sie mehrfach noch Geld genommen, mit Beppo 

hinter die Bühne ab)” 

176–202 A Coro T: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro S. 

177 MIO Orch: The ff is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

177 (183 = 177) pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO: The tempo indication is “Un poco ritenuto” 

(in pvAS and SO), “Un poco rit.” (in pvFU), and “Un poco rit.o” (in pvSO), 

respectively. 
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 A Ott, Fl, Trb I, II: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO 

substitutes a regular one, in agreement with Ob, Cl, and the parallel 181. 

177–182 (185–190  

= 177–182) A Fg: Unlike in act I, at 100–105 and 108–113 (where L notated Fg on two 

systems), L does not specify the scoring. MIO (with pMet and L’s notation 

of all three Fg on one system) considers the passage to be sufficiently 

different to suggest a somewhat different balance. 

180 (188 = 180) A Trb: L beamed the last two eighth notes of the measure; MIO flags them 

separately, in agreement with L’s notation in act I at 103 (111 = 103). 

184–190 Sources Coro: In A L was clear that the text in the musical repetition (185–

190 = 177–182) be the same as in the original statement (the last syllable in 

the first ending [at 184], “Per-[chè],” makes the connection back to the only 

text L provided at 185–190 [= 177–182]). Only with the upbeat to 191 did 

he change the text (from “suvvia questa com-[media]” to “suonar ventitrè 

[ore!]” in Coro S and Coro T and “Diggià suonar ventitrè [ore]” in Coro B, 

written on distinct staves above and beneath the choral parts). L’s text for 

the final portion of the second statement poses a problem, however, because 

it is two syllables longer in Coro B than in Coro S and Coro T (“Diggià 

suonar ventitrè ore!” as opposed to “suonar ventitrè ore!”) and because 

“Diggià” in Coro B is an unacceptable echo of “tardar?” in Coro S and Coro 

T. L seems to have wanted to include “Diggià” at some point, as he already 

wrote it in the first statement (Coro B at 181) but then overwrote it with 

“Perchè.” MIO thus follows pvAS, pvSO, and SO in changing the last 

syllable of the first ending (“Per-[chè]” at 184) to “Fac-[ciam]” and 

continuing with alternate text, drawn from MI1892, throughout the second 

statement, in agreement with pvSO, SO, and SO1909. 

192 A Fg II, III, Vc: L flagged the eighth notes separately; MIO beams them, in 

agreement with the prevailing notation. 

199 A Vc: L drew a slur over the first measure of the rising scale; MIO (with 

pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO) omits this unique model. 

200 A Campo: L identified the staff of “Campanello” as follows: “Un campanello 

suonato a mano dall’interno del teatrino”; MIO uses “Campo all’int.” to 

identify the staff and moves the description “suonato a mano dall’interno 

del teatrino” onto the staff at 202. 

201–202 A Coro S, Coro B: It is not clear whether the dots following the exclamation 

point are suspension dots or word extentions. The distinct number of dots 

(six in Coro S and three in Coro B) suggests that they are word extentions; 

MI1892, however, has suspension dots. MIO follows MI1892. 

204 A: Above the score is written in lead pencil, and presumably a later hand, 

“Parte sul palco Campanell[o].” 

207 A Fg = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

207–208 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The vocal scores have a < (in pvAS beginning 

on the downbeat, in pvFU and pvSO on the second half of the first beat) 

through the end of 208; following the placement in pvSO, SO adds the < 

to Cl and Vle. 
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208–218 MIO Coro T: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro S. 

209 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The tempo indication is “Largo maestoso,” the 

performing instruction “sostenuto assai” (in the piano reduction of the vocal 

scores and in Clne, B Tuba, and Vc of SO). 

 MIO Coro: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

 MIO Orch: The dynamic level is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO.  

 A Cor I, II: L wrote an accent; MIO suppresses this unique model. 

 A Trbn = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

211–212 A Vc, Cb: On the last two eighth notes of 211 and the half note of 212 L 

wrote regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp ones, in agreement with the 

prevailing articulation. 

214–215 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The rising scales of thirty-second notes are marked 

< . 
218 A Trbn: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

 A Strings: L wrote regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp ones, in 

agreement with the prevailing articulation and the notation in pvAS, pvFU, 

and pvSO. 
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Atto II, Commedia 
 

 

Source 
 

A: pp. 238–304 

The manuscript consists of two types of vertical paper: pp. 238–256 and 269–304 contain 

twenty-four staves, 257–268 twenty staves. The heading “Commedia” appears at the top center 

of the first page (a verso), with an ornament on either side. L numbered the pages in the upper 

left corner (on pages with odd numbers) and the upper right corner (on pages with even 

numbers). 

 

The measures are laid out as follows: 

 p. 238 1–12 

 p. 239 13–25 

 p. 240 26–37 

 p. 241 38–49 

 p. 242 50–64 

 p. 243 65–76 

 p. 244 77–90 

 p. 245 91–104 

 p. 246 105–118 

 p. 247 119–130 

 p. 248 131–143 

 p. 249 144–157 

 p. 250 158–171 

 p. 251 172–184 

 p. 252 185–196 

 p. 253 197–204 

 p. 254 205–212 

 p. 255 213–226 

 p. 256 227–240 

 p. 257 241–247 

 p. 258 248–253 

 p. 259 254–259 

 p. 260 260–266 

 p. 261 267–280 

 p. 262 281–285 

 p. 263 286–291 

 p. 264 292–298 

 p. 265 299–304 

 p. 266 305–310 

 p. 267 311–315 

 p. 268 316–320 

 p. 269 321–326 

 p. 272 340–346 

 p. 273 347–352 

 p. 274 353–358 

 p. 275 359–363 

 p. 276 364–368 

 p. 277 369–373 

 p. 278 374–378 

 p. 279 379–383 

 p. 280 384–388 

 p. 281 389–393 

 p. 282 394–398 

 p. 283 399–404 

 p. 284 405–411 

 p. 285 412–418 

 p. 286 419–425 

 p. 287 426–432 

 p. 288 433–439 

 p. 289 440–445 

 p. 290 446–450 

 p. 291 451–455 

 p. 292 456–462 

 p. 293 463–469 

 p. 294 470–477 

 p. 295 478–484 

 p. 296 485–493 

 p. 297 494–497 

 p. 298 498–502 

 p. 299 503–508 

 p. 300 509–513 

 p. 301 514–518 

 p. 302 519–523 

 p. 303 524–529 
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 p. 270 327–333 

 p. 271 334–339 

 

 p. 304 530–533 

 

Instrumentation 
 

3 Flauti (Fl III doubles on Ottavino)6 

2 Oboi 

2 Clarinetti in Si / La 

Clarone in Si 

3 Fagotti 

4 Corni in Mi / Mi 

3 Trombe 

3 Tromboni 

Bass-Tuba 

Timpani in La, Mi, Si / Si, Mi, La 

Gran Cassa e Piatti 

Tam-Tam 

Arpa 

Nedda 

Canio 

Peppe 

Tonio  

Silvio 

 Soprani 

Coro Tenori 

 Bassi 

Violino all’interno 

Violini 

Viole 

Violoncelli 

Bassi 

 

Critical Notes 
 

Measure(s)  Source instrumental or vocal part: Note 

 

1 MIO: The scene description is derived from MI1892, with the first and final 

sentences (“La tela del teatrino si alza” and “Nedda in costume da 

Colombina passeggia ansiosa”) moved, as a stage direction, into the score at 

1. The version in pvSO is similar: “La tela del teatrino si apre. — La scena, 

                     
6 At 288–291 L wrote for 3 Fl in addition to Ott, the only passage in Pagliacci where he did so (see Note 288–291). 
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mal dipinta, rappresenta una stanzetta con due porte laterali ed una finestra 

praticabile in fondo. — Un tavolo e due sedie rozze di paglia son sulla destra 

del teatrino. — Nedda è ni [sic] costume da Colombina.” The version in SO 

appears within the score, as a stage direction: “La tela del teatrino si apre. — 

La scena, mal dipinta, rappresenta una stanzetta con due porte laterali ed 

una finestra praticabile in fondo. — Un tavolo e due sedie rozze di paglia 

sono sulla destra del teatrino. — Nedda è in costume da Colombina. È 

seduta presso il tavolo e di tanto in tanto volge sguardi impazienti verso la 

porta.” The metronome marking, which seems unrealistically slow, is 

derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO (the tempo of Rec1907 is  = 88). 

The dynamic level is extended from Fg at 3 and Cb at 5. 

 A Vni II: On the tied eighth note L wrote a staccato dot; MIO suppresses 

this unique model. 

1, 9, 33, 41 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: The downbeat at 1 is marked sf in addition to an 

accent and a staccato dot (pvFU and pvSO) or in addition to a staccato dot 

only (pvAS); at 9, 33, and 41 in addition to a staccato dot only. 

3, 121 A Fg: L wrote “stacc.” in addition to the staccato dots; MIO suppresses this 

redundant instruction. 

5 pvSO = “(All’aprirsi della tela Colombina è seduta presso il tavolo e di 

tanto in tanto volge degli sguardi impazienti verso la porta a destra.)” 

5, 37  A Cb: L indicated that he wanted only “la metà” of Cb, writing whole rests 

for the silent half in the four subsequent measures, after which all Cb drop 

out. Even though he did not specifically indicate “tutti” at 17 and 50, it is 

likely that he intended for the full section to play there. 

7 A Cb: On the third beat L added p; MIO suppresses this redundant 

marking. 

8 A Vle, Vc, Cb: On the third beat L wrote an accent; MIO substitutes a 

tenuto marking in Vle, in agreement with the parallel parts, but preserves 

the accent in Vc and Cb (see also Note 40). 

9, 41  A Fg = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

17 pvSO, SO Col = “(Colombina si alza, va a guardare alla finestra e poi torna 

sul davanti passeggiando come inquieta)” 

 A Vni I (Vni II = Vni I): The slashed grace note is a quarter; MIO 

substitutes an eighth, in agreement with the parallel 25 and the secondary 

sources. 

22 A Cb: L wrote a staccato dot; MIO suppresses this unique marking. 

31 A Fg I: L added “Io”; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

34 pvSO, SO Col = “(torna a sedere con impazienza)” 

35 A Fg = p; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

40 A Orch: L wrote a tenuto sign in Ob; in all other parts he wrote an accent. 

MIO opts for a tenuto sign Vni I, Vni II, and Vle and preserves the accent in 

Vc and Cb (see also Note 8). 

41 pvSO, SO Col: The stage direction in pvSO is “(Colombina si alza e viene 

sul davanti),” in SO “si alza e viene sul davanti.” 
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49 Sources: The heading in pvAS and pvSO is “SERENATA,” in pvFU 

“Ständchen.”  

 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and 

SO; the stage direction from MI1892. The stage direction in pvSO and SO is 

similar: “(Colombina udendo il pizzicato fa la sua esclamazione di gioia e 

corre verso la finestra senza aprirla).” 

50 MIO Orch: The p is derived from pMet (where it appears in one of the Cb 

sets). 

 A Vni II: The second note is d′, surely a mistake; MIO substitutes e′, as do 

all secondary sources. 

 A Fl: L did not specify the number and distribution of Fl; MIO follows 

pMet.  

 A Col: L flagged the stem of the unpitched “Ah!” which, after the two 

quarter rests, should have the value of a quarter; MIO, with SO, suppresses 

the flag, whereas pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO add a second flagged unpitched 

“ah!” 

51 A Vno all’int: L repeated the f; MIO suppresses it. 

63 MIO Arl: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. In the 

latter two sources, the full text is “(di dentro).” 

67 pvAS, pvSO = “un poco cedendo questa battuta” 

72 MI1892 Arl = “chiamando, e sospirando” 

83 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “poco rit.” in Arl and “col canto” in Orch and the 

piano reduction, respectively. 

84 A Ob I: The last note is c′′; as parallel (if transposed) passages make clear, L 

meant c′′ (see Arl at 88 and Fl I at 92). 

87 pvAS, pvSO, and SO Arl = “senza respirare” 

90 A Arl = “ligando”; MIO (with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO) substitutes the 

modern spelling, “legando.”  

102 MIO Arl: The comma after “vicin” is editorial. 

114 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO = “a tempo sino alla fine”; the instruction begins on the 

second half of the measure. 

116–117 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: There is a < from the second note 

of 116 to the downbeat of 117. 

117 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “deciso”; the performing instruction appears, 

after the downbeat, in the piano reduction of the vocal scores and in Orch of 

SO, respectively. 

119 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The “come prima” in the tempo indication of A is 

replaced here by the metronome marking  = 69, repeated from 1. 

 MIO Col: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and SO is “(ridiscende la scena).” 

122–124 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Col: The pitch on the first syllable of “appressa” in 

SO and SO1909 and of both “appressa” and “l’istante” in pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO is different from that of A. MIO follows A but offers the version of 

pvAS and pvSO in a footnote (the version of pvFU includes additional 

alterations necessitated by the German text). 
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123, 124 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The second beat on the u. s. of the piano reduction 

of the vocal scores has a tenuto marking, assigned in SO to the parts of Vni I 

and Vni II, but only at 124; MIO follows A. 

126 A Orch: On the third beat L wrote an accent in Ob, Fg, and Cb and a tenuto 

marking in Vni I, Vni II, Vle, and Vc; MIO reserves the accent for Vc and Cb 

and uses tenuto marking in the remaining parts (see also Notes 8 and 40). 

127 A Vni I: On the downbeat L wrote an accent; MIO substitutes a staccato 

dot, in agreement with L’s notation in Vle at 9 and 10 and Vni II at 128. 

128 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. It is divided into two 

distinct stage directions in pvSO and SO. In SO it reads “(Siede di nuovo al 

tavolo)” (Col at 128) and “(schiude la porta e si ferma a contemplar 

Nedda)” (Tad at 131); in pvSO it reads “(Colombina siede di nuovo al 

tavolo)” (above the piano reduction at 128) and “(Tonio sotto le spoglie del 

servo Taddeo schiude la porta e si arresta a contemplar Nedda)” (in Tad at 

131). 

131 A Vle: On the downbeat L wrote an accent; MIO substitutes a staccato dot, 

in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

135 Sources: The heading is “SCENA COMICA” in pvAS and pvSO, “Komische 

Scene” in pvFU. 

 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO 

at 142, where it coincides with the verbal instructions of “I. Tempo” (in 

pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO) and “ripigliando il tempo” (in SO). As there is no 

earlier tempo of  = 60, this marking causes confusion at 142; at 135 it 

makes good sense and is in agreement with Rec1907. 

138 MIO Tad: The stage direction, minus the initial “poi,” is derived from 

MI1892; the version in pvSO and SO is “(levando le mani ed il paniere al 

cielo).” 

139 A Tad: L grouped the thirty-second notes into 8 + 4, connecting the groups 

with a single beam, and flagged the four sixteenths separately. MIO beams 

the notes in groups of four, in agreement with SO1909. 

 pvAS, pvSO, SO Tad: Above the sixteenth notes at the end of the measure 

there is a performing instruction: “stacc. comicamente.” 

142 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The metronome marking is  = 60; MIO 

anticipates it at 135, where it makes good sense (see Note 135).  

143–144 A Tad: L drew an incomplete slur from the third note of 143 to the end of 

the measure; MIO completes it in agreement with the slurs L drew in Vni I 

and Vni II. 

145 A Ob = “stacc.”; as the notes already have staccato dots, MIO suppresses 

the verbal instruction. 

146 A Orch: After the downbeat and above Vni I L wrote “seguendo”; MIO adds 

“il canto.” pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO have “col canto” beginning with the 

second half of the second beat at 145. 

149 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO 

at 182, where the secondary sources add a tempo marking, “Andantino 

sostenuto,” L wrote only at 149. 
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 A Vni I, Vni II, Cb = “piz.”; as these parts are already playing pizzicato, 

MIO suppresses this instruction. 

161 A Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote a staccato dot; MIO suppresses this 

unique sign, in agreement with Fl and Vni I. 

165 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Tad = “Ah!” 

 pvSO Tad = “(lungo sospiro comico ed esagerato)” 

166 MIO Col: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in SO is 

“(volgendosi senza levarsi)” (at 165), in pvSO “(Colomb. volgendosi senza 

levarsi)” (at the end of 164). 

 MIO Coro: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version in SO is 

“(mormorio di riso fra il coro),” in pvSO “(mormorio di sorriso fra il coro).” 

167 pvSO, SO Col = “(sprezzante)”; in pvSO the stage direction appears 

without parentheses. 

168 MIO Tad: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

168, 172 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “a tempo”; MIO ignores this instruction, as its 

referent is unknown.  

172 MIO Tad: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, where it reads “(come 

sopra)” (see Note 168). 

 A Vni I, Vle, Cb = f; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

175 A Fg = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

176 A Fl = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

 A Vc: The fourth note is d′; MIO corrects it to e′, in agreement with Fg and 

Vle. 

178 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The performing instructions in the second half of 

the measure, not present in A, are “rit.” in Tad and “col canto” in Orch and 

the piano reduction, respectively. 

 MIO Tad: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; in pvSO and SO it 

appears at 181 and reads “(si mette in ginocchio offrendo il paniere).” 

179 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Tad = “(con comica eleganza)” 

182 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “con eleganza”; see also Note 149. 

182 (183 = 182) A Vni II: On the second beat L wrote a quarter note followed by a tied 

eighth; MIO substitutes a dotted quarter, in agreement with Cl and Vle, the 

parallel 186 (187 = 186) and 190, and the notation in pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO. 

182, 183, 186, 187,  

190, 194, 195 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The first three sixteenth notes of the piano 

reduction (u. s. of the vocal scores) and Vni I (SO) have a < , the 

subsequent three or four notes a > (the > at 182–183 is missing). 

184 A Tad = “a piedi”; MIO (with MI1892, pvAS, pvSO, and SO) substitutes “ai 

piedi.” 

186 (187 = 186),  

190 (191 = 190),  

194 (195 = 194) A Ob, Cl = p; MIO suppresses this redundant marking. 

187–188 MIO Tad: The commas before and after “o Colombina” are derived from 

GE1892. 
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188–189 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The < at 188 and > at 189, both missing in 

A, appear in the piano reduction of the vocal scores and Vni I of SO. 

188–189, 196 A Vni I: L did not write staccato dots on the sixteenth notes, and neither SO 

nor any of the vocal scores includes them; MIO nevertheless adds them, in 

agreement with Rec1907 and parallel passages, such as those at 184 and 192. 

191 pvSO, SO Col = “(interrompendolo)” 

 MI1892 Col: The libretto includes two stage directions (“[Colombina va alla 

finestra la schiude e fa un segno; poi va verso Taddeo]” and “[strappandogli 

il paniere]”), both falling between Ton’s “Dal dì...” and her “Quanto 

spendesti.” The absence of any rests between Tad’s and Col’s phrases leaves 

no time for Col to go to the window, open it, make a sign, return to Tad, 

and wrest the basket from him. MIO therefore follows pvSO and SO, 

omitting (with SO) the initial “Colom.” and placing the instruction at 191, 

not 192. 

196 MIO Col: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

197 A Vc: L wrote “rit.”; MIO substitutes a global “rit.o” 

198 pvAS, pvSO, SO: The tempo instruction is “Come nel Io Atto. ( = 69)”; 

MIO prefers the “Come prima” of A, as it works for both the one- and two-

act versions, but extends the metronome marking. 

 MI1892 Tad: The stage direction is “(a Colombina, con intenzione)”; in SO 

and (albeit without the comma) pvSO it is “(cantato, con intenzione).” 

 A Vni I: L placed the p and the performing instruction on the downbeat; 

MIO anticipates them on the upbeat at 197. 

201 pvAS, pvSO, SO Tad = “esagerato”  

 A Vni I: In the second half of the measure, on the staff of Vni II but 

presumably intended for Vni I, L wrote “segue”; MIO substitutes “colla 

parte” (see act I at 828 and 836 and “Commedia,” Note 212). 

201, 209 A Fg: L wrote “stacc.” in addition to the staccato dots; MIO suppresses the 

redundant verbal instruction. 

202 A Vni I: L placed the p on the downbeat; MIO anticipates it on the upbeat at 

201. 

204 pvAS, pvSO, SO Tad = “ghignando” 

 A Vni I: The first note on the third beat is an eighth but should be a 

sixteenth. 

205 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, the placement from pvSO 

and SO, where the wording is slightly different: “(intanto Arlecchino 

scavalca dalla finestra, depone la bottiglia che ha sotto al braccio e va 

cautamente di dietro a Taddeo).” 

206 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Vc = “cantabile espressivo” 

210 pvFU, pvSO, SO Tad: The first pitch is c. MIO (with pvAS and Rec1907) 

follows A. 

 A Vc: Unlike at 206, the penultimate note is a and the ultimate note an 

eighth. But unlike in act I at 837 (see Vc, Note 837), the two notes do not 

create a discrepancy with another part; MIO thus accepts them as written.  

212 A Fg = p; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 
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 A Vni I: In the second half of the measure of Vni I L wrote “colla parte”; 

MIO accepts this instruction and extends it to Orch. SO has “col canto.” 

213 MIO Arl: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version of pvSO 

and SO (at 212 in both sources) is “(afferrando per l’orecchio Taddeo e 

dandogli un calcio).” 

 A Ob, Cl, Fg: L wrote half notes; MIO adds the necessary augmenting dots 

without typographical distinction. 

214 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “Poco più senza troppo affrett[are]” 

 MIO Coro: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version of pvSO 

is “(Risata del Coro dopo la parola di Arlecchino),” that of SO simply 

“(risata del Coro).” 

 A Vc: L wrote regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp ones, in agreement 

with all other parts. 

214–218 A Cor: Due to space limitations L wrote all four Cor parts on one staff, at 

218 specifying “1o e 2o soli.” 

215 MIO Tad: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. In pvSO and SO the 

content is split into two directions distinctly placed: “(declamato 

comicamente)” at 215 and “(retrocedendo verso la porta)” at 220 in pvSO 

and 221 in SO. 

 A Fl: L wrote “Unissono”; L substitutes “a 3.” 

215–217 pMet Fg: The scoring is for Fg I, II only, a solution MIO accepts. 

217, 219 Sources Tad: In pvSO and SO the stage direction “(ad Arlecchino)” appears 

at 217; in MI1892 it is intended for the subsequent words, “Vi benedico!...” 

(at 219), where it makes little sense. MIO follows pvSO and SO. 

219 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The instruction in Tad is “rit.,” in Orch (SO) and 

the piano reduction (vocal scores) “col canto”; MIO (with Rec1907) follows 

A. 

  pvSO, SO Tad = “(stendendo le mani)” 

 A Fg I, II, Vle, Vc: L wrote e in Fg I, d in Fg II, e in Vle, and G + d in Vc. It 

appears that he had in mind a half diminished harmony as in the example 

below. But the e in Trbn II at 219 would have been incompatible and the B 

– G in Trbn III at 220 would have made an unacceptable continuation. The 

solution in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO, which MIO (with Rec1907) accepts, 

required changes in Fg I, II, Vle, and Vc. It would have been perfectly 

natural, however, to preserve the half diminished harmony at 219 by 

substituting e in Trbn II at 219 and to correct the continuation by 

substituting A on the downbeat of Trbn III at 220: 
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225 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. In pvSO and SO the stage 

direction is provided in two parts: in SO “(esce dalla porta a destra)” for Tad 

and “(il coro ride e applaude)” for Coro are both placed at 225, the former 

above the staff of Tad, the latter beneath; in pvSO, they both appear above 

Tad as follows: “(esce dalla porta a destra) (il coro ride ed applaude).” 

226 MIO Vni I: The dynamic marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and 

SO. 

227 Sources: The heading is “DUET” in pvAS, “Duett” in pvFU, and 

“DUETTINO” in pvSO. 

 MIO: The conjunction “e” of the tempo indication and the metronome 

marking are derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

230 MIO Arl: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. pvSO and SO extend 

to both Col and Arl the following version: “(guardandosi amorosamente con 

affetto esagerato),” pvSO at 228, SO at 227. 
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239, 240 pvSO, SO Col, Arl = “(si stringono comicamente fra le braccia),” in SO at 

239, in pvSO at 240. 

241 A Vle: The third note is g′, a pitch that does not make harmonic sense. 

MIO substitutes a′, the pitch also in Vni II. 

244–246 A Orch: L drew two global diminuendos above Vni I: > from the upbeat 

to 245 through the end of 246 and “dim.” on the downbeat of 245. MIO 

uses the “dim.” as a global instruction and adds shorter, local > in the 

individual parts. 

 A Fl, Ob, Cl, Fg: L wrote “stacc.” in addition to drawing staccato dots; MIO 

suppresses the verbal instruction. 

245 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version in pvSO (at 

244) is “(Colom. prende dal tavolo due posate e due coltelli e poi mette il 

pollo in tavola mentre Arlecc. va a prendere la bottiglia che ha lasciato 

entrando),” that of SO (at 245) “(Colombina prende dal tavolo due posate e 

mette il pollo in tavola. Arlecchino va a prendere la bottiglia che ha lasciato 

entrando).”  

 MIO Fl: The instruction “il terzo Flauto prende l’Ottavino” is added based 

on L’s wording at 627 of act I. 

247 A Arpa I: L drew regular accents and added “marcato”; MIO substitutes 

sharp accents, in agreement with the notation in Vni I, Vni II, and Vle. 

248 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO: The performing instruction is “legg. ed 

elegante” in pvFU and pvSO (piano reduction) and SO (Vni I); in the piano 

reduction of pvAS the instruction is “legg. ed eleganza.” 

 A Vc, Cb: L repeated “piz.”; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

255 MIO Ott: The two performance instructions in A (“dolce e legato” and 

“senza rall.,” the former written beneath the latter) are in MIO aligned 

horizontally, separated by an editorial comma. 

 A Vni II: L drew a staccato dot; MIO suppresses this unique articulation. 

257–258 MI1892, pvAS, pvFU Col, Arl = “[L’a]-more ama gli effluvii” 

259 A, MI1892 Col, Arl = “de la cu-[cina]”; MIO substitutes “della cu-[cina],” in 

agreement with L’s spelling elsewhere (e. g., act I, 967–968). 

 A Cor I = p / “1o solo”; MIO anticipates the p at 255 and suppresses the 

redundant “1o solo.” 

260 pvSO, SO Col = “(sedendo a tavola)” 

263 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: On the downbeat the instruction is “affrett.” 

 pvFU, pvSO, SO Col = “(con eleganza)” 

263–264 A: Beginning with the second beat of 263 L wrote “ritardando / col canto” 

above Vni I; at 264 he wrote “rit.o colla parte” above Ob, “rit.” above Col 

and Arl, and “rit.o” above Vni II. MIO opts for “rit. col canto” in Orch and 

“rit.” in the vocal parts, both on the downbeat of 264. 

265 pvSO, SO Col, Arl: The stage direction after the downbeat is “(si servono 

scambievolmente).” 

 A Ob: Unlike the note at 264, that at 265 has only one stem; MIO 

nevertheless continues “a 2.” 
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269 MIO Arl: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and SO is “(Arlecc. prende una boccetta che ha nascosta nella tunica),” in 

SO without the initial “Arlecc.” 

269–270, 277–278 A Vni I: L wrote: 

  
 

MIO simplifies the notation, omitting the second wavy line and (with pvAS, 

pvFU, pvSO, and SO) beginning the series of small notes on f′′ instead of 

g′′. 

271 A Arl = “questi narcotico” 

273 A Arl: The punctuation is a period; MIO (with MI1892) substitutes a comma. 

279 A Col = “Sì. porgi.” MIO (with MI1892) substitutes a comma for the first 

period. 

280 MIO Tad: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and SO is “(entra fingendo tremare esageratamente),” in both sources at 

281. 

281 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvFU, pvSO, and SO. In 

pvAS the tempo is “Allegretto agitato,”  = 169. The f is derived from 

pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

281–287 A Trbn, B Tuba Vle, Vc, Cb: L wrote the staccato dots only in some of the 

abbreviated measures (those in Strings containing a dotted half note with a 

slash): in Vle at 283–286, Vc at 283 (284 = 283) and 285–286, and Cb at 

287; MIO extends them to all parts and all notes. 

283, 284–285 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Piano reduction: The “cres.” at 283 and the “cres. 

molto” at 284–285 appear to reflect the addition of instruments in A. SO 

nevertheless includes the two crescendo markings, which were most likely 

mechanically transferred from pvSO. 

285 A Cor I, II: L wrote a unique accent; MIO (with SO) suppresses it. 

287 pvSO, SO Tad: The “(urlando),” present in neither A nor MI1892, appears 

above the last note of the measure. 

288–291 A Fl: In this passage L wrote for three Fl plus Ott, surely an oversight. MIO 

omits Fl I of A, as, beginning with the second note at 288, it doubles the 

sounding pitch of Ott (for a model of this orchestration, see “Commedia” at 

441). The version of A is consigned to a footnote.  

289 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version of pvSO and 

SO consists of distinct parts: “(entra a sinistra e chiude la porta)” at 289 

and “(il pubblico ride)” at 290. 

291 MIO Col: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

 pvSO Arl = “(Arlecchino va alla finestra e la scavalca)”; in SO the 

instruction appears at 292. 

295 Sources: The heading is “SCENE & DUET FINALE” in pvAS, “Scene und 

Duett Finale” in pvFU, and “Scena e duetto finale” in pvSO. 
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 MIO Arl: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version of SO is 

“(comparendo dall’altro lato),” that of pvSO “(scomparendo dall’altro lato 

dice:)” (both at 294). 

 MIO: The “dim.” and “rit. il tempo,” clearly necessary, are derived from SO 

(above Strings) and pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO (in the piano reduction), where 

the instruction reads “dim. e rit. il tempo.” 

297 MIO Arl: The spelling “ne la” in A and the secondary sources is modernized 

to “nella.” 

298 MIO Arl: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

299 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Col: L identified the staff as “Nedda”; MIO follows MI1892, where L still 

used the name “Colombina.” 

 MIO Col, Can: The stage direction for Col is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and 

SO, that for Can from MI1892. Can’s stage direction in pvSO and SO is 

“(Canio, sotto le spoglie di Pagliaccio entra dalla porta a destra)” and 

appears at 300, after Col’s “A stanotte”; as Can hears her say the same 

words as in act I at 1141–1144, he more likely enters at 299, as suggested in 

MI1892. 

302 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: There is a fermata on the last note of Col and, in 

the vocal scores, after the last note of the piano reduction; in SO the fermata 

appears on the rest of Vc and after the last note of Cb. 

 A Col: Even though the word “tua” is, according to the rules of versification, 

a two-syllable word, L clearly wanted it to be sung as a one-syllable word 

(he used no hyphen and beamed and tied the notes). 

303 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in A, 

pvSO, and SO is “(a parte).”  

306 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived form MI1892, pvSO, and (at 305) 

SO. 

307 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Can = p 

308 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

309–335 A Vc, Cb: L’s instructions of “piz.” and “arco” are inconsistent. At 308 he 

wrote “arco” and at 315 “piz.”; it is thus clear that he wanted the “con 

dolore” theme with an arco accompaniment. The next marker, “piz.” in Vc at 

325, suggests that 317–324 are arco, including the restatement of the “con 

dolore” theme (317–320). In addition L’s slur in Vc 323 makes clear that, at 

least by 323, Vc must have returned to arco. MIO thus suggests “arco” at 

317 in both Vc and Cb. With this interference, L’s own “arco” at 331 in Cb, 

possibly written mechanically in response to the “arco” at 329 in Vc, is no 

longer necessary. 

310 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

311 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ned = “scherzando” 

313 pvSO, SO Can = “(mal ritenendosi)” 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is a combination of A (“[serio]”) and MI1892 

(“[fissandola]”). The version in pvSO and SO is “(fissandola con 

intenzione)” at 315. 
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317 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

321 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Can: Above the last note appears the instruction 

“cresc.” (“cres.” in pvSO). 

322 A Fl = 1o e 2o”; MIO substitutes “a 2.” 

322, 325  pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The second beat of 322 in the vocal scores and the 

downbeat in SO carry the instruction “affrett.”; it is followed by 

“riprendendo il tempo” on the downbeat of 325. 

323 pvSO, SO Can = “con ira” 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Can = f (above the last note) 

 A Can: The second note is a dotted quarter, which leaves the measure a 

sixteenth short; MIO (with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO) substitutes a 

double-dotted quarter. 

324 A Fg, Vc: L beamed the three eighth notes; MIO flags the first one 

separately, in agreement with Cl, Cor, and Vle. 

325 MIO Vni I: The p is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO. 

326 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and SO is “(cercando ancora frenarsi).” 

327 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

 A Vc: L wrote G, clearly a mistake; MIO corrects the pitch to F. 

331, 332 MI1892, pvSO, SO Ned: On the second beat of 331 pvSO and SO anticipate 

a stage direction, “(andando verso la porta),” that in MI1892, in somewhat 

different form, “(verso la porta a sinistra),” is intended for the text at 332. 

MIO follows MI1892. 

332 A Trbn = pp; MIO substitutes p, in agreement with the dynamic level of all 

other parts. 

334 A Ton: L identifies the staff as “Tonio / (di dentro)”; as “di dentro” is part 

of the stage direction (see Note 335), MIO suppresses the phrase in the 

identification of the staff. 

335 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “poco meno” 

 MIO Ton: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Fg = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

335–338 A Strings: Beneath the score L wrote “pp tutte queste quattro battute del 

quartetto.” The meaning of “quartetto” here is unclear, as there are five 

string parts. L may have intended to write “quintetto” or may have used the 

term to refer to the chamber-like character of the accompaniment. 

Furthermore, beneath Vni II L wrote ppp. MIO assigns to Vni I the pp of 

the cryptic instruction, extends to the remaining Strings the ppp of Vni II, 

and omits the cryptic instruction beneath the score. 

336, 337 A Tp = pp; MIO suppresses these redundant instructions. 

338 pvSO, SO Ton = “(ghignando)” 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ton = f (on the first sixteenth note of the vocal 

scores, on the preceding eighth in SO) 

 A Vni I: L drew the slur from the second eighth note to the quarter note; 

MIO (with pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO) places the slur on the first two 
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eighth notes, in agreement with L’s notation in previous measures (first at 

310). 

 A Vni I: For the first ornamental note and the first eighth note L failed to 

provide the . 

339 A Cl I: L wrote “rit.o molto col canto”; MIO substitutes a global “rallentando 

molto col canto” at 338, in agreement with the instruction in Ton. 

340 MIO extends the metronome marking (but not the general tempo 

instruction, “Animato”) from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 but with the comma 

present in pvSO and SO. 

 MI1892 Coro = “(Il pubblico ride forte)” 

340–341 pMet Fg: Fg II doubles the lower one of the dyads. 

342 MIO Can: The stage direction, without the initial “poi,” is derived from 

MI1892; the version in pvSO and SO is “(a Nedda).” 

347 MIO Orch: The < is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

348 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and SO is “(ridendo).” 

349 A, MI1892 Can = “de l’a-[mante]”; MIO substitutes “dell’a-[mante],” in 

agreement with L’s spelling elsewhere (e. g., act I, 967–968). 

 A Cl: On the second beat L wrote a quarter note followed by a tied eighth; 

MIO substitutes a dotted quarter, in agreement with L’s notation in Can 

and (at 351) in Ob, Can, and Vni I. 

352 MIO Can: The comma, missing in A and MI1892, is derived from pvSO and 

SO. 

355 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

358 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “rit.” 

359 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 A Orch: In Trbn, B Tuba, and Tp L drew a staccato dot, in Vni I a regular 

accent; MIO substitutes a sharp accent, in agreement with the prevailing 

articulation. In addition, between the staves of Trbn and B Tuba, L wrote p, 

the only dynamic instruction he provided, even though he clearly had a 

strong downbeat in mind, prepared by the “cresc. molto” in Strings and Tp 

at 358. MIO extends the p only to those instruments without preceding 

crescendo. 

360 A Cl, Clne, Fg: On the downbeat L drew a regular accent; MIO substitutes a 

sharp one, in agreement with Vc. 

360, 363 A Vni I, Vni II: In the second half of the measure L indicated a repetition of 

the first, which would include the sf, sharp accent, and p. In the context of 

the gesture in Clne, Fg, and Vc, these markings make no sense, and MIO 

suppresses them. 

361, 364 A Vni I, Vni II: L marked these measures as a repeat of 360 and 363, 

respecttively; in light of the explicit dynamic markings in Vni I at 361, MIO 

suppresses the markings associated with repeat signs (sf, sharp accent, and 

p). 
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362 A Trbn, B Tuba: L drew a staccato dot and repeated the p; MIO substitutes 

a sharp accent, in agreement with the prevailing articulation, and suppresses 

the redundant p. 

363 A Vc: On the downbeat L drew a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp 

one, in agreement with the parallel 360 and 368. 

367 A Fg, Vc: On the downbeat L drew a staccato dot in Fg and a sharp accent in 

Vc; MIO substitutes a regular accent, in agreement with Cb at 367 and Vni I 

and Vni II at 369 (see Note 369). 

367, 369 A Trbn, B Tuba: L drew a staccato dot and repeated the p; MIO substitutes 

a regular accent (in agreement with the prevailing articulation) and 

suppresses the redundant p. 

368, 372, 377, 380,  

383, 388, 396 A Vni I, Vni II, Vle: In Vni I and Vni II (and at 377, 388, and 396 also in 

Vle) L wrote a whole note with three slashes; MIO substitutes two half 

notes and extends the accentuation and dynamic marking from the parallel 

360 and 363. 

369 A Fg, Vle, Cb: In Fg L drew a regular accent and in Vle and Cb a sharp 

accent; MIO substitutes a staccato dot in Fg, in agreement with the 

articulation at the parallel 361 and 364, and a regular accent in the Vle and 

Cb, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

369–370 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The < at 369 and > at 370, not present in A, 

appear in the piano reduction of the vocal scores and in Strings of SO, 

spanning the full respective measure. 

371 MIO Fg, Strings: The < is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

373 (374 = 373) A Tp: L drew a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with all parallel parts. 

374–375 Sources Fg, Vc, Cb: In A and SO the eighths are single-dotted and the short 

note values are sixteenths; in pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO the eighths are 

double-dotted and the short note values are thirty-seconds. MIO (with 

pMet, where the problem is fixed only in part, however) follows the vocal 

scores. 

375–376 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: Can at 375 is marked “rit.,” the piano reduction in 

the vocal scores and Orch in SO “col canto”; at 376 there is a global “a 

tempo.” 

376 A Cor: L wrote a quarter note; MIO substitutes an eighth followed by an 

eighth rest, in agreement with the parallel Trb I. 

 A Trbn = p; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

 A Tp: L drew a staccato dot; MIO substitutes a sharp accent, in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation. 

378 A Trbn III, B Tuba: L drew a slur; MIO substitutes sharp accents, in 

agreement with Vc and Cb. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: There is a < extending through the entire 

measure. 
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379 A Fg: On the downbeat L wrote a sixteenth note followed by a sixteenth 

rest; MIO substitutes an eighth note, in agreement with the parallel 359, 

367, and 376. 

381, 384 Sources Cb: On the downbeat A has a dotted eighth rest followed by a 

sixteenth note, whereas pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO have a double-dotted 

eighth note followed by a thirty-second note on the l. s. of the piano 

reduction; MIO adjusts the rhythm of Cb to that of the vocal scores, in 

agreement with L’s notation at 361. 

 A Vni I, Vni II: L wrote a whole note with three slashes; MIO substitutes 

two half notes and extends the dynamic marking from the parallel 361 and 

364. 

383 A Ob, Cor I: The slur ends with the last note; MIO (with SO) extends it to 

the first note of 384. 

386 A Fg: In the second half of the measure L drew tenuto markings; MIO 

substitutes accents, in agreement with Cor I, II, Vc, and Cb. 

387 A Fg: L beamed the first four eighth notes; MIO flags the first one 

separately, in agreement with L’s notation at 359, 367, and 376. 

 A Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, B Tuba: In Cor L drew a regular accent, in B Tuba a 

staccato dot; MIO substitutes a sharp accent, in agreement with the 

prevailing articulation. 

388 A Vc: On the downbeat L drew a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp 

one, in agreement with L’s notation at the parallel 368 and 383. 

389–390 Sources Clne, Fg, Vc, Cb: In A and SO the eighths (rests and notes) in the 

second half of the measure are single-dotted and the short note values are 

sixteenths (except for the fourth beat of 390, where the eighth note is 

double-dotted and followed by a thirty-second note); in pvAS, pvFU, and 

pvSO the eighths are double-dotted and the short note values are thirty-

seconds. MIO follows the vocal scores. 

389 A Trbn = p; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

391 A Clne, Fg, Vc: L beamed the first four notes in one group; MIO beams 

them in groups of two, as in Cb and earlier, parallel instances (e. g., Fg and 

Vc at 388). 

392 A Cl, Fg: L grouped the first four eighth notes; MIO (with pvFU and pvSO) 

flags the first one separately, in agreement with Vni I, Vni II, Vle, and Vc, 

postponing the beginning of the slur until the second note. 

394 A Coro: L annotated Coro as follows: “Parte del coro” (in the margin across 

all four parts), “Sop 1i / (la metà),” “Sopi 2i / (la metà),” “4 Tenori,” and “4 

Bassi.”  

 A Trbn, B Tuba = p; MIO suppresses this redundant instruction. 

396 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and SO is “(cade accasciato sulla sedia presso al tavolo).” 

397–401 MIO Coro: The p is derived from Coro S I in pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

398 A Cl I: The second note is missing the ; MIO adds it without typographical 

distinction. 
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400 A Cl II: The third note is missing the ; MIO adds it without typographical 

disctintion. 

401 A Fg = “tutti”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

402 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Sil = p (placed on the third beat) 

403 MIO Clne, Fg, Vc: The > is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

404 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: On the downbeat these sources instruct “poco 

rit.”; MIO follows the “rit.o molto” on the upbeat to 404 of A. 

 A Trbn II: L added a , surely a mistake. 

405 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

405–422 US-NHub Vno: The violin part is to be played con sordino.  

 A Vc, Cb: L drew rare staccato dots (in Vc at 406–407 and in Cb at 412 [413 

= 412], 414, 416, and 421); MIO (with SO, which includes only the 

staccato dot at 416, and pMet) suppresses these signs. 

409–422 A Vc: The slurring is unclear. L drew a first slur from 409 to the downbeat 

of 413 and a second one from the end of 413 (where there is no note) to the 

downbeat of 415. A third slur begins at 417 and, at the end of the recto, 

extends into the margin, without, however, continuing on the verso. pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO slur from the downbeat of 409 to the downbeat of 411, 

from the downbeat of 411 to the downbeat of 415, and from the downbeat 

of 417 to the end of the phrase at 422. MIO follows the vocal scores but, in 

agreement with A, does not interrupt the slurring at 411. US-NHub 

includes no slurs in the Vc part. 

410–411 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO Vc: There is a < from the downbeat at 410 to the 

downbeat at 411. Neither A nor US-NHub has a < here. 

411 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Can: There is a < over the three notes of the 

measure. Neither A nor US-NHub has a < here. 

413, 414 MIO Fl I, Cl: The p in Cl at 413 and Fl at 414 is derived from Cor I at 417. 

421 MIO: The “a tempo” is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO, where in 

Can it is placed on the last sixteenth note and in Orch / the piano reduction 

on the downbeat of 422. 

423 A Fg = “tutti”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

424 A Vc: On the downbeat L drew a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with Fg. 

425 A Can: L wrote “ne l’alma”; MIO modernizes the spelling to “nell’alma.” 

 A Fg: L drew a tenuto marking on all four eighth notes; MIO substitutes 

accents, in agreement with Vc (where MIO extends the accent on the fourth 

note from the parallel 429). 

425–426, 429 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Can: The eighth notes at 425 and 429 and the 

downbeat at 426 have a tenuto marking. 

431 A Vni I: L beamed the eighth notes in pairs; MIO beams them as a group of 

four, in agreement with L’s notation in Ob, Cl, and Vc at 429. 

434 A Cor I: L beamed the eighth notes, the second of which appears to have a 

staccato dot; MIO flags the notes separately and substitutes an accent, in 

agreement with the parallel parts. 
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436 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “col canto” 

438 pvAS, pvSO, SO Can = “con impeto” (on the second beat) 

 A Fg: L wrote a triad of dotted quarter notes followed by a triad of quarter 

notes (placed in the fourth quarter of the measure); MIO substitutes for the 

second triad a triad of eighth notes. Even though it is clear that L intended 

the rhythm to be dotted, SO has two triads of quarter notes. 

439 pvAS, pvSO, SO Can: These sources introduce a breathing mark after the 

second eighth note. 

 A Vni I: The first two notes are flagged separately; MIO beams them in 

agreement with all parallel parts. 

441 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 and, with the addition 

of the comma, pvSO and SO. 

 MIO Coro: The f is derived from pvAS, pvFU, and pvSO; the comma after 

“entusiasmo” is editorial. 

 MI1892 Coro = “entusiasta” (referring to “La Folla”) 

 pvAS Coro = “Chorus ad libitum” 

 MIO Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl, Vni I, Vni II, Vle: The < is derived from pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO. 

442 A Ott, Clne, Tp, Vc, Cb: The eighth notes have sharp accents; MIO 

substitutes regular ones, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

443 pvSO, SO Ned = “(affettando calma)” 

446 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO: On the downbeat these sources have “a tempo”; MIO 

suppresses this mysterious instruction. 

 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 

447 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO = “Agitato come prima”; this instruction lacks a 

referent, as there is no previous tempo indication of “Agitato” in the 

“Commedia.” It is likely that the instruction refers to 359, where the 

metronome marking,  = 144, is reasonably close to the tempo of Rec1907 at 

447; the tempo marking at 359 is “Allegro moderato,” however. As the 

meter change at 447 requires a tempo marking, MIO extends the “Agitato” 

from the secondary sources but omits the “come prima.” 

451 A Trbn = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

451–452 A Cor I, II, Cor III, IV, Trb: In Cor throughout and in Trb at 452 L drew 

sharp accents; MIO substitutes regular ones, in agreement with the 

prevailing articulation. 

452 A B Tuba: The eighth rest at the end of the measure is missing. 

452, 453 pvSO, SO Ned = “(cercando di riprendere la commedia sorridendo 

forzatamente)” at 452 (SO) and 453 (pvSO), respectively. 

453 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Can = “declamato” (on the downbeat) 

454 MIO Orch: The ff is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The performing instruction is “deciso” in Orch 

(SO) and the piano reduction (vocal scores), respectively. 

 A Trbn = “unissono”; MIO substitutes “a 3.” 

454–455 A B Tuba, Tp, Vc, Cb: L wrote sharp accents (in Tp at 455 only); MIO 

substitutes regular accents, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 
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455 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version in pvSO 

and SO is “(cercando riprendere ancora la commedia).” 

 MIO Vni I: The p is extended from the parallel 247. 

459 A Ned = “Quì [nulla]” 

462 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version of pvSO 

and SO is somewhat different and begins at 461: “(andando verso la porta).” 

 pvSO, pvAS, SO Ned: The rhythm in the second half of the measure is 

dotted. 

463 MIO Ott, Arpa: The “senza rallentare” is extended from the parallel 255. 

463–465 A Ott: L drew the slur all the way to the downbeat of 465; MIO ends it with 

the last sixteenth note of 464, in agreement with L’s notation in Arpa and at 

the parallel 256. 

469 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ned: The second note is a quarter, followed by an 

eighth rest. 

470–472 A: The instructions (“ripigliando,” “rit. ancora,” and “col canto”) appear, 

one after the other, only above Vni I; MIO extends them as global 

instructions. 

472 A: In light of the global instructions (“rit. ancora” and “col canto”), the 

“rito” in Ob is redundant; MIO omits it.  

473 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, with the addition of 

“tra la folla,” derived from pvSO and SO. 

473–474 MIO: The < , clearly necessary, is derived from pvSO and SO. 

475 MIO Can: The performing instruction is derived from MI1892; the version in 

pvSO and SO is “violento.” 

 MIO Orch: The ff is derived from pvSO and SO. 

477 pvAS, pvSO, SO Can = “declam. a piac[ere]”  

480 MIO Orch: The f is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

481–483 A Can: L wrote “[capi]-ta! Ch’io”; MIO omits the exclamation point and 

continues with a lowercase letter, in agreement with MI1892 and pvSO. 

483  MIO Orch: The ff is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

491–492 MIO Fl, Ob, Clne, Fg, Vni I, Vni II, Vle, Vc: The f at 491 and the subsequent 

< are derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO.  

493 A Clne: L did not write the acciaccatura, even though Clne otherwise 

doubles Fg. As there are other low instruments that lack the ornament, 

MIO respects L’s notation. 

 A Vc: Above the first note L wrote a sign that looks like a vertical staccato 

dash with a left hook at the bottom; MIO interprets it as a staccato dot and 

extends it to the parallel Clne and Fg. 

 A Cb: L wrote a regular accent; MIO substitutes a sharp one, in agreement 

with L’s notation in Clne and Fg. 

494 pvAS, pvSO, SO Ned = “con grande energia” (in SO in parentheses) 

494–496 A Cl, Vle: In Vle at 494 and 495 L drew a slur from the second half of the 

third beat to the end of the measure; in Cl at 495, he drew it from the 

second half of the third beat to the downbeat of 496. In light of the 

“marcato” instruction, MIO interprets the slur as part of the triplet notation 
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(even though in Vle at 495 the “3” of the triplet notation is missing), in 

agreement with the notation in Cl at 494. 

495 A Ned: L neither wrote an exclamation point after “madre” nor continued 

“Indegna” with an uppercase letter, thus obscuring the meaning. MIO (with 

pvAS, pvSO, and SO) follows the punctuation and capitalization of MI1892. 

 pvAS, pvSO, SO Ned: The rhythm is quarter note – half note – quarter 

note. 

496 MIO Sil: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

496–506 MIO Fg: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

497 A Fg: On the second beat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with Trbn, Vc, and Cb. 

498 pvAS, pvSO, SO Ned: “vuoi” is treated as a two-syllable word, which not 

only runs counter to the rules of versification but also L’s notation. 

 A B Tuba = p; MIO anticipates the instruction at 497. 

500 MIO Coro T I: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro S I. 

500–501 MIO: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. pvSO and SO have a 

different version: “(Peppe appare in fondo alla scena ritenuto da Tonio),” 

placed at 498–499.  

501 A Vle: Part of the measure is pasted over, covering up the upbeat to 502. It 

is clear that the note must be b (quarter note), as in the parallel parts. 

505 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO Ned: The notes of the triplet on the fourth beat are 

accented. 

 A Vle, Vc: On the third beat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one. 

505, 519–520 A Trbn: L did not to specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

506 A Ob, Cl: On the last dyad L drew a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular 

one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A B Tuba: On the second beat L drew a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a 

regular one, in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

 A Vc, Cb: On all pitches except the last one in Cb L drew a sharp accent; 

MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement with the prevailing 

articulation. 

506, 508–514 A Fl: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

507 A, MI1892 Can = “de la”; MIO substitutes “della,” in agreement with L’s 

spelling elsewhere (e. g., act I, 967–968). 

 MIO Vni I: The placement of the “uniti” is derived from pMet. 

 A Fg, B Tuba: L drew a slur over the triplet; in light of the accents in Fg and 

parallel parts, MIO interprets the slur as part of the triplet notation and 

suppresses it. 

 A Vni I, Vni II: On the notes of the triplet and (in Vni I) the eighth note of 

the third beat L drew regular accents; MIO substitutes sharp ones, in 

agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

509, 512 A Trb: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

509 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, pvSO, and SO. 
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 MIO Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the reading of pvSO 

and SO is: “(corre a prendere il coltello sul tavolo),” placed at 510. 

 A Fg, Vc, Cb: On the second beat of Fg and Cb and the fourth beat of Fg and 

Vc L drew a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one in agreement with 

the prevailing articulation. 

510 MIO Sil: The stage direction is derived from MI1892; the version of pvSO and 

SO is “(sguainando il pugnale).” The dynamic level in pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, 

and SO is f. 

 MIO Coro: The previous dynamic level (p) is clearly not appropriate 

anymore. MIO suggests f, in agreement with the dynamic level the vocal 

scores suggest for Sil. 

510-513 MIO: The stage direction above Coro is derived from MI1892. pvSO and SO 

break up this direction and place fragments of it with the characters 

involved. In SO the arrangement is as follows: “(Tutti si levano in piedi; 

confusione generale)” (Coro at 510); “(una parte delle donne fugge; alcuni 

contadini trattengono Silvio non sapendo spiegarsi il suo furore)” (Coro at 

511); “Nedda vorrebbe fuggire verso il pubblico, ma Canio l’afferra e la 

colpisce col coltello)” (Ned at 511–513); in pvSO the arrangement is as 

follows: “(Tutti si levano in piedi, confusione generale)” (Coro T at 510); 

“(Una parte delle donne fugge; alcuni contadini trattengono Silvio non 

sapendo spiegarsi il suo furore)” (Coro B at 510–511); “Nedda vorrebbe 

fuggire verso il pubblico ma Canio l’afferra e la colpisce ripetutamente col 

coltello sulle parole: a te)” (Ned at 511). 

512 MIO Pep: The stage direction is derived from MI1892 (omitting the initial 

“che”); the version in pvSO and SO is “(Peppe è sempre trattenuto da 

Tonio).” 

514 pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, SO: The performance instruction in Can is “a piacere,” 

in Orch (SO) and the piano reduction (pvAS and pvSO) “(seguendo 

sempre la declamazione).” 

 MI1892 Can: The stage direction, referring to the text “Di morte negli 

spasimi, is “(a Nedda).” Unlike in MI1892, in A this text follows Can’s “A 

te!” and thus no longer requires the clarification that it is addressed to Ned. 

 A Tp, Vni I, Vni II: On the downbeat L wrote a sharp accent; MIO 

substitutes a regular one in agreement with the prevailing articulation. 

515 MIO Coro B: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro T. 

516 MIO Ned: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. The version of pvSO 

and SO is considerably more dramatic: “(Nedda cade dando in un rantolo)” 

at 514–515 of both sources and “(in uno sforzo supremo)” at 515–516 (in 

SO) and 516 (in pvSO). 

517 MIO Sil: The stage direction is derived, without the introductory “che è,” 

from MI1892. 

 A Tp: V wrote a sharp accent; MIO substitutes a regular one, in agreement 

with the prevailing articulation. 

518 MIO Orch: The ff is derived from pvAS, pvSO, pvFU, and SO.  
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518–521 pvSO, SO Can, Ton, Sil, Coro: The stage directions are scattered 

throughout these measures. In SO they are “(si volge al grido di Silvio, gli 

corre incontro e lo ferisce al cuore)” (Can, 518–520); “(come istupidito 

lascia cadere il coltello)” (Can, 521); “(alla folla)” (Ton, 520); “(cadendo 

come fulminato)” (Sil, 519); and “(la folla cerca di disarmar Canio)” (Coro, 

520–521). In pvSO they are “(Canio si volge al grido di Silvio, gli corre 

incontro e lo ferisce al cuore)” (Can, 518); “(Canio come istupidito lascia 

cadere il coltello)” (Can, 520–521); “(alla folla)” (Ton, 520); “(cadendo 

come fulminato)” (Sil, 519); and “(la folla cerca disarmar Canio)” (Coro, 

520–521). 

519 pvSO, pvFU, SO Sil: The moment of the “rantolo” is specified on the third 

beat with an unpitched eighth note on the text “Ah!” 

 MIO Coro S: The stage direction is derived from MI1892. 

519–520 A Can: The placement of the stage directions conflicts with the stage 

direction in MI1892: “(Alla voce di Silvio, Canio si volge come una belva, 

balza presso di lui e in un attimo lo ferisce, dicendo: [Ah! sei tu? Ben 

venga!]).” MIO follows the wording and placement of A. 

519–520 MIO Coro B: The text, missing in A, is extended from Coro T. 

519–528 A Fl: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

 pMet Fg II: The instrument doubles the lower pitch of the dyads. 

520 Sources Orch: With no dynamic markings in A, MIO has to rely on 

secondary sources, which, however, include inconsistent markings. pvAS, 

pvFU, and pvSO include a p on the second beat and a pp on the third; SO 

and SO1909 include a p on the second beat, even in the parts with tied notes; 

pvSOF suppresses the pp, clarifying that the p on the second beat pertains 

to the tremolo in the left hand. MIO follows pvSOF. 

520–521 MIO Coro, Can: The stage direction is derived from MI1892, where it reads 

“(Mentre parecchi si precipitano verso Canio per disarmarlo ed arrestarlo, 

egli immobile istupidito lascia cadere il coltello mentre Tonio dice 

cinicamente alla folla:).” 

 Sources Can, Ton: MIO separates the two instructions for Ton 

(“cinicamente” and “a piacere”) by a comma and (with A, A[SO], SO, and 

SO1909) assigns the text “La commedia è finita” to Ton. pvAS (in rhythmic 

but unpitched notation), GE1892, and MI1892a assign it to Can, with GE1892 

and MI1892a modifying the stage direction as follows: “(Mentre parecchi si 

precipitano verso Canio per disarmarlo ed arrestarlo, egli immobile 

istupidito lascia cadere il coltello dicendo:);” GE1892 omits the words “ed 

arrestarlo.” Rec1907 follows pvAS. 

 pvSO, SO Piano reduction / Tp, Cb: The performing instruction is “col 

canto senza rigore.” 

522 MIO: The metronome marking is derived from pvAS, pvFU, pvSO, and SO. 

522–528 MIO Trb: L did not specify the scoring; MIO follows pMet. 

524–527 A Orch: L was inconsistent in his choice of accents. At 524 he wrote regular 

accents in Ob, Clne (except on the last sixteenth), Cor I, II (except on the 

last sixteenth), and Trb and sharp accents in Cl and Strings (except on the 
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last sixteenth in Vni II, Vle, Vc, and Cb); at 525 he wrote regular accents in 

Ob, Clne, and Trb and sharp accents in Fl, Cl, TT, and Vni I; at 526 he wrote 

regular accents in Fl, Ob, Clne (except on the last sixteenth), and Trb (only 

on the second and third dyads) and sharp accents in Cl (only on the second 

and third dyads) and Strings (in Vni I except on the last sixteenth and in Vc 

and Cb only on the second and third notes); at 527 he wrote sharp accents 

in Fl, Ob, Clne, and TT. In the remaining parts, he wrote no accents at all. In 

SO all accents are regular. MIO follows pvSO and pvFU in opting for 

regular accents at 524 and 526 and sharp accents at 525 and 527, in 

agreement with the predominant articulation. 

526 Sources: In MI1892 L specified that the curtain fall after the text “La 

commedia è finita!…” Neither pvFU, pvSO, nor SO specify where the 

curtain should begin to fall. pvAS and pvSOF provide the instruction at 526, 

the former as “(the curtain falls rapidly),” the latter as “(Le rideau tombe).” 

MIO accepts the wording of MI1892 and places it at 526. 

 pvSO, pvFU, SO Orch = “più rit.” (beginning with the second note of the 

first triplet). 

531–532 A Orch: L wrote p and (sharp) accents only in Gr C. Neither pvSO, pvAS, 

pvFU, nor SO extends the p to Orch. SO places accents only in woodwinds 

and brass, not Gr C. The early vocal scores extend the accent to the chord 

above the tremolo. MIO follows A, where L, with the combination of p and 

sharp accents, appears to have ensured that Gr C does not dominate the low 

sonority. 


